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ABSTRACT
The Asociacion Nuestros Ahijados or the GOD'S CHILD Project, is a service
organization founded in 1991 by a North Dakota native to help Guatemalan
children who were poor or abandoned. The Project focuses on health, education
and human rights for children in Guatemala. The University of Mary is a small
Catholic Benedictine college in North Dakota. Currently, educators from the
University of Mary travel with groups of students to provide services in
Guatemala, in collaboration with the GOD'S CHILD Project. The purpose of this
qualitative study was to learn about aspects of culture, spirituality, and
leadership as it relates to quality health care in general, and more specifically to
college educators and health care practitioners who provided services to children
and families in Antigua, Guatemala, through a collaboration between the GOD's
Child Project and the University of Mary.
It is important to explore spirituality and cultural effectiveness, as there
are government mandates to include both in health care today. In addition,
health care professionals need to be leaders within their workplaces, their local
or global communities, and within their professional organizations to promote
health and wellness, to maintain quality care, to advocate for patients, and to
advance their own professions.
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The researcher used grounded theory methodology to collect and analyze
data. Health care educators and practitioners were interviewed regarding their
service experience in Guatemala. Results of this study suggest that cultural
effectiveness is a process that requires direct interaction with other cultures, and
will not occur in student practitioners from classroom experiences alone. This
study found that the participants were servant leaders who acted as positive role
models for their students in the midst of poverty and limited resources. Despite
the language barrier and few resources, participants developed therapeutic
alliances with the people they served in Guatemala, and made a difference by
giving of themselves. Further, participants recognized the importance of
spirituality in client centered care. Spirituality implied meaning, a connection, or
relationships with others, which in turn fostered personal spiritual growth for
participants in the study.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background and Need
Rigoberta Menchu is a young woman who survived the atrocities of civil
war in a third world country (Burgos-Debray, 1998). Her family was actively
involved in resistance against an unjust and oppressive government. Rigoberta
described how she and her father organized people in villages and taught them
to protect themselves from the soldiers. Her younger brother was one of many
who was tortured and burned to death while she and her family helplessly
watched. Rigoberta expressed her sorrow and anger when soldiers kidnapped
her mother and repeatedly raped and tortured her, leaving her to die. Family
members were prevented from burying her mother since a soldier guarded her
body until it was ravaged and carried away by animals. When her father was also
killed, Rigoberta became more active in her fight for the Indians of Guatemala.
Although she had to flee the country for a time, she returned to her beloved
country to be a leader of revolutionary Christians in Guatemala.
There are many people in Guatemala who witnessed destruction and
death of family members during the war. Maria is another refugee of the war in
Guatemala, and she cried as she shared her experiences. Her father and most of
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the men of her village were brutally shot and killed in the church. Just hours
before, the men sent the women and children up into the mountains to hide
from the soldiers. The women and children returned the next morning to find the
village quiet, too quiet. The soldiers were gone, but the men were all dead, some
burned beyond recognition. Soldiers had poured gasoline on the bodies and set
them afire before they vacated the village. When Maria's brother later
disappeared, her family was threatened repeatedly when they tried to search for
him. Finally, someone informed the family that he was dead and soldiers threw
his body in an abandoned well. Because the same fate awaited them, Maria's
family was never able to bury his body. In order to survive, the family separated,
and Maria and one sister went to live with other family, while other siblings were
placed in an orphanage. Maria later learned that her mother became ill and died
(Maria, personal communication, April, 2005).
The civil war between guerillas and military Guatemala continued for a
long 36 years, but they finally signed a peace treaty in 1996. Between the years
of 1978 and 1983, over 200,000 citizens perished, many of them Indians of
Mayan descent. Thousands of women and children were widowed and orphaned,
and many Mayan Indians fled to Mexico or Belize to escape torture or death.
(United States Dept, of State, 2005; Simo-Algado & Cardona, 2005).
The ongoing tenuous political climate is a factor in the socioeconomic
status of the people of Guatemala. There are over 14 million people living in
Guatemala; approximately one-half of those are indigenous Indians. There are
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23-26 different Mayan languages spoken in Guatemala. Although the official
language of Guatemala is Spanish, many of the native Indians speak only their
own native language (United States Dept, of State, 2005; Volunteer Service
Handbook, 2005).
When one looks at the beautiful and mostly serene countryside, it is hard
to believe the country has been in such turmoil for so long. Guatemala is a small
country, about the size of Tennessee. Two large mountain ranges cross the
country, and Guatemala has up to 30 volcanoes, of which approximately 85%
are still active. Throughout history, the country has been plagued with volcanic
eruptions and earthquakes (Guatemala, 2005). In 1976, an earthquake
devastated the country, killing nearly 23,000 people, leaving many children
orphaned (Volunteer Service Handbook, 2005).
People in Guatemala today tend to be very rich or very poor. The Bureau
of Public Affairs, United States Dept, of State (2005) reported that 20% of the
population is rich. There is no middle class; the remaining 80% of the people
exist in poverty. Living conditions generally are inadequate and families often live
in shacks or in garbage dumps. Common law marriages are prevalent. Although
family is very important to the Guatemalan people, family structure may be
lacking as the father is often absent from the home. Frequently men leave to
find work elsewhere, or they abandon their families altogether, leaving women to
carry the burden of family alone. Many children provide a source of income for
their families through begging or labor, and therefore are not able to attend
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school as their income is needed to support the family. The schools in Guatemala
are either private schools or public schools and all require fees for school
uniforms and books.
Socioeconomic conditions worsened because of the tenuous political
climate and a drop in coffee prices (chief export). Malnutrition, infant mortality,
and illiteracy are prevalent in Guatemala. Life expectancy in Guatemala is around
55 years of age, and approximately eight out of 100 children die in infancy
(United States Dept, of State, 2005; Volunteer Service Handbook, 2005).
Friends o f Guatemala, a world wide service organization within several
countries that includes the United States, was established to provide support and
aid to Guatemala to help raise their standards of living (United States Dept, of
State, 2005). In addition, many service organizations are in place to help fight
poverty, disease and to improve overall quality of life of the Guatemalan people.
One of these service organizations is the GOD'S CHILD Project
The GOD'S CHILD Project
The Asociacion Nuestros Ahijados or the GOD'S CHILD Project, is a service
organization founded in 1991 by a North Dakota native to help Guatemalan
children who were poor or abandoned. The founder, Patrick Atkinson, originally
moved to Antigua, Guatemala in 1983 to become the temporary director of an
orphanage. Atkinson remained there seven years. He found children to be in
great need, and aside from providing basic care at the orphanage, Atkinson's
efforts focused on health, education and human rights for children in Guatemala.
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Atkinson realized that children needed medical care and a "sense of belonging
and caring" in order for those children to become the hope for the future of
Guatemala (Volunteer Service Handbook, 2005). Atkinson believed education
was important, but he realized children also needed to believe in the value of
education before they could begin to break the bonds of poverty in Guatemala.
The orphanage did well, and the children blossomed under his care. Needing a
change, Atkinson took a job in which he traveled through Southeast Asia and
Viet Nam to determine the need for similar programs as those he started in
Central America. He became very ill while in Viet Nam, and when he partially
recovered, he discovered the organization he worked for was involved in a public
scandal. Frustrated and still ill, Atkinson returned to the USA in 1989 to pursue
his life in the United States (Hannan, 2006).
In the years following his departure, political and social changes refocused
the goals of orphanages in Guatemala, and many of the children in the
orphanage he once directed were no longer able to remain in school or even in
the orphanage. Numerous children became homeless or disappeared. When
Atkinson received letters from some of the children, now abandoned, once again
asking for his help, he returned to Guatemala. Atkinson was unable to find local
programs to help those children in need, so he decided to take this task upon
himself, and founded the Asociacion Nuestros Ahijados or the GOD'S CHILD
Project. Atkinson obtained a deserted farmhouse in Pastores and sought out
many of the children who wrote him and asked him to return.

5
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In the years between 1991 and 1996, the Asociacion Nuestros Ahijados
experienced many changes, and the number of children who initially started in
the program grew from 35 to 700 children by 1996. In 1997, the main center
was built. This facility houses the current Asociacion Nuestros Ahijados. The
center provides free medical and psychological services to children and their
families as well as free education to children and contains a school, a medical
and dental clinic, a chapel, and a community center. (Volunteer Service
Handbook 2005).
Children involved in the GOD'S CHILD Project come from exceptionally
poor families; often they are abandoned or orphaned. Although children
generally remain with their families, some children who do not have families or
are abused are fostered to families in the community. In part, the mission of the
GOD'S CHILD Project is "to assist God's poorest children in their educational,
social, physical, and spiritual growth. We view education as a practical way to
help poor children escape from an otherwise painful life" (GOD'S CHILD Project,
2000, H 1). Please see Appendix A for the mission statement in its entirety.
Atkinson developed a model for the center that includes "unconditional
love, persistence, respect, faith, learning, and structure" (Volunteer Service
Handbook, 2005, p. 37). Through this model, children in the GOD'S CHILD
Project receive basic needs such as food, shelter and clothing. In addition, they
receive medical care, room and board and tuition for school. Children receive
scholarships based on their grades in school. These scholarships include "natural
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rights such as the basic cares [mentioned above] and earned rights which
include tuition, school supplies, pocket money, and bus fare" (p. 38).
The executive office of the GOD'S CHILD Project North Central remains in
a small city in a rural Midwestern state with fundraising and volunteer
coordination as its main functions. Donations and grants sustain the Asociacion
in Guatemala, and the project relies on volunteers from Guatemala, the United
States and other countries to help with day-to-day maintenance of the GOD'S
CHILD Project in both countries. Some of the children who have graduated from
the GOD'S CHILD Project now work there as professionals in their chosen fields.
Maria, the woman whose experiences I described earlier, was one of the children
helped by the GOD'S CHILD Project. Today she is educated and has a family of
her own.
Individuals who choose to volunteer at the Asociacion Nuestros Ahijados
may do so various ways. Many individuals join a service team and travel to
Guatemala in a group to build homes for those families in need. Others volunteer
individually for various lengths of time in their professional capacities to provide
medical, dental, social work, occupational therapy, physical therapy, education
and other services needed. All individuals who volunteer are required to read the
Volunteer Service Handbook as part of their orientation to the GOD'S CHILD
Project. The handbook contains information specific to the GOD'S CHILD Project,
the Guatemalan people, the country and the culture. Once volunteers arrive in
Guatemala, they receive a tour of the GOD'S CHILD Project, an additional 2-3
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hour orientation about the history of Asociacion Nuestros Ahijados, and
information regarding safety, food, health, entertainment, money exchange and
duties or expectations of volunteers (personal communication; Cecelia, Volunteer
Coordinator; Atkinson, November 12, 2005).
Purpose of Study
Several health care providers from a Midwestern city previously traveled
to Guatemala to offer their services to children and families through the GOD'S
CHILD Project. As I spoke with several of these persons, I became intrigued as
they talked about their experiences. I wondered why they decided to serve in
this way, and how their experiences affected them personally and professionally.
Aside from the obvious language barrier, did they interact effectively with a
different culture? Were they prepared for the cultural differences? Just how
important was the cultural aspect in this experience? Although diversity is much
bigger than culture, I chose to address only the cultural aspect of diversity in my
study. In addition, I wanted to know if these health care practitioners considered
themselves leaders in their professions and if the experience influenced them to
engage in servant leadership upon their return.

As I reviewed the literature on

culture and service, I often found spirituality mentioned in conjunction with both
topics. I believe spirituality to be an important aspect in health and wellness of
clients; therefore, it seemed important to consider the spiritual perspectives of
those who volunteered to serve. Then I wanted to know in what ways, if at all,
participants observed or experienced spirituality during their encounters. The
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purpose of this study, then, is to learn about the aspects of culture, spirituality,
and leadership as it relates to quality health care in general, and more
specifically to college educators and health care practitioners who provided
services to children and families in Antigua, Guatemala, through a collaboration
between the GOD's Child Project and the University of Mary.
Research Questions
1. What was the meaning of a service experience to educators and health
care practitioners who served children and families through the God's Child
Project in Guatemala?
2. How did participants describe cultural awareness, knowledge, and skills
(cultural effectiveness) as it related to the experience in Guatemala and practice
in general?
3. How, if at all, did participants' perceptions of spirituality change
because of a service experience in Guatemala?
4. How did participants describe the role of leadership in educators and
health care practitioners who participated in a service experience in Guatemala?
Definitions
Culture
The Culturally and Linguistically Appropriate Services (CLAS) defines
culture as "integrated patterns of human behavior that include language,
customs, beliefs, values, and institutions of racial, ethnic, or social groups"
(United States Department of Health and Human Services Office of the
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Secretary, 2000,, p. 80865-7). The United States government established CLAS to
develop standards mandating health care professionals to provide the highest
quality care to all, regardless of culture.
Cultural Effectiveness
As I reviewed the literature, and listened to my participants talk about
working with individuals of different cultures, I chose to use the term cultural
effectiveness to describe the process by which individuals developed a high level
of cultural skill. Various terms describe the process of becoming culturally
effective: culturally congruent, multicultural perspective, transcultural perspective
and cultural competence are common in the literature. Congruent refers to being
in accordance with or in agreement with something (dictionary.com, 2006).
When a health care practitioner is culturally congruent, he or she has an
understanding of and is in accordance with an individual's cultural norms, and
considers those norms in assessment and treatment. In 1998, Wurzel suggested
that one develops a multicultural perspective through a process in which "one is
tolerant of cultural differences, the ambiguities of knowledge, and variations in
human perspective...[one] accepts that others who are culturally different can
enrich ones experience" (p. 10). Realizing the need to provide quality care to all
individuals regardless of culture, nursing professionals developed the
Transcultural Nursing Theory as a way to promote and study the process of
becoming cultural competent nurses (Gustafson, 2005). The author suggests
that transcultural theory encompasses all cultures.
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Cultural competence is the ability of health care practitioners to provide
quality health care to all individuals across cultural boundaries taking into
account the total context of the patient's situation including health traditions and
other cultural issues that may impact care of this individual (Spector, 2004).
Health care professionals who are client centered look at all aspects of care with
each client or patient. This means that we must put aside our "ethnonocentrism",
our propensity to believe that "...our ways of thinking, acting and believing are
the only right, proper, and natural ways" (Purnell & Paulanka, 1998). Health care
beliefs and practices vary from culture to culture, and it is essential that health
professionals gain knowledge about other cultures so we can become aware of
the impact of our interactions and communication styles on individuals of
different cultures. Physical touch, eye contact, body language, conversational
silence and speech volume all mean different things to different cultural groups.
Gender issues and the concept of time vary from culture to culture. It is not
acceptable to speak to women when a man is present in some cultures, and
although we pride ourselves to be "on time" here in the United States, other
cultures do not value time in the same way (Black, 2002). A greater
understanding of diversity in culture is important for health care workers.
Literature suggests that cultural effectiveness or competence is developmental;
practitioners cannot learn it in the classroom, or in isolated interaction.
Therefore, it is essential to get students and practitioners into community
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settings, in the United States or abroad, to experience cultural diversity first hand
(Burchum, 2002; Leishman, 2004; Spector, 2004).
In the book, The Spirit Catches You and You Fall down, Fadiman (1997)
described a Hmong family's experience with Western medicine after they fled
from Laos. Cultural differences and barriers regarding health, wellness, illness,
and death left daughter Lia in a semi-comatose state for years. The Hmong have
many traditions or ceremonies related to birth and death that are unacceptable
in the United States due to stringent health standards. Lia was born in a hospital
in the United States; therefore, at least one of the common Hmong birth
traditions (burying the placenta) was not followed. After Lia's birth, she went
through the usual soul-calling ceremony akin to that of her 13 siblings; essential
in the Hmong tradition for a long and healthy life. Many things could cause
illness, but the most common cause is soul loss. Newborns' are particularly
vulnerable to soul loss. "Babies' souls may wander away, drawn by bright colors,
sweet sounds, or fragrant smells; they may leave if a baby is sad, lonely...they
may be frightened away by a sudden loud noise..." (Fadiman, 1997, p. 10).
Later, the family believed Lia's soul left her when her sister slammed the
door. When Lia began convulsing, her parents knew it was "gaug dab peg"...
which in Hmong means 'the spirit catches you and you fall down'...generally
translated as epilepsy" (p. 20). In the Hmong tradition, epilepsy was not
necessarily a bad thing. Seizures provoked special powers of perception and
healing. Individuals chosen to be "the host of a healing spirit" (p. 21) could
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eventually become very prestigious healers or shamans. Despite this potential
honor, when the seizures became severe, her parents took Lia to the local
hospital. Lia's parents spoke no English, and no one spoke their language,
making communication difficult at best. Thus began their experience with
western healthcare amid a series of misunderstandings and cultural dissonance
that changed their lives forever.
Lia's and her family's experience is one example of cultural disparities that
occur across the United States every day in health care practice. The United
States is becoming more culturally diverse every year. According to the United
States Census Bureau (2000), the population of the United States was over
281,000,000 in 2001. Approximately 25% of the population was non-white, up
from 19.8 % in 1980. In his book, Cultural Diversity in Health and Illness,
Spector (2004) summarized these changes in the population. "The majority is
aging and shrinking; the Black, Hispanic, Asian and American Indian populations
are young and growing" (p. 30). Spector further stressed the importance of
cultural awareness and sensitivity to different ways of life for all health care
providers. This cultural awareness and sensitivity is essential for practitioners to
provide equal access to quality healthcare for all population groups in the United
States.
Spirituality
It is important for health care providers to be aware of the impact of
spirituality in health, wellness, and illness. The Joint Commission on Accreditation
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of Health Care Organizations (JCAHO) recently mandated that a client's or
patient's spiritual and religious needs be included in quality patient care (JCAHO,
2001) . This is not an entirely new concept in health care. In the 1990s, the
Canadian Association of Occupational Therapy (CAOT) recognized the importance
of spirituality of patients, and identified spirituality as the core of practice. CAOT
defines spirituality as "the innate essence of self; the quality of being uniquely
and truly human; an expression of will, drive and motivation; a source of self
determination and personal control; a guide for expressing choice" (CAOT, 2002,
p. 43). If health care professionals are truly client-centered, they must look at
the whole person, which includes spirituality, to provide meaningful and
purposeful treatment. Client-centered practice is a partnership between the
practitioner and the client. The practitioner respects the client/patient, considers
the previous experiences of the client, acts as an advocate for the client, and
allows the client to share in decision-making in all aspects of treatment (CAOT,
2002) . More recently, the American Occupational Therapy Association included
spirituality as a context to consider in assessment and intervention in the
Occupational Therapy Practice Framework (OTPF, 2002).
Spirituality is considered by some to provide personal identity to
individuals, and to give purpose and meaning to life (Langer, 2000; Urbanowski,
2003) . Thus, it is essential in providing client-centered health care. Many
practitioners are unaware or unsure of their own feelings regarding spirituality
and do not feel comfortable to address this area with patients (Egan &
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Swedersky, 2003; Highfield, 2003; Unruh, Versnel, & Kerr, 2002). Given the
mandate to consider spirituality in patient care, clinicians must examine their
own thoughts and feelings regarding this very personal subject before they can
effectively address it with patients or clients. Aside from nursing and
occupational therapy, little literature is accessible regarding spirituality in health
care professions.
Leadership
Leadership is a dynamic process that inspires others to act and occurs
when leaders "model the way, inspire a shared vision, challenge the process,
enable others to act, and encourage the heart" (Kouzes & Posner, 2002, p. 13).
This definition also portrays a servant leader. According to Spears (2002), a
servant leader serves first and then chooses to lead. This reinforces interest in
serving, which strengthens leadership and creates a circle of service and
leadership. Researchers and leaders in health care need to explore effective
leadership in health care. Practitioners need opportunities to develop skills to
transition into leadership roles, whether it is in management or as servant
leaders or within their respective professions (Goleman, 1998; Piper, 2005;
Spears, 1996).
Assumptions
I made three main assumptions as I undertook this study. I assumed that
all participants would be as straightforward and honest as possible as they
shared their experiences with me. Because of government mandates for
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consideration of spirituality in practice and provision of culturally effective quality
health care, I also assumed that cultural effectiveness and spirituality were
factors important to each individual's service experience in Guatemala.
Leadership and service are fostered at the University of Mary, and are part of the
mission and philosophy of the university. Therefore, I further assumed that my
participants, who were educators at the University of Mary, would believe
leadership to be an important part of service.
Summary
In this chapter, I discussed the reasons I wished to pursue this qualitative
study and provided background information on the GOD'S CHILD Project. I
shared the purpose of the study, assumptions, and identified research questions
I wished to answer. I further defined the main topics of my research and briefly
elaborated on their importance to healthcare practice. The following chapters
describe the literature that supports my study, the methodology, the findings
and theoretical constructs, implications for practice, and recommendations for
future research.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The purpose of this study is to learn about the aspects of culture,
spirituality, and leadership as it relates to quality health care in general, and
more specifically to college educators and health care practitioners who provided
services to children and families in Antigua, Guatemala, through a collaboration
between the GOD's Child Project and the University of Mary.
To that end, I have included a brief review of the literature on cultural
effectiveness, spirituality and leadership in this chapter. According to Creswell
(2005), the majority of the literature review in a qualitative study is done at the
end of the study so as to allow perspectives of the participants to play a key role
in the study. Seidman (1998) suggested that a literature review in qualitative
research need not read like a "book report" (p. 27). Therefore, I have
incorporated two different concepts on reviews of the literature. In addition to
this chapter, I have included pertinent literature into my findings and discussion
of the results of this study.
Cultural Effectiveness
Betancourt, Green, Carrillo, and Park (2005) conducted a study to
determine perspectives of individuals considered experts in cultural competency.
The authors declared that "the goal of cultural competence is to create a
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healthcare system and workforce that are capable of delivering the
highest quality care to every patient regardless of race, ethnicity, culture or
language proficiency" (p. 499). The authors' interviewed experts in the areas of
managed care, education, and government. All informants agreed that as the
United States' population becomes more disparate, health care providers will see
more patients with diverse outlooks on health and health care. The informants
further agreed that cultural competence would help to decrease the racial/ethnic
disparities that occur in health care today, thus improving patient satisfaction
and subsequently patient outcomes.
In managed care, several third party reimbursers developed proposals to
include cultural competence into their organizations. Some insurers showed their
commitment by mandating training in cultural competence for their providers.
Accreditation agencies such as the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Health
Care Organizations (JCAHO) are developing procedures to monitor cultural
competence in health care organizations.
Betancourt et al. (2005) found that educators believed in the importance
of including cultural competence in health care curriculums, but educators
further asserted that cultural competence is not an end in itself when considering
quality care. Other components "such as empathy, exploring socioeconomic
issues and addressing bias in the clinical encounter" (p. 501) are important in
client centered care. The authors found that accreditation standards were a
major force in curricular changes related to cultural competence. The Liaison
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Committee on Medical Education recently developed a standard requiring medical
schools to include cultural competence in their curricula. In response to this
mandate, the Association of American Medical Colleges drafted methods to
assess instruction in cultural competency. New Jersey has gone so far as to
mandate continuing medical education (CME) in cultural competency for
licensure of health care professionals.
According to Betancourt et al., (2005) government informants saw "a
clear link between cultural competence and eliminating racial/ethnic disparities in
health care. However..."cultural competence alone could not address the
problem" (p. 503). Therefore, the government developed the Culturally and
Linguistically Appropriate Services (CLAS) standards project to be guiding
principles in health care policy. In addition, the government continues to fund
research on culturally competent care in health care organizations.
The Culturally and Linguistically Appropriate Services (CLAS) developed
national standards for cultural competency published in the Federal Register in
2000. These standards are guidelines used today by both government and
private entities to determine and evaluate cultural competence for health care
providers (United States Department of Health and Human Services Office of the
Secretary, 2000). CLAS defines cultural competence in the following manner:
Cultural and linguistic competence is a set of congruent behaviors,
attitudes, and policies that come together in a system, agency, or among
professionals that enables effective work in cross-cultural situations.
...'Competence' implies having the capacity to function effectively as
individuals and organizations within contexts of cultural beliefs, behaviors,
and needs presented by consumers and their communities, (p. 80865-79)
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The CLAS standards strive to assure each patient respectful care
regardless of cultural background or diversity. Respectful care includes
awareness and consideration of values and health care preferences of each
individual. It also requires staff and organizations to overcome cultural,
language, and communication barriers to provide a health care environment that
is open and caring. Such an environment will provide the patient an arena in
which he is free to discuss his health care beliefs, spiritual beliefs, and healing
practices. The CLAS standards promote the integration of cultural healing
practices into treatment as is appropriate to provide the most positive outcomes
for all patients (United States Department of Health and Human Services Office
of the Secretary, 2000).
The CLAS standards address the need for both staff and organizations to
be involved in providing culturally competent care. Organizations are expected to
provide cross-cultural training to all health care providers, and further, to assess
the effectiveness of the training. All patients have the right to free language
services in their preferred language. This includes written and printed materials
as well as oral communication. If no one speaks the language, then the health
care facility is required to acquire an interpreter. Health care organizations are
encouraged to increase the diversity of staff to help alleviate cultural disparity in
health care, not only as it relates to language but to health practices as well.
Cultural competence is to be written into all health care organizations' strategic
plans. Further, the CLAS standards charge accrediting entities such as JCAHO,
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with the responsibility to assess culturally competent care in the United States
(United States Department of Health and Human Services Office of the
Secretary, 2000).
As explained above, educators of health care providers and social services
are mandated to include in their curricula, materials to increase awareness of the
impact of culture and language disparities on patient outcomes in health care
today. Most authors consider the acquisition of cultural competence to be a
developmental multilevel process (Betancourt et al., 2005; Burchum, 2002;
Leishman, 2004). Therefore, cultural competence in health care is not something
that occurs after reading a book or attending a workshop.
Leishman (2004) suggested that health care providers must become
aware of their own values and belief systems so they can be sensitive to the
differences between cultures and understand the personal impact culture has on
health and well-being. Perhaps these factors contributed to the many
misunderstandings that occurred in the case of Lia, described earlier in Chapter
I.

Professional health care education programs need to address cultural
effectiveness. McDonald (1998) suggested that cultural competence could be
taught in occupational therapy education programs using a model developed by
Welles in 1996. This layered model focuses on basic knowledge of health and
wellness and different practices of various cultural groups, while at the same
time, students would explore their values, beliefs and attitudes about their own
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culture. Lastly, this model addresses students' communication skills, technical
skills and their ability to choose culturally appropriate interventions. The author
recommended that student fieldwork experiences would be an appropriate way
to measure the success of this cultural competency model in an occupational
therapy curriculum.
Burchum (2002) reviewed nursing literature to determine the meaning of
the term "cultural competence." Burchum suggests that cultural competence
evolves, stating, "the evolutionary perspective...incorporates the realization that
concepts change over time and across situations relative to associated contextual
factors" p. 5). She posited a hierarchical conceptual model of cultural
competence for nursing.
Cultural awareness is the first attribute of cultural competence, and
includes an examination of and appreciation for one's own values and beliefs as
well as recognition that those values influence one's perceptions of other
cultures. The second attribute is a willingness to learn about other cultures, thus
developing a strong knowledge of different cultures. Third, one must develop
cultural understanding. This refers to an understanding that there are "multiple
perspectives, truths, solutions, and ways of knowing" (p. 7). This understanding
allows one to effectively deal with cultural differences. Cultural sensitivity is the
next on the hierarchy, and refers to an appreciation and respect for other
cultures as well as one's own. Cultural interaction occurs when person to person
interaction occurs between individuals of different cultures.
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Burchum suggests that reading and studying do not make one culturally
competent. A health care professional develops cultural skill when he is able to
communicate effectively with an individual of another culture and integrates the
client's goals, values and health practices into assessment and intervention. A
culturally competent health care professional, then, incorporates all the
aforementioned attributes into health care practice for optimum client centered
care. Burchum offered an additional attribute outside the hierarchical model, that
of cultural proficiency. A culturally proficient health care professional is
committed to broadening the knowledge base related to culture and to
disseminating that knowledge to others through research and education.
Burchum does not consider cultural proficiency as part of the hierarchy. Although
one adds to the knowledge base about culture through research, if the
researcher does not interact or develop cultural skill through actual experience
with individuals from other cultures, he or she may not be culturally competent
(Burchum, 2002). See figure 1.
Bonder, Martin, and Miracle (2004) cautioned occupational therapists not
to become too complacent in their understanding of culture. Each person is an
individual, and just because one may be part of a particular cultural group, one
must not assume every aspect of that culture applies to that person. She
suggests that culture is "emergent" (p. 161). Culture changes as people grow
and change on a day-to-day basis and across generations; therefore, one
considers it within each individual's personal contexts. This concept may be
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Figure 1. Burchum's Hierarchy of Cultural Competence and Proficiency.
challenging for some new therapists with little therapy experience and/or little
cultural diversity experience.
Kachingue (2003) found that there were three main reasons to increase
multicultural awareness among physical therapy practitioners. First, cultural
diversity of the overall population in the United States is increasing. Second,
providers with enhanced knowledge of different cultures would achieve better
treatment outcomes, and last, professional health care programs with greater
cultural diversity may graduate practitioners who are more apt to work in
underserved areas among their own ethnic groups. The last point is an area of
concern, because relatively few minority groups exist within the professional
physical therapy domain today, and a lack of agreement continues on how to
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include cultural awareness into physical therapy education programs (Kachingue,
2003).
Physical therapy students do not believe they receive adequate
preparation in their professional education programs to deal with cultural
disparities once in a clinical setting. Kraemer (2001) completed a qualitative
study to determine if students were able to provide culturally congruent crosscultural care in the clinical setting. The author completed interviews,
observations of students in clinical settings and reviewed various artifacts such
as journals and portfolios.
The researchers asked students to describe their own perceptions of
culturally congruent cross-cultural care. Overall, students reported that the
medical profession and the profession of physical therapy were not culturally
aware or sensitive in general. In addition, students were ill prepared to recognize
or attend to cultural disparities when they occurred. Lastly, students believed
there were few resources available to them in a clinical setting regarding
culturally sensitive issues. They relied on co-workers and on clinical instructors
for assistance, but stated that most clinical instructors seemed reluctant to or
unwilling to provide culturally congruent care, and could not offer students any
information regarding local cultural resources. Although the outcomes of this
study pertained to students from only one physical therapy school, it does raise
the question as to whether professional health care education programs
adequately prepare students to work with diverse populations.
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Spirituality
Spirituality is a consideration in the health and well being of client
centered health care practice today. According to dictionary.com (2006), there
are various definitions of spirit. Spirit is defined as "the vital principle or
animating force within living beings; the part of a human associated with the
mind, will and feelings; or the essential nature of a person or group."
Spirituality is defined in many different ways in healthcare literature.
Unruh, Versnel, and Kerr (2002) explored various ways that health care
professionals viewed spirituality. In their writings, seven themes emerged,
suggesting that spirituality is: 1) a relationship with God or higher being, 2) a
sense of a higher being or spirit "not of the self" (p. 8) that which was not
necessarily religious in nature, 3) a sense of connectedness to nature or to other
people, 4) "not of this world" (p. 9), 5) meaning and purpose in life, 6) the "life
force" of a person (p. 9), and 7) a combination of some or all the above
components.
The literature described several instances in which spirituality was a factor
in treatment. Taylor and Outlaw (2002) verified that cancer patients found
comfort, consolation, and relief when nurses included prayer in their care plan.
Other authors indicated that spirituality could be a simple connection with nature
or people, or an appreciation of art or beauty (Fulghum, 1995; Lane, 2005;
Toomey, 1999). Toomey (1999) related a spiritual moment that occurred when
she and her young daughter were drawing together. Although it was a simple
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common activity, a connectedness and contentment resulted that she perceived
as inherently spiritual.
For some, spirituality and religion are the same, while for others they are
worlds apart. Myss and Shealy (1998) expressed the difference between
religiosity and spirituality as it related to health and healing very simply. The
authors stressed the importance of faith in the healing process. They
stated,"...religion encourages faith directed outward toward a specifically defined
God. Spirituality encourages faith directed within so individuals can explore the
creative capacity of their own spirits" (p. 140). Myss and Shealy also talked about
the "human spirit" and its significance to healing. This spirit may be more of a
physical sense of power as evidenced by terminology such as "team spirit", or
"broken spirit".
"Anyone who has witnessed the gradual lessening of someone's spirit (or
enthusiasm) for life, for a relationship, or for his or her work knows what
it is to see the physical part of that person's life shrivel to dust...without
the human spirit, nothing can remain in healthy physical form...those who
heal have Spirit, (p. 114)
Urbanowski and Vargo (1994) defined spirituality as "the experience of
meaning in everyday life" p. 89). This definition supports the concept of human
spirit as related by Myss and Shealy (1998). Urbanowski (2003) later coined the
term "spiritual resiliency". Dictionary.com defines resilience as "the ability to
recover from illness, change, or misfortune." When describing his work with
adults and children with HIV/AIDS in poor areas of Capetown, Africa,
Ramugondo (2005) talked about the ability of these people to carry on in the
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midst of extremely adverse and challenging conditions. He believed spiritual
resilience was evident in many of the individuals he encountered. He stated, "...it
is through resilience that we can find our own spirituality, and that, in turn,
spirituality strengthens our ability to be resilient" (p. 321).
Simo-Algado, Mehta, Kronenberg, Cockburn, and Kirsch (2002) wrote
about their experiences with children in war torn Kosovo. Salvatore Simo-Algado
and Nina Mehta were two occupational therapists who developed a mental health
program for posit war trauma children in Gjakova. Children attended sessions
that "...focused on fun, sports, play, games, songs, and projective activities to
promote emotional expression" (p. 253). The therapists wanted to provide the
children with positive experiences and find a way to help rediscover daily rituals
that were important to them. They used puppets and toys to facilitate expression
of feelings. Children drew pictures of the traumatic experiences that occurred
during the war, wrote narratives about their experiences, and gradually told their
stories. The authors believed that listening to the children's stories helped them
to heal, "...to be listened to with respect helped them to listen to themselves" (p.
256). The children who endured the ravages of war were wounded, emotionally
and mentally, and yet they took care of each other, and were able to find some
meaning and peace through activities or occupations such as art, writing, and in
telling their stories ( Simo-Algado & Burgman, 2005; Simo-Algado, et al., 2002).
If spirituality is indeed a "life force" and provides meaning and purpose
(Unruh, Versnel, & Kerr, 2002), should all client -centered health professionals
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incorporate it into their assessment and treatment of patients? In fact, the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of Health Care Organizations (JCAHO) mandates
that spiritual and religious values be considered in quality patient care (JCAHO,
2001).
In Canada, occupational therapists formally adopted spirituality as part of
the Canadian Occupational Performance Model (CAOT, 2002). This model is the
framework for occupational therapy practice in Canada. It is client-centered and
focuses on the interaction of the person, environment, and occupations.
Spirituality is "embedded as a core...spirituality resides in all persons, is shaped
by the environment and gives meaning to occupations" (p. 33). Within the
Canadian Occupational Performance Model, spirituality is further defined as "a
pervasive life force, [a] manifestation of a higher self, [a] source of will and selfdetermination, and a sense of meaning, purpose and connectedness that people
experience in the context of their environment" (p. 182).
In 2002, the American Occupational Therapy Association published the
final draft of The Occupational Therapy Practice Framework: Domain and Process
(OTPF). This framework is a document that guides the practice of occupational
therapy in the United States. The focus of occupational therapy is to treat the
whole individual, therefore including spirituality into assessment and treatment
seems to be natural, and a good fit with the profession of occupational therapy.
When individuals participate in meaningful daily occupations, they do so within
the contexts of their environment. Spirituality is one of several important
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contexts that influence an individual's performance in daily activities. The OTPF
defines spiritual context as "the fundamental orientation of a person's life; that
which inspires and motivates that individual" (p. 623). The OTPF offers examples
of spiritual context such as ".. .essence of a person, greater or higher purpose,
meaning, or substance" (p. 623). In this sense, spirituality is inherent in each
person and is an important part of health and wellness (OTPF, 2002).
Despite these mandates, many health professionals are not comfortable in
addressing the spiritual needs of patients/clients (Egan & Swedersky, 2003;
Highfield, 2003; Unruh, Versnel, & Kerr, 2002). As long ago as 1970, Maslow
indicated "because people are spiritual, spirituality is the responsibility of
everyone" (Peloquin, 2003, p. 123). Wink (1999) suggested that spirituality
differs from culture to culture, between men and women, societies, and
communities. This suggests that spirituality is a dimension of diversity; then
clearly, practitioners need to address it in their clients.
Egan and Swedersky (2003) found that therapists who were comfortable
with their own spirituality were able to impart spiritual comfort to their patients.
They tended to include spirituality in assessment and intervention more often
than those therapists who were less comfortable. Therapists who incorporated
spirituality into client care found that it had a profound effect on their own
personal growth. Other therapists recognized the need in this area, but wished
that they could have more training since they did not feel capable of addressing
spirituality with patients (Egan & Swedersky, 2003; Highfied, 2003).
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Highfield (2003) reported the need for physical therapists to consider spirituality
in their practice, given the mandates by JCAHO. Future physical therapy practice
standards may address the role of the physical therapist in addressing spiritual
needs of patients. No such standard was in place when this article was written.
Highfield asked master's degree students to explore the topic of spirituality.
Students reviewed literature pertinent to spirituality and participated in an online
discussion. Most physical therapy students recognized the importance of spiritual
health in healing and in client centered care, but few felt prepared to address
this topic with clients. The author suggested healthcare curriculums in physical
therapy address spirituality at least through discussion and dialogue to help
students recognize the impact of spirituality on health.
Leadership
I believe that health care professionals need to be leaders within their
workplaces and within their professional organizations to maintain quality care, to
advocate for patients, and to advance their own professions. Piper (2005)
suggested that future health care leaders need to be passionate about their
leadership and use that passion to inspire others. According to Piper, "...the health
care mission has a sustainable purpose for the betterment of mankind...this
intense drive to minister to others is passion" (p. 45). Goleman (1998) supported
this idea, and declared that good leaders had high levels of emotional intelligence.
Goleman analyzed leadership competency models of successful companies and
found that good leaders displayed high intelligence and visionary skills. He also
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found that those leaders possessed "self awareness, self regulation, motivation,
empathy and social skills" (p. 95): all important components of emotional
intelligence.
In an interview with Leader to Leader, Goleman (2002) elaborated on the
impact of emotional intelligence on leadership. Goleman stated that since people
are not ever able to leave their emotions at home, emotions affect every facet of
work. Goleman further suggested, "emotions are contagious" (p. 25). This
becomes evident when we consider the workplace. If a worker in an office is
upset or angry, that mood permeates throughout the office, if not checked
quickly.
We turn to the leader to ...give us direction, to inspire us, to motivate us.
The leader's fundamental task is an emotional task... [the leader must
have] "...four aspects of emotional intelligence: emotional self awareness,
emotional self management, awareness of others' emotions—or
empathy—and managing relationships with others, (p.25)
Goleman discussed the difference between resonant and dissonant
leaders. Resonant leaders have self-awareness and therefore are able to
recognize and encourage similar characteristics in others. They foster a positive
environment and inspire their followers. A resonant team will be a top
performing team in any organization. Conversely, dissonant leaders are
authoritarian and instill fear in their followers. Dissonant leaders always meet
quotas and deadlines, but do so at the expense of others, often creating a nature
of negativity in the organization.
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Kouzes and Posner (2002) theories are in accord with Piper (2005) and
Goleman (1998) although they used different phrasing to identify good
leadership practices. They suggested that leaders were role models and
collaborators with those they led. In addition, good leaders took risks and were
visionary; they empowered others; and they motivated and valued others'
contributions. Kouzes and Posner suggested that an effective way for leaders to
share their values and beliefs with their followers was by storytelling. They found
that people listened to and remembered information told to them in a story that
they could relate to much more accurately than when they read the information
in a memo or a policy.
In his book, The Leadership Engine, Tichy (1997) described successful
leaders to be energetic men and women who had strong values, clear ideas and
an "edge" that allowed them to make difficult decisions when required. In
addition, Tichy suggested that good leaders were teachers, coaches and role
models who shared their stories with their followers. Sharing their personal
stories reached both emotional and intellectual facets within people, helping to
form a connection. According to Tichy, leading is teaching. He expressed this
aptly when he said, "Teaching is at the heart of leading. In fact, it is through
teaching that leaders lead others...teaching is how ideas and values get
transmitted...simply put, if you aren't teaching, you aren't leading" (p. 57).
Larry Spears, the president and CEO of the Robert K. Greenleaf Center for
Servant Leadership, has written extensively about Greenleaf's work with servant
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leadership. Spears (1996) talked about a slightly different model of leadership
when he reflected on Robert Greenleaf's writings. He discussed Greenleaf's belief
that "servant leadership emphasizes increased service to others; a sense of
community; and the sharing of power in decision making" (p. 33). Robert
Greenleaf was a retired executive of AT&T when he wrote about servant
leadership in an essay entitled "The Servant as Leader" (Spears, 2002).
Greenleaf was one of the first to look at organizational leadership in terms of a
partnership between service and leadership. Greenleaf became one of the
leading writers on what he called servant leadership and described his feelings
about it in this way:
The servant-leader is servant first. It begins with the natural feeling that
one wants to serve. Then conscious choice brings one to aspire to lead.
The best test is: do those served grow as persons: do they, while being
served, become healthier, wiser, freer, more autonomous, more likely
themselves to become servants? And, what is the effect on the least
privileged in society; will they benefit, or, at least, not be further
deprived? fl| 4).
Many leaders took Greenleaf's beliefs to heart, and applied them to their
own organizations. Some of the more well-known organizations that adopted
servant leadership within their management styles include MIT, the Ford
Foundation, Southwest Airlines, Toro Company, and ServiceMaster (Spears,
2004). Greenleaf's ideas are not just for business organizations; many
educational institutions have incorporated servant leadership into their
organizational design.
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Spears (2002) summarized ten notable characteristics of servant leaders.
Spears suggested that servant leaders have empathy and are good listeners.
They are understanding and receptive to others and recognize individuals for
their own unique gifts. Servant leaders are healers, they "...have an opportunity
to help make whole those with whom they come in contact" (p. 8). Awareness
helps the servant leader to see within himself and prepares him to look at day to
day happenings with a holistic perspective. Another characteristic of servant
leaders is persuasion. These men and women are not authoritarian leaders. They
do not demand that people follow, but rather influence them to follow. Servant
leaders are skilled in conceptualization and are able to look beyond daily work
practices to "...dream great dreams, while at the same time use foresight...to
understand the lessons from the past, the realities of the present, and the likely
consequence of a decision for the future" (p. 8). Servant leaders provide an
environment of stewardship. They model a commitment to serving others and
encourage the same in their followers. Through their commitment to the growth
o f others, servant leaders strive to build a sense of community. Spears
suggested that a sense community occurs within an organization when the
leaders "show the way" (p. 8).
Zohar (2005) suggested we look beyond emotional intelligence in
leadership today. The author asserted that there are three types of intelligences
used by visionary leaders: rationale intelligence (IQ), emotional intelligence (EQ),
and spiritual intelligence (SQ). The function of IQ establishes what one thinks,
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while EQ determines what one feels, and SQ verifies what one is. According to
Zohar (2005), spiritual intelligence is the foundation for IQ and EQ. It is "the
ability to access higher meanings, values, abiding principles and unconscious
aspects of the self...living a richer and more creative life" (p. 2). Visionary
leaders with high SQ show "...humility... an ability to think outside of the
box...energy from something beyond the ego...and day to day concerns" (p. 2).
Spiritual intelligence is further developed and enhanced when leaders strive to
abide by 12 principles of: self awareness, spontaneity, vision and value, holism,
compassion, a celebration of diversity, field independence or standing against
the crowd, humility, a tendency to ask questions, an ability to reframe, positive
use of diversity and a sense of vocation. Zohar claimed spiritual intelligence adds
a moral component to leadership practices that is essential in becoming a
servant leader.
Summary
Review of literature indicated that cultural competency is essential for
health care professionals as the population of the United States is becoming
more and more diverse each year (Spector, 2004; United States Census Bureau,
2000). Other authors suggested that cultural effectiveness is not something one
just achieves, but that it is a process through which one infinitely continues to
learn, never becoming truly "competent" as long as there is diversity (Betancourt
et al., 2005; Burchum. 2002; Leisham, 2004; McDonald, 1998). Cultural
effectiveness or competence is important in quality health care outcomes for all
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people, regardless of culture or diversity, and standards are in place to mandate
cultural competence provision in health care (United States Department of Health
and Human Services Office of the Secretary, 2000; Betancourt et al., 2005).
Spirituality is mandated today for health care professionals. If health care
workers are to be truly client centered, then they must look at what is important
and meaningful to their clients (CAOT, 2002; JCAHO, 2001; OTPF, 2002; Unruh,
Versnel, & Kerr, 2002). Considered to impart meaning in daily life, spirituality is
important to health and wellness; and authors describe many instances in which
spirituality was a factor in healing (Fulghum, 1995; Lane, 2005; Myss & Shealy,
1998; Taylor 8i Outlaw, 2002; Toomey, 1999).
The literature describes health care leaders today in many different ways.
Most authors posited that leaders are visionary. They model the way, and inspire
their followers. These individuals use rational, emotional and even spiritual
intelligence to lead others (Goleman, 1998; Goleman, 2002; Kouzes 8i Posner,
2002; Piper, 2005; Spears, 2002; Spears, 2004; Tichy, 1997). Some take it one
step further and follow the servant leadership model, in which the first role of
the leader is to serve others. This model suggests that we all can be leaders
through service (Spears, 2002; Spears, 2004).
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CHAPTER III
METHODS
The purpose of this study is to learn about the aspects of culture,
spirituality, and leadership as it relates to quality health care in general, and
more specifically to college educators and health care practitioners who provided
services to children and families in Antigua, Guatemala, through a collaboration
between the GOD's Child Project and the University of Mary. In this chapter, I
discuss my personal bias related to this study and describe the participant
population, methods used to gather data, and patterns of analysis used in my
study.
Researcher's Personal Context
It is important to consider the researcher's perspective in quantitative
research as the process and outcome of the study is colored by the researcher's
experiences and interests (Creswell, 2005; Kvale, 1996; Maykut & Morehouse,
1994; Seidman, 1998). I had strong feelings and interests about my study that I
wish to address. First, I previously traveled to several remote areas in Mexico in
which the culture was similar to Guatemala, so I had preconceived ideas about
culture, the language barrier, and the poverty of which I knew I would hear.
Second, since I am an occupational therapy educator, the fact that all
participants in my study were health care practitioners or educators linked us
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together within the subjective lens of healthcare and education. We understood
each other's terminology and had at least some background knowledge of the
others' profession and of the national impetus for health and wellness. Third, I
believe my personal interest in service experiences in Guatemala played a part in
how I interpreted the results of my study. I chose this topic of study in part
because I wanted to learn more about the collaborative service experience in
Guatemala between the University and the GOD'S CHILD Project. Even further, I
hoped to participate in this program and take a group of students there in the
future. I started my research by learning more about the GOD'S CHILD Project,
the country and the people of Guatemala. Midpoint in my research I was excited
to learn that I would have the opportunity to take a group of students to
Guatemala within the next year. Since educators and students who participate in
this service experience are required to take an orientation course, I sat in on this
course during the semester prior to my travel to Guatemala. Occupational
therapy and physical therapy faculty, who helped organize this service
experience at the onset, designed and taught this course. The course met bi
monthly and focused on the social, religious and political history of the Mayan
people in Guatemala, the GOD'S CHILD Project, and provided information and
tips for international travel. Both physical and occupational therapy students took
this class together, although there were separate syllabi for each discipline. The
course was part of a Level Two Fieldwork for occupational therapy, and part a
rural health class for physical therapy (see Appendix B for syllabi).
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Therefore, I completed the orientation course during the time I
researched the literature for my study. I completed three of my interviews for
my study before my travel to Guatemala and the remaining five after my return.
Since I was acquainted with all participants in my study, I made every effort to
be objective in my questioning. Although all of my interviewees knew of my
interest and hopes to travel to Guatemala, not all were aware at the time of their
interview that I had completed my trip. I did not volunteer that information
during interviews, as I did not want to influence participants' responses. I did not
change my overall questions following my experience, and I tried very hard not
to lead participant responses in any one direction or another. If a respondent
asked me if I saw or experienced something similar when I was in Guatemala, I
gave a yes, no response, and asked the participant to tell me more about his or
her specific experience. This seemed to work well, and participants did not feel
slighted or offended by my brief response. Seidman (1998) cautioned
interviewers about sharing stories with the interviewee, as "it may distort an
interview and distract participants from their own experience to the
interviewer's" (p. 71). Certainly, my experience in Guatemala affected my
interpretation of the findings in my study. To alleviate bias, I asked for feedback
from my participants regarding the interview questions and transcriptions once
completed.
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Research Design and Methodology
In this study, I wanted to know the meaning of service experiences to
health care practitioners and educators serving children and families in
Guatemala through the GOD'S CHILD Project. I also wished to learn more about
participants' perspectives regarding culture, spirituality, and leadership as they
related to health care practice. I believed I could only find answers to my
research questions through qualitative methodology. According to Creswell
(2005) and Maykut and Morehouse (1994), researchers use qualitative
methodology to find meaning or to discover more about a central phenomenon
or a main concept. Researchers also use it to develop a theory as it relates to a
particular experience, or to explore cultural and social aspects of a group
(Creswell, 2005). Participants'views are essential to the study, and researchers
may use interviews or observations to elicit views or stories. In addition,
qualitative researchers select participants because of their experience or
knowledge about the research topic (Creswell, 2005; Maykut & Morehouse,
1994). Qualitative data offer rich descriptive information interpreted by the
researcher through coding and development of common threads or themes
(Creswell, 1998, 2005).
I chose qualitative methodology for my study. Following approval by the
Institutional Review Board at the University of North Dakota, I used interviews as
the main method to collect data for my study. Seidman (1998) found interviews
to be an excellent way to make meaning of people's stories. Kvale (1996)
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suggested that skilled interviewing was the art of conversation and a way to gain
knowledge. An interview is "an interpersonal situation, a conversation between
two partners about a theme of mutual interest...knowledge evolves through
dialogue" (p. 125).
My study tended to lend itself to grounded theory methodology, and with
guidance from my advisor, I applied this qualitative method to my study.
Creswell (2005) suggested that one uses grounded theory to clarify an action of
people, such as the process of participating in something (p. 396). This certainly
fit with my study, as I wished to explain the meaning of a service experience to
educators. Strauss and Corbin (1998) described grounded theory as "theory that
was derived from the data, systematically gathered and analyzed through the
research process" (p. 12). Grounded theory explains the relationship between
categories, concepts, and phenomena and how they interact with each other.
Researchers often use a paradigm or visual diagram to explain theory
development. The paradigm usually contains several components, described as
follows. Causal conditions are. those conditions that influence the phenomenon,
which is the main topic central to the process. The context refers to specific
conditions that influence strategies or actions. Intervening conditions are those
that alter the impact of causal conditions, and strategies are those actions or
interactions initiated because of the phenomenon, that in turn, shape the
phenomenon. Last, the consequences are the outcomes that result from
implementing strategies, once again shaping the phenomenon in a continuous
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process (Creswell, 2005; Strauss & Corbin, 1998). I explain this process, as it
relates to my study, in detail in Chapter IV.
In addition to interviews, I also used participants' personal journals
and photographs of their experience in Guatemala. The use of documents in
qualitative research aids in the understanding of the topic of study and expands
upon the meaning of interviews. Photographs and artifacts help to recreate
experiences of participants and may trigger a more in-depth account than
reliance on memory alone (Creswell, 2005; Maykut & Morehouse, 1994).
Participants
The sample was purposive, as I was aware of several health care
professionals in my workplace from nursing, occupational therapy, or physical
therapy who completed service experiences in Guatemala through the GOD'S
CHILD Project. Initially, I initially hoped to interview both educators and
practitioners in their respective fields; however, all but one participant in my
study were involved in some way in educating college students during the
service experience. Eight individuals agreed to participate in this study. Four of
the participants were occupational therapists, three were nurses, and one
participant was a physical therapist.
Participants had varied health care experience; years of practice ranged
from four to 23 years in their respective fields. Six of the participants were
educators with a range of eight to 20 years of teaching experience in higher
education. At the time of the service experience, the University of Mary, a small
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Catholic college in North Dakota, employed all but one of the participants, and
the University of Mary granted me permission to complete the study. At the time
of this study, six participants had current teaching responsibilities and some
clinical involvement with students in their respective professions, three had
additional administrative duties, and two participants were currently practicing
health care professionals outside the educational realm. All but one of the
participants were raised in the state in which the study occurred. Two of the
participants had extensive experience with different cultures through either
clinical education, work, or travel experiences, and one participant was from a
country other than the United States. All had traveled to Guatemala within the
last four years with students in collaboration with the University and the GOD'S
CHILD Project.
I contacted each potential participant by telephone or in person to clarify
the purpose of the study and to request his or her participation. I explained that
I wanted to learn about their service experiences in Guatemala; in particular I
would focus aspects of culture, spirituality, and leadership as it applied to them
personally and professionally. Once the participants agreed, I gave them a letter
of consent, which again explained the purpose of the study and provided
information as to how the results would be used, how anonymity and
confidentiality issues would be addressed, and identified potential risks and
benefits of participation in the study. The letter provided contact information and
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assurance that individuals could choose to end their participation at any time
during the course of the study (see Appendix C.)
Data Collection
I interviewed each of six participants in person at a time and location of
his or her choosing. Each interview took place at the University of Mary in a
comfortable office or a private library conference room. I began each interview
by briefly explaining the purpose of my study and by giving each participant an
informed consent form (if they had not already signed one). I asked participants
if they needed clarification regarding the study or the informed consent form.
Because we worked at the same university, I was acquainted with each of
the participants, so I easily established rapport with participants during the
interviews. Each participant agreed to allow me to audio record the interview in
order to accurately transcribe interviews and maintain intact originals of
interviews for reference as needed (Seidman, 1998). I used a digital voice
recorder, and stored the data as WAV (audio) files on my computer hard drive.
Due to distance factors, I interviewed two individuals by telephone. Both
individuals consented to have their conservations recorded. Following a
successful trial recording using a telephone in my home, I used the same digital
voice recorder and once again stored the interviews as WAV files on my
computer.
Based on review of literature and my research questions, I devised
interview questions and reviewed them with peers and my advisor for clarity and
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suggestions for improvement, and then developed an interview guide. Seidman
(1999) cautioned researchers about using an interview guide as it is easy to
simply get answers to specific questions rather than having participants
"...reconstruct their experience and to explore their meaning" (p. 76). I found
this to be true. I revised my interview guide after the first interview. I found that
full questions were limiting, as I followed the guide too exactly and did not vary
far from the questions listed. I altered the guide to include only categories with
bulleted subtopics so that I would not forget important aspects of each topic
area. I found this semi- structured guide much easier and more efficient to use
as my questions came more naturally and followed the flow of the interview
more accurately. I tried to be as open and flexible as I could to gain as much of
the participant's perspective as possible. Although I recorded each interview, I
asked permission to take occasional notes during the interview, which allowed
me to jot down notes about body language, laughter or other thoughts that I
might want to follow up on later.
The following is an example of the interview guide. Although subheadings
are evident in the guide, these headings were for my own organization, and I did
not use them when asking questions of participants.
Demographics
• Profession; years worked; areas of practice/expertise; education
The GOD'S CHILD Project
• How did you hear?
• Considerations when deciding
• What questions?
• Steps in decision making process
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• Advice from anyone? If so, what?
• Preparation/training
Guatemala
• First impressions
• Who meet? Share.
• First days
• Typical day beginning to end
• Experiences that stand out- meaningful
Health Care Practice
• Knowledge of other cultures
• Professional education preparation
• Individual skilled in other cultures- skills observed
Spirituality
• Personal meaning
• At workplace
o Feelings about required at work
• professional education preparation
• Spirituality observed/experienced Guatemala?
• Perceptions changed?
Leadership
• Qualities of Leader
• Difference in leadership Guatemala vs other
• Approach to leadership changed?
Once Back Home
• Others wanted to know?
• Preferred questions?
• Perceptions of our ways of doing? Main cultural differences?
• Your way change? Example?
• Advice
0 Do differently?
• Questions should have asked?
1 interviewed most informants one time, although two individuals were
interviewed twice to complete the entire interview. In general, each interview
lasted approximately 90 minutes to two hours. I reviewed three journals and
with permission, used excerpts from the journals, which I coded with interview
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data. Although all agreed to share journals, some participants could not locate
their journals and others stated they did not consistently write in them during
the experience. Participants who shared photographs or artifacts such as jewelry,
handicrafts or books did so at some point during the interview, so those
comments were included in transcribed interviews. Each participant received a
copy of his or her transcribed interview and was able to provide additional input
as needed for clarification. None of the participants questioned or added to the
transcriptions.
Data Analysis
Due to time constraints and the nature of my job as an educator, I
determined that it would be in my best interest to hire an individual to transcribe
the interviews. The person I hired had previously transcribed research
interviews, and was comfortable with this process. Once the interviews were
completed, my transcriber typed them verbatim, as soon as possible after
completing each interview. All interviews were typed on the left side of the page
for ease in making notes and coding later. We discussed confidentiality and the
importance of maintaining anonymity of participants. Each WAV file and
transcribed interview was stored on an external drive (thumb drive) that
belonged to the transcriber. Immediately following transcription, each interview
was stored on my computer, and the transcriber deleted stored files on her
external drive.
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Kvale (1996) discussed five methods for analysis of interviews. I mainly
used two of these methods in my analysis of data. Kvale described the first
method of analysis as meaning categorization. This term refers to the process of
coding each interview and developing categories based on the code words. The
researcher examines categories for frequency of occurrence and importance. The
text correlated with each category provides the basis for interpretation. Kvale
also discussed another method, that of developing meaning through narratives.
The researcher looks for narratives or stories in the interview to develop meaning
and interpret the data. Kvale suggested that most often researchers use an ad
hoc method of analysis, meaning they use a combination of methods (Kvale,
1996). I found that using a combination of these two methods worked best for
me while analyzing the data, and tended to adopt the ad hoc method.
Grounded theory methodology uses three methods of coding to analyze
qualitative data. Open coding is a process by which small segments of text are
examined to determine the meaning of the segment. Later, clusters of similar
words are grouped together to form categories or subcategories (Creswell, 2005;
Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Axial coding determines the relationship between
categories and subcategories. Open and axial coding are not necessarily
sequential. While Strauss and Corbin (1998) stated that during open coding,
some categories might point toward a central phenomenon while others lend
themselves toward conditions, strategies, consequences or perhaps
subcategories (p. 129); one examines this process in more depth during axial
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coding. At this time, the researcher designs a visual diagram to show the
relationships between the categories. In selective coding, the researcher
develops, refines, and explains the grounded theory (Creswell, 2005; Strauss &
Corbin, 1998).
After I completed the first two interviews, I began analyzing the data.
First, I made copies of the transcribed interviews and reread those several times
to note particularly interesting segments of text (Creswell, 2005; Kvale, 1996;
Seidman, 1998). In keeping with grounded theory methodology, I coded the
data by allocating a word or phrase that appeared to describe the subject of that
segment, and eventually grouped code words together to form categories.
(Creswell, 2005: Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Sometimes the code word came from
within the text segment itself (in vivo codes); other times I chose a word or
phrase that best described the segment. Transcribed interviews averaged 24
pages with approximately five to eight code words per page.
I coded interviews on paper initially and then processed them using
Ethnograph v5.0, developed by Qualis Research. Ethnograph is a computer
program designed to manage qualitative data. Although Ethnograph allowed me
to code interviews once imported into the program, I preferred to work with
paper. Once I coded each interview, I imported the codes into Ethnograph and
defined each code to help me to use those same code words consistently in
subsequent interviews. After coding the first two interviews, I realized that I
needed to collapse the code words I had to make my data more manageable,
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and I began to group code words with similar meanings together. In subsequent
interviews, I used defined code words from previous interviews as well as new
code words and categories, which I again defined for consistency. As interviews
progressed, I found that fewer new code words emerged.
Probably because I am a novice researcher, I was ambivalent about the
analysis process. Sometimes I found it frustrating, other times fun. As an
educator, I even had a few "aha" experiences relating to ways to make the
research process more meaningful to my students. Above all, data analysis
challenged me. Once I completed the interviews, I reviewed code words from
each interview and developed categories. I accomplished this by printing out all
the code words from each interview. I examined the codes and tried to group
similar code words together. As I reviewed my definitions for the code words, I
regrouped the codes several times, as they did not always fit together well given
the definition. Strauss and Corbin (1998) suggested that researchers examine
the properties and dimensions of codes and categories and then return to the
raw data to answer any questions raised, or ask those questions of your
participants.
I struggled when forming categories, for as I read the text segments
behind the codes, some categories were obvious, while others were not so
forthcoming. Ethnograph allows researchers to enter 'child' codes under a main
code word. An example of this is to consider 'child' code words such as skirt,
blouse, pants, and shirt. These codes could fit under a parent code word such as
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clothing. This feature of Ethnograph eventually helped me to develop categories
within each interview. Some of the categories that applied to my study turned
out to be reflective of the main topics of my interview questions, although this
was unintended. Bailey and Jackson (2003) suggested that using interview topics
as categories in qualitative research was acceptable when one "used the
literature to inform the content of interview questions" (p. 61).
As I coded and formed categories within each interview, I compared and
correlated categories across all the interviews. Following this step, I used
Ethnograph to sort the text under each category and read the text segments
several times to look for patterns or themes. The actual writing process turned
out to be a form of analysis as well. As I described my themes and supported
them with participant stories or comments, I reevaluated what codes and
categories fit best under each theme, and did make some changes. Based on five
themes, I determined two main assertions related to my study. Figure 2 depicts
the codes, categories, themes, and assertions derived from my study. The
themes and assertions are discussed in Chapter IV.
Last, I returned to my raw data and read interview text once again to
refine the theory process. Figure 3 depicts a visual diagram in which I identified
the context, the conditions, the strategies and the consequences related to the
development of personal meaning of service in Guatemala for my participants
(the phenomenon). The causal conditions, which influence the phenomenon,
include the mission, values, and emphasis on servant leadership of the University
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of Mary. The immediate contexts include factors such as the agreement between
the University of Mary and the GOD'S CHILD Project, and the individual
disciplines involved. Intervening factors refer to poverty, malnutrition, illiteracy,
and poor health conditions in Guatemala. Strategies encompass orientation
courses, volunteers from GOD'S CHILD Project, clinical sites, and interpreters.
The strategies lead to outcomes that help to shape the personal meaning of
service in Guatemala for individuals at the University of Mary.
Management of Data
In order to ensure confidentiality and anonymity of the participants, I
combined data from each interview with all others in the study and further
analyzed combined results. Data will be kept for a period of three years after
completion of the study in separate locked files in the researcher's office. Access
will not be available to anyone but me, my advisor, and people who audit IRB
procedures, after which all documents will be shredded and destroyed.
Management of the data occurred as follows:
•

Hard copies of transcribed interviews, researcher notes, audio tapes, CD's
are in a locked file in the researcher's office.

•

Consent forms, list of interviewees are in a separate locked file in the
researcher's office.

•

Final copy and any drafts of the study stored on my computer hard drive
or thumb drive were transferred to a CD and stored as above.
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CATEGORIES

THEMES

___

_

CODES

Figure 2. Schemata of Codes, Categories, Themes, and Assertions.
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Fiaure 3.Theoretical Development of Concepts of Meaning of Service.
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Trustworthiness
As I progressed with my research, I kept a journal in which I wrote of my
questions, concerns, or frustrations during my study. In addition, I also wrote a
running memo of my progress, identifying what I was thinking at different stages
of my research. It contained such things as a list of potential themes that
seemed to be emerging from the data, questions that I wanted to pursue further
with participants, or notes about interpreting findings.
Triangulation occurred by using multiple methods to gather data. I used
interviews, journals, and photographs or other artifacts as a means gain as much
information as possible. Creswell (2005) indicated, "qualitative inquirers
triangulate among different data sources to enhance the accuracy of a study" (p.
252). In addition, I provided each participant with a copy of his or her transcript,
and requested feedback for content and accuracy. I also provided the
interpretive account of my study (Chapters IV and V) to each of my participants,
to verify themes were accurate and evocative of the information gathered. At
this point, none of the participants have requested clarification or expressed
concerns. Glesne (1999) suggested that developing a timetable for research is
desirable, but one must be flexible and realistic, and consider feasibility,
finances, and time constraints specific to one's study. Due to time constraints
and the deadline I set for the study to be completed, I initially contacted only
three participants for member checks, but I later requested input from all
participants in order to ensure accuracy and trustworthiness.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
The purpose of this study is to learn about the aspects of culture,
spirituality, and leadership as it relates to quality health care in general, and
more specifically to college educators and health care practitioners who provided
services to children and families in Antigua, Guatemala, through a collaboration
between the GOD's Child Project and the University of Mary. I interviewed eight
health care practitioners/educators who traveled to Guatemala as team leaders
for student service learning groups from the University of Mary. Each participant
and team traveled to Guatemala separately at different times. The information
that follows attempts to answer the following research questions in my study:
1. What was the meaning of a service experience to educators and health
care practitioners who served children and families through the God's Child
Project in Guatemala?
2. How did participants describe cultural awareness, knowledge, and skills
(cultural effectiveness) as it related to the experience in Guatemala and practice
in general?
3. How, if at all, did participants' perceptions of spirituality change
because of a service experience in Guatemala?
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4.

How did participants describe the role of leadership in educators and

health care practitioners who participated in a service experience in Guatemala?
Five themes and two main assertions emerged from the data. Themes
are included in Table 1. As I filtered through all the data gathered from
interviews, journals, and data memos, I expected certain themes to be evident
very quickly, just from developing categories from the code words. This did
happen, but I found that when I read the text segments related to the
categories, I needed to expand or change preliminary themes. Seidel (1998)
suggested that "analysis does not just happen. It evolves and develops in an
iterative and recursive fashion...you learn to think differently about the
data..."(Appendix E, p. 12). I found this to be very true. The following
categories were derived from the code words and text: The Guatemalan
Experience, Seeing in a New Way, Communication is Key, Being There, Making
Meaning, Showing the Way, and Reflections on Service. Code words,
categories, themes, and assertions are depicted in Figure 2. In this chapter, I
discuss the themes and assertions by relating them to supporting participant
comments and literature. I further discuss the conditions, phenomena,
context, strategies and consequences that became the basis for my grounded
theory, as depicted in Figure 3.
Table 1. Themes.___________________________________________________
____________________________ Description____________________________
Service Delivery in Guatemala Is Challenging and Is Impacted by Culture Shock
Cultural Effectiveness Is a Process Not Attained by Classroom Education Alone
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Table 1. Themes, cont.
____________________________ Description____________________________
As a Sense of Connectedness and Meaning, Spirituality Is an Important
Framework in Health Care Practice
Participants Experienced an Increased Awareness of Their Leadership Roles
Participants Examined Their Perspectives of Our Way of Life in the United States
Theme One: Service Delivery in Guatemala Is Challenging and Impacted by
Culture Shock
Ultimately, many things contributed to service delivery in Guatemala,
regardless of discipline. All participants spoke about adjusting to a new country
and different culture. Participants shared their thoughts and feelings about their
arrival, the country and culture in general, their accommodations, and finally
about health practices and providing service to individuals in Guatemala. All of
these factors added up to a culture shock of various degrees that permeated
each group traveling to Guatemala to provide service. As role models for their
students, leaders tried to adapt quickly to the cultural differences.
Individuals from The GOD'S CHILD Project met individual service teams at
the airport and either traveled with the team on a bus, or drove the team to
Antigua themselves, depending on the size of the group. One leader who arrived
at night talked about her overall first impression.
...it was so wonderful and they loaded everything on the buses and then
off we went and we got into the village so late at night that it was, I was
just mostly grateful. I was relieved we were all staying a similar little
colony parish cul-de-sac and all [service team] were within 4 minute
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walking distance from each other, it was a nice area in terms of feeling
safe and so I was just relieved. (Participant B)
Participants who arrived during the day described the sights and sounds
of the city when they talked about their first impressions. Some participants and
students were shocked to see armed guards in Guatemala City. Guards are
actually common in Guatemala since the civil war. There is a significant crime
rate and vigilante justice often prevails because of the ineffectiveness of the
courts system (Bernhardson, 2001). One service team leader described his first
reactions to Guatemala City, "you know, the hubbub, their horns in the street,
the people talking in languages I couldn't understand, the armed soldiers all over
around the airport which was quite scary for some in my group" (Participant A).
All participants were impressed with the beautiful countryside and the
temperate weather in Guatemala. Most service teams did not travel to
Guatemala during the rainy season, so the days were generally warm and sunny
with an average temperature of 72- 75 degrees. The volcanoes that surrounded
the city of Antigua were extraordinary and the country was very green and lush.
One participant liked everything except how Guatemalans drove.
The colorful buildings, the native dress of the people, friendliness of
everyone, I mean everyone was so nice to us and excited that we were
there, the foods-1 didn't really like the foods, but is was so interesting to
try new foods, and I love to do things like that. I loved the mountains and
hated the way they drove ... real fast! (Participant F)
The GOD'S CHILD Project arranged for all service team members to stay
with host families in Antigua. Most were located very close to each other and
within easy walking distance of one another. The host families opened their
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homes to strangers on a regular basis. The host families accepted students who
came to Antigua to study Spanish, and in addition, they accepted service team
members for The GOD'S CHILD Project and similar organizations. Some of the
host families might have five to seven persons in their home at one time. For
many, this was a main source of income. The host families provided sleeping
rooms, showers, and two or three meals a day, except for Sunday.
All participants spoke well of their host families and found them very
welcoming and kind. Some of the host families spoke English, but many did not.
One participant, who accompanied students on four different occasions,
expressed her relief about housing arrangements on her first visit.
...to be perfectly honest, I was expecting worse than what I saw, and
when I went into my house, I think I was just so thankful that there was a
cement floor and four walls and very kind, this was my host family, and
you know, I, I was looking for the worst. I thought dirt floor and a shack
and so then I was thankful... I've only stayed at two different homes in
the course of four years... we have deeply loved our host families.
(Participant E)
Masin, (2006) said culture shock occurs when individuals travel outside of
their own country, when they interact with someone from another generation or
sexual orientation, or when they meet someone with a disability. Masin defined
culture shock as "the stress experienced when individuals cannot meet their
everyday needs as they would in their own culture" (p. 149). Although
participants experienced some degree of culture shock and missed the comforts
of home, they attempted get used to differences as quickly as possible. Some
differences challenged some participants more than others. Every participant I
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interviewed wanted to talk about bathroom facilities in Guatemala. As in many
third world countries, the septic systems in Guatemala cannot handle human
waste plus the addition of toilet paper. Therefore, one could not flush toilet
paper down the toilets. This was inconvenient, especially if participants were
plagued with typical travel sickness. Participants also had much to say about
showers. Often service team members showered in cold water or in a trickle of
warm water. Heating elements attached to the showerhead heat the water as it
flows through the water pipes. One participant described the challenges of daily
grooming and hygiene in Guatemala:
... Okay, the shower is not warm. It did not have a dirt floor, so that was
good. It was just a very, very, very low pressure; you don't touch it, of
course, because the heating element is right on top. So you don't touch it
so you won't get electrocuted. So you just turn it on and you let whatever
lukewarm cool water run over you and you're grateful, dry off, that's
good. And of course the bathroom- we had a bathroom and it was indoor
plumbing. You just don't put anything down the toilet! It all goes in the
garbage and that's fine, you get really used to that. (Participant B)
Another participant figured out the intricacies of the shower operation by the
time he went home.
...sometimes they work, sometimes they don't, [shower] and the faster
you turn the water on, the cooler the water is because it can only heat as
[so] much [water]. But if you don't turn it on enough, it doesn't kick the
heater on. So if you're going to turn it all the way on ...[you] back off until
it's the right temperature, and if you back off too much, you’ll hear a click
and it'll get cold, and that's when the heater goes off. (Participant A)
Some countries do not perceive time as we do in the United States.
Masin's (2006) literature review revealed differences between high and low
context cultures. Low context cultures focus generally on individual needs and
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include countries of North America, New Zealand, Australia and Western Europe.
People in high context countries emphasize relationships of groups over
individuals. Central America, South America, Asia, Africa, and Pacific Island
societies are examples of high context countries. People in low contextual
countries pay attention to time and use time to compartmentalize their day and
their life. In contrast, those in high contextual countries place more importance
on people and interactions with others. Guatemala is a high context country.
All participants talked at length about a concept they called Guatemalan
time. Frequently team members would get ready in the morning, meet at the
designated place at the designated time only to wait for 30 to 45 minutes for
their ride to the clinic. One participant talked about how he defused frustration in
the students when they experienced Guatemalan time.
... it's a harsher environment and their [Guatemalan people] attitude is
well, we're going to try to start on time but we realize the chicken bus
may break down, so the person doesn't get there on time. So you know if
someone doesn't show up on time, you've got to just deal with it... I think
it was nine and no one showed up until like 9:35...a lot of people in the
group were getting frustrated and expressing some agitation and all. I
think for me just to simply say, it's okay, if we don't get to the clinic until
ten instead of 9:30, you know, it's okay, it's not going to hurt anything, no
one's going to die. (Participant A)
Participant E described her personal frustration when she had to wait.
You know it cognitively, but when you're actually dealing with it, waiting
for the driver or waiting to figure out the interpreter, or waiting for the
hospital workers to kind of tell you what to do or give you patients to
work with, or even waiting for meals, [you] get back there, you're very
hungry and you have an hour until the next meal ...and it was out of your
control. And I think that was another hard thing to deal with, I have no
control of this and wow, I would like to get going, I can't.
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This same participant indicated that less focus on time might be a better way to
live. Everything will always wait another day; and "you don't necessarily have to
have everything on your list crossed off for the day and maybe there's nothing
wrong with slowing down" (Participant E). Another participant talked about a
sight variation of Guatemalan time. She found that whenever she asked how far
a place was away, she seemed to get the same response. "It doesn't matter how
far it is, it's always 30 minutes. That could be 2 hours one way, straight up
hill...the answer always seemed to be "30 minutes" (Participant B).
A typical day in Guatemala usually started out with an early breakfast at 7
a.m. with host families. Since teams usually stayed in the same general area,
they would meet at a central meeting place, which participants described as a
basketball court. From there, teams either walked to the Dreamer Center (the
GOD'S CHILD Project) or waited for rides to their clinical sites. Some of these
sites were in Antigua and some were up in the mountains. It was at this point in
the day in which Guatemalan time was a factor, and teams often waited quite a
long time for rides to various sites.
Usually the teams spent two or three hours at a clinical site in the
morning, and returned to their host families for lunch. After lunch they spent
another three hours at the clinic site and returned home by around 5:00 pm.
Participants indicated the teams had free time until around 7:00, at which time
they would have supper. Participants usually spent free time cleaning up, resting,
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journaling, or just reflecting on the day. After supper, The GOD'S CHILD Project
provided options for various free time activities.
The GOD'S CHILD Project provided numerous opportunities free time
activities, in which teams participated as a group. Often they went to an Internet
cafe in the evenings or sometimes they went to a local bar for drinks and salsa
dancing. The GOD'S CHILD Project always provided interpreters and bodyguards
for free time activities. One popular tourist spot in Antigua is the hill with a cross
at the top (no one remembered the name of this hill), and many service teams
climb it to see the view of the city. I truly realized the potential for violence in
Guatemala when participants talked about climbing this hill. One expressed it as
follows:
We did take the hike to the top of the hill to where the cross was and it
was warm and that was a heck of a hike, but it was fun. We had a good
time climbing the hills, but of course with armed security guards...
everywhere we went they sent two armed security guards with guns
because it was so unsafe. We always felt fine. (Participant B)
On the weekends, participants and their groups traveled to Lake Atitlan
and Chichicastenango, which are both well-known tourist locations. Lake Atitlan
is a beautiful lake surrounded by three volcanoes. One of the participants felt
overwhelmed by the amount of small children trying to sell the group their
wares, stating there were at least 10-12 children clamoring around them at this
tourist resort area. Chichicastenango is a famous large open-air market at which
the indigenous natives sell crafts and handiwork. A participant shared her views
about her market experience.
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...you could see the hard work people put into these crafts and things
people sell, and they do really sell it for a very reduced price and
hopefully, we're still giving them monies they can make a living that they
need to make in that area. They start their children very, very young in
helping to sell their crafts and things and of course, children are far more
hard to resist than adults...(Participant D)
Several participants thought the market was an unforgettable experience.
The colorful clothing worn by the Mayans was beautiful to see, but it was difficult
to see all the crafts for sale because the market was so large. The whole concept
of bargaining for already low priced items in the market was new to some of the
participants as well. Because this market is a well-known tourist attraction, the
risk for robbery or mugging is quite high. One participant found his students to
be somewhat overwhelmed with all the people, sights, and sounds of the
market. Although there was a market in Antigua, it did not compare in size or
breadth to the market in Chichicastenango.
Getting used to a different way of life, language, and surroundings was
only one aspect of the culture shock experienced by participants and teams.
Participants and students alike were shocked by primitive health care practices
and the absolute poverty that permeated the clinical sites. One nurse talked
about a homeless shelter located in downtown Antigua. This facility only
provided shelter at night, providing supper, showers, a place to sleep and
breakfast. Everyone had to leave the shelter during the day. At the door, security
guards searched anyone seeking shelter for drugs or weapons.
Despite the fact that showers were available, it seemed futile, as the
individuals would put dirty lice infested clothing back on after they showered,
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unless they could be convinced to put on a set of clean clothes. The nurses
helped with supper and then tried to attend to the medical needs of the
individuals there. Although women were welcome, this population was mostly
very ill men, and despite efforts of the shelter staff, people sometimes died
during the night. Participant B stated, "...so they were very, very ill. Most of them
were dying, that's why they're on the street... it was an overwhelming ill
population of the poorest people." This site was a difficult one for students and
leaders alike. Participant B also told the story of hers and students' interactions
with one woman who sought shelter there.
One of the women came in ... terribly swollen, terribly swollen, and she
was meticulous about her hygiene. She came over and she washed herself
and she took off as much of her clothing as she could and she'd wash it
and she'd hang it up, you know ,... until it was dry and she was very
clean, but then she was so ill, she didn't come and get her plate and so
she would just lay down on her mat.
One of the student nurses who spoke Spanish tried to encourage this woman to
eat some food. Participant B continued her story.
So [my student] went over, sat down, and started having a chat with her
[woman], and she came back and said her mouth is so swollen she can't
eat because she's in so much pain... so we went to give her soup, and you
know, whatever we could try to get her to eat a little bit. Linder this
bandage on this very swollen cheek was a hole about the size of a nickel,
and it was where a parasite had come out of her face... there was this big
abscess where this varmint had come out and it was terribly swollen and
terribly infected... The only reason I know that is because [the Spanish
speaking student] was able to get the description for me, and so she
[woman] was very ill.
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Although the nursing team brought antibiotics for this woman the next day, they
learned she did not return that night. They never found out if the woman got the
medicine, and if she did receive it, if she took the medicine.
Some of the nurses also traveled (in the back of a pickup truck) to a clinic
site in a village in the mountains where they worked closely with a doctor. The
patients in this clinic were mostly mothers and babies. The mothers would walk
down the mountain from their own villages with their babies on their backs to
get to the clinic. "I don't know when they would get there, but they would
always be there, no matter how early or how late we came, the waiting room
would be full..." (Participant B). The nursing team mostly provided immunizations
to the children at this clinic. Participant B shared that she and her students were
not prepared for the extreme differences in health practices between the United
States and Guatemala. "One thing that I was not prepared for, and no one could
prepare us, and that was observing and being a part of very, very poor health
practices in regards to nursing practice..." The practice of health was primitive
and this participant compared it to United States health practices in the 1950s.
All participants indicated they divided students for whom they were
responsible into smaller groups of four to six persons prior to clinic visits, and
each group went to a different site. Other than the two sites indicated above, all
disciplines provided service at the same clinical sites.
One site was a large hospital that housed both acutely ill patients and
chronically ill individuals from babies to the very old. Several participants were
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shocked and overwhelmed at this site. Participant G described it in this way:
"...and still when I think about it, I get emotional and it makes me want to cry,
but we went to that hospital, I called it the cradle to grave hospital." She
described one area as very alarming to her personally. This was a ward
especially for babies with severe cleft palate deformities. Surgeons from all over
the world volunteered their services to repair the cleft palates as best they could.
It was questionable if the babies ever returned to their families.
Another section of the hospital was a stark, barren infant and children's
ward that held perhaps 40-50 white metal cribs with netting on top of each crib.
There was no stimulation for any of the infants. Some children lay or sat in the
cribs while others were able to walk. It was difficult to determine the actual age
of the children from their stature.
There was one little girl there and when I looked at her, I figured she was
maybe two-ish and ...her name was Candelara and she had this distended
kind of belly. ...She was just the cutest little thing...and she had the most
crossed eyes I've ever seen in my whole life!...We were told she had fetal
alcohol syndrome...she loved to play and she followed me around all over
the place...I found out later she was five! (Participant E)
Very little disposable equipment was available at this hospital; staff used
supplies over and over again. One participant and her team visited a part of the
hospital that contained wards for adult men and women who were
developmental^ and chronically mentally ill. One morning, this group assisted
patients in one ward with grooming and hygiene in the morning after breakfast.
Participant D depicted the event in this way:
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People are just sitting out there [on the ward] and of course, we go there
to kind of help with oral cares in the morning. So they had this big plastic
cup that had about twenty different toothbrushes in, and they said, it's
time to help people brush their teeth and they gave us the cup and they
gave us a tooth [brush], a thing of toothpaste and they said, okay, help
them brush their teeth. Well, which is? Whose toothbrush is whose?
Doesn't matter, just grab a toothbrush. Just grab a toothbrush and help
them brush.
The same participant saw very little therapeutic interventions occurring
during her time there. Many of the individuals were incontinent, and were on a
changing schedule. Very few staff cared for a large number of patients, so the
changing schedule was rigid. If people were incontinent in between changing
schedules, they waited until the next changing time. Participant E talked about
this process, stating, "they do not have adult diapers for these folks ... they use
many, many layers of all different kinds of sheets and blankets to put around
these people...so these people have huge, huge wads of blankets and sheets on
them."
It was disturbing for participants and students to observe adults fed from
a bottle. Some of the female patients who were mentally ill refused or were
unable to eat, and therefore, to keep them healthy, staff gave them baby bottles
filled with pureed food or perhaps some type of protein drink. Despite the
conditions at this hospital, the patients seemed to be well cared for by staff. One
participant expressed her thoughts about the conditions and the staff.
Well, the hospital. The absolute poverty and the conditions and,
you know, the dishes were not washed. Hot water I think is a luxury down
there, it’s very rare that you see a whole lot of hot water and so the way
that things are sanitized or not sanitized is an eye opener. There's all
these people to provide, too, sometimes I think we get a little bit too
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worried about the germs in our country. Urn, other things, you know I
think I mentioned, you know, the lack of disposable equipment,
everything is reused again and again. People are just as well cared for
there as they are here, sometimes better. They don't have a whole lot of
professional staff. Urn, they have more like what we consider a nurse's
aide and they just do an excellent job. The people are well cared for, they
do well, so for what they have and what they do with what they have, I
think, I think they do a nice job...(Participant D)
Theme Two: Cultural Effectiveness Is a Process Not Attained by Classroom
Education Alone
I asked participants about their experiences with people of other cultures.
One individual had traveled rather extensively and actually lived in other
countries, so was familiar with several different cultures. Another went to
colleges in large cities and completed clinicals at inner city hospitals, where a
variety of different cultures and lifestyles were prevalent. Yet another
participant's family adopted children of different cultures, which offered her some
experience with cultures different from her own. One participant was born,
raised, and educated in an Asian country. This participant traveled to the United
States as an adult to pursue an advanced degree in her profession. A fifth
participant met individuals from other cultures during her college experience. The
other three participants in my study had limited exposure to individuals of other
cultures.
I wanted to know if participants' professional education prepared them to
work with individuals from different cultures in practice. Although participants
had varied levels of experience with cultural diversity, few believed themselves
well trained to meet the needs of those persons from cultures different from
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their own. One participant spoke of learning an "appreciation of the many
different medical diagnoses" in her professional education, later expanding upon
that knowledge in a clinical experience that exposed her to families from all over
the world. "That was a very good experience and learning about their culture
and there were diverse backgrounds and lifestyle choices and parents,
backgrounds, impoverishment that was a very good exposure and learning about
other possibilities in life" (Participant C).
One participant emphatically stated that her professional education did
not prepare her for cultural diversity in practice. She said, "I don't think I
remember...even touching on it...others with disabilities came in and talk...[to the
class] but I don't remember ethnicity or culture being part of it" (Participant E).
This practitioner shared the following story about a difficult experience that
occurred in her practice years before.
They were from, urn, I want to say, I want to say Bosnia, a family that
had come in and the mother did not speak English at all and father, very,
very limited, but they had put him in a job, and so the mother came in
and urn, you know, to be honest, I look back and I I’m not proud of really
the work I did with him. [I] didn't think a lot about the cultural aspects,
urn, I was thinking more about the difficulty of, you know - you don't
speak the language, this kid would cry and cry every time. You know,
there were days he cried for the whole 45 minutes or hour-long session
and you could get just nowhere! [Participant was] frustrated...and you
knew, you knew they were very, very poor. You knew there was a lot of
health concerns... and knowing that it was difficult for them and
frustrating because you knew there wasn't a lot you could do ... I look
back now and you think, obviously, they had a much harder time. They
were put into our country and they didn't know the language, and you
know, it should have been my job. I had every opportunity to try to help
them, to try to help them feel more welcome...I'm not particularly proud
of the service I did to them because I don't think I looked wholly at the
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situation. I think I looked at the physical aspects of the child and I think
there's just so much more to that that I could've done.
A second participant believed that his professional education failed to
address specific cultural aspects, but the core principles of his profession helped
prepare him to work with individuals of other cultures.
...but the basic core of OT [occupational therapy], which I got very
strongly there, is you look at the person and the person's skills, abilities,
environment, social environment, urn, and that all impacts their
performance. So there was definitely that component, you know, being an
OT. OT training gives you a basic understanding of. you have to know
what culture is as far as environment, and at that point, I think the focus
was more on environment than culture. And we've, we've better clarified
since then. So as far as was it explicit as, "this is your cultural training,"
[the issue] I did not have that in my program, but the elements of
successfully interacting with people from different cultures was there, it
was more woven into the curriculum. (Participant A)
This participant previously worked with different cultures, and he learned about
each culture from those experiences. He generalized much of what he learned to
individuals in all cultures. In his first job, he learned about building rapport and
respect as he interacted with women of Jewish culture.
...to actually ask for their advice created a tremendous amount of respect
and bonding for them, so I had to learn, learn to operate that way even
though it wasn't what I felt was necessary for me. But it was necessary
for the cultural interaction and for me to be successful. (Participant A)
Communication was often a barrier when it came to health care
treatment. One participant shared an unfortunate situation that occurred early in
her career when she cared for an individual with diabetes who did not speak
English.
I took care... of insulin and in those days, we'd show [patient] how to
check her urine and I said to her, do you understand? And she was back
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two weeks later in a coma. She didn't understand, she didn't know where
to get the insulin, and I never even thought of that. They didn't have a
refrigerator to keep the insulin...For her to nod was a sign of respect... Of
course she would nod, I didn't know [why she nodded]. I felt really, really
bad about that. (Participant F)
Two individuals believed that their education adequately prepared them to
work with other cultures. Although not exposed to many different cultures, both
participated in a hands-on experience with individuals from anther culture while
in school. Both these participants were newer practitioners with the least work
experience in their respective professions as compared to other participants. One
participant from another country described cultural training in her professional
education program. She said, "In school we had a program called urn,
community orientation program ... it was the medical students...nursing, OT, PT,
speech, we were all taken and we lived in a village for 21 days". The goal of this
experience was to learn about the cultural practices of the villagers. Professors
divided the students into groups and assigned them to different village family
"huts". Each day the groups asked the villagers questions about different topics.
Yes, I mean, we lived with the people, we ate their food and we used
their toilets... every day we had to do something. One day to find out
about their food habits, one would be about the families... what kind of
incomes do they have or what kind of jobs do they do... what kind of
practices do they do to control, urn, like a patient with seizures,
[sometimes] they had to give something uh, made of iron, like a key in
their hand, it helps to control seizures or...for burning, that if you apply
certain urn, leaf on the wound that it heals, so we had to find out what of
the culture practices that they do. (Participant H)
The second individual actually participated in a service experience in
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Guatemala as part of the professional education program. She believed the
combination of attending a Christian college and her experience in Guatemala
helped her to be more empathetic and compassionate with all her patients,
regardless of cultural background. She further explained that she currently works
primarily with a population homogeneous to her own cultural background.
I found that all participants believed increased knowledge of culture was
important in health care. Although educators incorporate cultural aspects into
their respective curriculums, it is not enough to make students culturally effective
practitioners. Because we live in a rural state with a low population, exposure to
varied cultures is less than in larger cities and more populated states. One
participant put it aptly when he talked about culturally challenging students.
Yes, so I really wanted students to have an opportunity to be exposed to
something so diverse [that] it challenges them to think and look at their
assumptions when they deal with people, especially coming from a
Midwestern, very homogeneous group. Urn, you know, some things are
just assumed something's wrong with a person if they do it that [different]
way, where some times I think it's just a cultural difference. (Participant
A)
Several participants agreed, indicating students needed to get out of the
classroom and have hands on experiences to develop cultural effectiveness. It is
difficult for students to learn to think on their feet and adapt to ever changing
situations in simulated or contrived classroom activities. Participant A stated,
"... we have great intentions, but our intentions are not good enough, and we're
not able to translate that into meaningful experience with our students unless we
take them there, we have to take them there". Although most programs today
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try to address multicultural issues in their curriculums, students rarely develop
meaningful experiences from textbooks. Participant C described her thoughts
about how service learning helps students build culturally effective skills:
They read it and take a test. We've got to take those students, and they
all have to have an opportunity to have an experience like Guatemala,
where they go "oh, I get it, I get it". It isn't even the textbook, it's way
beyond the textbooks, urn, there's no alternative as far as I can see for
cultural education than getting them out of here [classroom]. Not forever,
but...it has to be more than a few days, it has be... at least a couple
weeks where you draw that process where you come to a brick wall and
you realize that you need to change, they're not [patient of different
culture]. And if you're going to help, what are you going to do? And then
you have to constantly think about that process and realize that it takes
time.
Clinical reasoning is a skill students develop over time. Each experience or
interaction with a client or patient provides students with a repertoire of tools to
draw on to use with the next patient. This skill is essential in working with any
client, regardless of culture. Participant F described it in this way.
...no matter what the culture or the situation is, you have to think on your
feet and adapt...that variable X, Spanish, Asian, poverty, whatever it is, it's
different, so how are you going to deal with it is probably the most
important thing.
I asked participants in my study to think of someone they perceived to be
skilled in cross cultural- interaction, and then to describe those characteristics
which made that person effective. One participant portrayed a culturally
effective person as "communicating a curiosity when things are different...that is
communicating respect...number one to observe it [difference] and number two
to ask for clarification" (Participant A). Participants identified other characteristics
including an openness and acceptance of others in order to create a safe
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environment, flexibility in communicating and working with others, knowledge
and understanding of other cultures through study, travel, or personal
experience; respect for others, and lastly, personal happiness because a happy
person will inherently interact positively with others.
Literature supports the premise that cultural effectiveness is a process
that occurs over time and becomes stronger with each cultural interaction
(Betancourt et al., 2005; Burchum, 2002; Leishman, 2004). According to
Burchum (2002), a culturally competent person evolves first developing selfawareness, then a curiosity to learn and understand other cultures, then an
appreciation of the diversity among cultures, and lastly the ability to interact
effectively with individuals of different cultures. A statement by Davis (2006)
puts the importance of culture into perspective for health care professionals, "We
are committed to putting the needs of our patients first. In order to do this
effectively, the professional must be aware of and appreciate the cultural mores
and expectations of the individual from the world view of that person" (p.150).
The Guatemalan service experience was an opportunity for healthcare
students and faculty to work towards cultural effectiveness. Many experiences
affected participants' and their teams' ability to function effectively at clinic sites.
Communication was a key factor in all interactions with the Guatemalan
people at each of the clinic sites. Most participants or students did not speak
Spanish well (or at all) and although each team had an interpreter, they could
only interpret one conversation at a time. Some participants wondered
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sometimes if the interpretations were full and truly accurate given that a long
answer to a question was interpreted as a three or four word response.
Participant B shared her thoughts about trying to communicate effectively and
provide care when she did not know the language. "It's very difficult to practice
health care if you don't know the language..that was the big thing... we all
needed to know Spanish, and we felt very frustrated..." Language was not the
only barrier. Staff at some clinic sites did not know about or did not trust new
and novel health practices [to them] and obviously did not trust the service
teams. This was likely due to communication and lack of understanding by both
cultures.
One example of this was the fact that staff at the mountain clinic
refrigerated all intramuscular medications due to the hot climate in Guatemala.
This cold medicine is very painful when injected into muscle, and is not an
accepted practice in the United States. Guatemalan staff did not understand the
service team's concerns about this practice. One leader shared an example that
horrified students, also related to giving immunizations. Again, lack of
communication was a big factor here, and possibly the nurses did not follow
some unknown cultural norm in this procedure.
They do intramuscular injections into brand new babies into the buttocks,
which we do not do because of the huge sciatic nerve. We always use the
lateral muscle of the thigh or the lateral gluteal area and they refused,
absolutely refused to let our nurses give an injection into the baby's leg.
They would flip that baby over and they point to that butt and they say
'there' and you know, the girls would look at me, panic stricken, and I
would very calmly find the topmost upper outer quadrant [of the
buttocks] and I'd say, 'I think we can do it here'...(Participant B)
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Another participant told me staff persons at the clinic sites were defensive
when the teams came in and tried to show them a better way to do things. He
indicated the teams needed to spend the first several days establishing rapport
with staff, praising them for their efforts with patients before they could suggest
another way to do things. Participants told me about the frustration they and
their students felt at the futility of their efforts on some occasions. The
Guatemalan people had so many needs that service teams were unable to meet.
The following excerpts exemplify that frustration, but also show the devotion
observed in the people and patients of the mountain villages. Several
participants spoke about a young man in his twenties, who likely had cerebral
palsy or a severe seizure disorder. He lived with his mother in a very poor home
and the mother cared for him by herself. She had bolted two beds together so
he would have enough room to roll around on the bed. The mother
...obviously did range of motion on him every day, he had no
contractures. She carried him physically out to the sun every day to get
him some sun, [she] was taking wonderful care of him! ... Had we done
what we wanted, we would have found a lift chair and you know, a lift
and special chair and so forth, and we left with not being able to do
anything. But I believe she gave us a hug and a kiss when we left and
thanked us. And you know, so those were times that stuck out because it
was frustrating...(Participant E)
Sometimes children cared for their siblings on their own on a regular
basis. It is common for women to be head of households in Guatemala.
According to the Volunteer Service Handbook (2005), many men live and work
away from home, while others simply abandon their families. Participant E told of
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a child that particularly stood out in her mind as she visited one home in a small
mountain village. The child intimated to the interpreter that his father was gone
most of the time. When he returned, he was often drunk and abusive to his
family.
It [sic] was only a little boy, only maybe nine or ten years old, taking care
of his little sister who was probably four or five years old, and he was
carrying her all over the place. And here she had ... spina bifida and ...
[she] never had surgery and she was the most beautiful child...mom was
down working, I'm not sure where dad was, but he [boy] cared for her all
day. And knowing that we could do nothing- and they [students] so, so
wanted to. They thought here are the therapists; they're going to fix this
little girl...a frustrating moment.
Wondering if they could truly make a difference was one of the challenges
of this experience for both participants and students. The teams questioned how
much they could really help the Guatemalan people, given the shortage of
general and medical supplies and the short duration of their service. The
participants shared many stories about their clinical experiences.
Participants described the Infantile Colonial as a heartbreaking yet
heartwarming site. This is a facility in a small mountain town located about an
hour and one half from Antigua. The Alliance Club of America funds the Infantile,
which is located on a hill that overlooks the town. Several participants informed
me that the malnutrition center was another name for the Infantile, one I
thought described it well, once I learned of its function. Parents or family
members brought children to this center from all over Guatemala when they
could no longer provide for their children. This facility was not an orphanage, but
a place for the children to get stronger so they could return to their families. Of
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course, many did not return, but parents and families did come to visit if they
were able. One participant described the Infantile as
... a place where they are not orphans. The parents without question can
drop their children off if they cannot feed them and they do not give up
parental rights to the children but they may not see them again. They
may come get them when they're five or six so they can help pick coffee
... there are hardly any children here over the age of five or six...an and
they're all abandoned children. (Participant C)
A physician came to the center regularly and he usually quarantined new
admissions to the center for one to two months after arrival. There were other
separate areas where they kept babies and the older children. One participant
explained the role of her occupational therapy team at this site. There were few
staff to care for these children and very few supplies. It was overwhelming. What
could they possibly do? Metaphorically, the team took a deep breath and jumped
in! They learned to adapt and provided therapy with little resources, and found
they were successful.
So urn, the first day then, we did evaluations of the children that he
[doctor] had referred. All but one were in the new section, newly admits
and the age range was...three months or so to probably seven, seven or
eight years old. And urn,[there were] several babies and some older
children who had disabilities, palsy, blindness, different things...We
worked on the environment; it was all very white walls, glass and metal,
basic, a large playroom...We played popcorn with the balls...we took
mattress pads and went outside...and popped the balls up into the air,
and they loved it and screamed!... We taught them follow the leader...and
Old MacDonald Had a Farm...(Participant C)
This particular team traveled to the center everyday for a week. The
children loved the attention and looked forward to the team coming there
everyday. Participant C portrayed the children's excitement when she said. "We
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had to ring the doorbell [at one visit]...and Maria opened the door and all the
kids were running down the hall, they hadn't napped at all, they knew we were
coming." Another participant shared her impressions about the children there.
Some, you know, they all looked to be in pretty decent health, but then
often you found out what their age was as opposed to what their physical
size was, you knew they weren't in good health because they were far, far
too small for their age. Some of them would not eat well at all and some
just cried and cried and cried, but as long as you held them, they were all
pretty good. And of course, you always worry about lice because you
could [get] lice, but you know what? You just don’t care, you pick them
up anyway. So urn, we gave baths and did clothing changes and helped
feed...(Participant D)
Most teams worked with residents from one particular nursing home in
Antigua. This nursing home housed about 100 residents. A center open courtyard
with flowers and trees separated the front and back sections of the home.
Residents from wealthier families who were able to pay lived in the front part of
the nursing home. There were cement floors and bathrooms in each of the
wards in the front area. The back sections of the nursing home housed the
poorer residents. The floors were dirt and it was very crowded. One participant
explained, "There were beds all along the walls, and at night, they would fill the
beds and then put cots down in between and then put people on the cots, so
literally it was wall to wall people..." (Participant A).
Participants pointed out that staff tried very hard to provide the best for
the residents. Staff included two nurses who worked 12-hour shifts. They were
always working, as there were few people to cover their shift if they were not at
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work. In addition, two aides cared for about 50 residents each. One participant
described the nursing home as follows.
Ah, the nursing home! We spent one morning there and again, there you
see again these are the really poor, poor people that have basically been
abandoned by their families and left there. Pretty poor nursing home, not
poor in the fact that it’s run poorly, it's everything is just so poor. They
just have very few resources, very few staff...(Participant D)
Residents in the nursing home "treated us like we were angels...they took our
hands or put their hands on our faces" (Participant G). Staff apologized for the
conditions in the nursing home. One participant recalled nursing home staff
telling him they "wished they could do better, but there was no money"
(Participant A). He found the staff to be very caring and respectful toward the
residents.
I think they were giving way better care than I’ve seen in other facilities
with all the medication and urn, and supplies, and you know, as far as the
meeting the needs of the people and caring, truly, truly caring. And I think
that has been uniform every site I've been to. The people working there
care deeply about their clients and they want to help.
The same participant described his team's unsuccessful efforts to improve
patient seating in wheelchairs. With the help of interpreters, the team tried to
explain that one wheelchair might fit another resident better, and would mark
the patient's name on the chair. Often times when they returned, they would find
that resident in a completely different wheelchair, not the marked chair and not
even the same chair he used previously. Staff people were sorry, but told
Participant A there was not enough time or staff to follow the recommendations.
...they explained that they're so busy they don't have time to keep chairs
individualized to each person. They just grab the closest chair and put the
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person in it or they grab the closest walker and give it to the person. So
we really, really encouraged them throughout the week and we were able
to get them to agree to try, try to, if we marked this chair for this person
and this walker for that person, that they would try.
Similarly, one participant who was a leader of a nursing group found it was
difficult for staff in the nursing home to develop trust and understanding of
newer health practices. As a result, the group changed their initial plan of care.
We're not going to change them. Why should we do something,
necessarily things that they're not going to be able to continue? ... So if
we can keep them active and moving- like we had them in the courtyard
to do some walking. [We] played some games, visited with them, gave
them some our treats that we had brought, and just sat and visited with
them. You know, not even really talking, but showing things that we were
wearing. Yeah, yeah, I think it was very good, and I think students were
happy when that happened. (Participant F)
Theme Three: As a Sense of Connectedness and Meaning, Spirituality Is an
Important Framework in Health Care Practice
Peloguin (2003) reiterated Maslow's premise that "because people are
spiritual, spirituality is the responsibility of everyone" (p. 123). One has only to
think of the many alternative healing therapies that focus on mind, body and
spirit to realize that people seek more than medical treatment in healthcare
today. Spirituality is fast becoming a consideration in health care. Accreditation
agencies require spirituality to be included in assessment and treatment in
hospitals and outpatient clinics (JCAHO, 2001). One barrier to this mandate is
that spirituality is not uniformly defined, making it difficult for all professions to
assess spirituality in practice. One might tend to associate spirituality in practice
more with nursing, due to the nature of care they provide; however, this
mandate pertains to all health care professionals. Spirituality in healthcare
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certainly comes into play whenever one thinks of holistic and client centered
care. The literature refers to spirituality in many ways, describing it as a sense of
meaning and connectedness, a life force, and as faith (Myss & Shealy, 1998;
Unruh, Versnel, & Kerr, 2002). Spirituality is equally important when one
considers persons living in marginalized societies; those across the world who
live in extreme poverty, or in the aftermath of war, or in the midst of political
unrest. These persons show amazing spiritual resilience, the ability to survive
and go on with life despite difficult and sometimes hostile conditions
(Ramugondo, 2005; Urbanowski, 2001).
I wanted to know how spirituality fit into the healthcare practice of my
participants. I also wanted to know how, if at all, they perceived spirituality
during their service experience in Guatemala. I realized that my participants first
needed to recognize what spirituality meant to them personally before they could
apply it to practice or recognize it in service in Guatemala. Therefore, I asked
participants to share what spirituality meant to them on a personal level.
Participants described spirituality in expansive terms. I appreciated the
thoughtfulness they put into their answers to this difficult question. Many
participants told me that while they thought about spirituality on occasion, they
rarely put it into words for others. While they definitely tied it to religion, the
concept of spirituality went much deeper than religion for most participants.
What follows is a philosophical discussion about participants' perspectives on
spirituality; first their personal perspectives, followed by their perspectives of
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spirituality in health care practice. One participant eloquently described her belief
about spirituality.
I believe in the state that we are not humans who have a spiritual
component, but rather we are spiritual [beings] that have a human
component. So my belief about spirituality is that everyone is inherently
spiritual and that it's very different from organized religion or faith. Rather
[it is] that spiritual component in people that yearns for a relationship with
the creator God, that sees the spiritual connection within all of humanity
and that has many different facets and learned ways of expression that
are all equally one. (Participant B)
Other participants also identified religion as a foundation for spirituality.
One expressed spirituality to be a "companionship with God...God's
presence...that connectedness, and from that, purposefulness and living in life"
(Participant C). Another participant talked about a higher entity's guidance to live
a good life; to "love your neighbors, yourself, be kind to your neighbors, be kind
to those around you, that's part of it... just being there for people... being
support to people... being a mentor..." (Participant D). Participant E related
spirituality to trust. Her trust was evident in a recent trip to Guatemala after
Hurricane Stan devastated regions of Guatemala. Her service team was the first
to go to Guatemala in the aftermath of Stan, and the team had to trust that they
would be safe from danger and disease.
I think spirituality is just an understanding that there's something bigger
than me who has control in what I do, that I don't control everything, that
there's purposes for things... Some things are out of my hands and urn,
whatever will happen... Probably the hardest thing that I try to think about
on a daily basis, but it's very, very difficult, is that everybody is God's
creature. To me, that's a lot of it, just acceptance of everybody and that is
very, very difficult...A big aspect of spirituality is understanding and
attempting to love everybody... It’s a hard question.
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Participant H equated spirituality with respect for others. She found her service in
Guatemala helped her define her own concept of spirituality. She elaborated on
this concept in the following quote.
I had no idea what spirituality is and then I think later I came to
know... Religion. I thought spirituality was religion, but I think I came to
know that it's different. How I understand spirituality is like the basic
concept...to do what is right because we're all humans. We have to live
with each other, we have to be nice to others and not because your
religion demands it ...To just be respectful of the needs of others, to the
needs of people based on their culture, urn, values. That's spirituality.
Another participant depicted spirituality as "the internal spark of each person,
and by spark, I mean what gives them joy, what makes them motivated, what
makes them sad, that internal drive, for life and success...yes, beyond survival,
success in life" (Participant A).
Spirituality in practice is not always a comfortable concept for
practitioners. One participant believed that nursing and occupational therapy
professions better prepare practitioners to address spirituality than do other
health care professions. When practitioners treat the whole patient, they cannot
leave out spirituality. He expressed his thoughts in this way.
OT inherently has it, urn, because you know, we look at what people want
to do and help them do it and so you're always addressing spirituality,
whether it's implicit or explicit...It's dealt with in OT, it's our nature, and
really looking at if a person has no drive or desire to do something for
themselves. We look at that and what is interfering, and it's a spirituality
issue...We say their spirit is crushed, you know...looking at the opposite,
what is a crushed spirit I think clarifies more what spirituality is because
that's a term most people understand. I think nursing does it naturally...I
think other healthcare professions struggle with that... it's not their
realm... But I think as OT's and nurses, we have a lot to offer other
professionals in understanding that [spirituality in practice].
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Other participants described spirituality in practice as being a presence in
time of need. Most nurses assess spirituality in each patient. When spiritual
needs are evident, it is up to the nurse to address those needs. "Sometimes the
spirituality for me is presence; I'll just try to be there for them. Sometimes it's
just speaking to them in a way where they feel they can open up to me and talk
to me about certain things" (Participant D). Another participant agreed that
presence is important. ”1 don't know what your spirituality is...I don't know your
faith... you still might not want to pray the rosary or... read from scripture...or
pray spontaneously...Sometimes we do it just by our presence... I think that too
is spirituality" (Participant F). This suggests that spirituality is a sense of
connectedness.
One participant, who strongly equates spirituality with religion, uses
humor to approach spirituality in practice. She tells her patients "she works for
God," especially when a patient seems to need that extra motivation to get well.
It sets the tone for a deeper discussion, or sometimes just gives that patient the
spark he needs to get going again.
This participant shared her struggles with the idea of spirituality in
practice. She related an experience from the past in which she was frustrated
when the priest interrupted her therapy time to give communion to her patient.
She now understands the importance of spirituality in practice, especially as it
relates to the elderly or terminally ill population. She believes she would be a
better practitioner today as she "would look at more than just physical aspects,
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by being a better listener...are there other things that could be going on that
could manifest itself in the physical?" (Participant E). Although some workers in
her field are incorporating spirituality into practice, she indicated that might be
more difficult for practitioners in her profession.
...I also don't think that our future practitioners, at least at the present
time, are probably ready to do that [incorporate spirituality]. I certainly
don't think I was, fifteen years ago as a new grad, if I would be
comfortable in that arena. You're so caught up into the physical aspects of
diagnosing problems, that I don't know if you can deal with where the are
other things going on and [new therapists] don't have life experience.
Practitioners who attended or taught at a Christian college seemed to
more adequately express their own spirituality. They more easily incorporated
spirituality into practice as well, but did not always recognize it as such. One
participant spoke about his education regarding spirituality.
It was definitely always emphasized that intervention needs to be
occupation based, it has to be valued by the person, what they want to do
and I believe...you cannot find out what's valuable to that person...without
touching their spirituality...the term spirituality was not attached, but all
the concepts I needed were definitely there (Participant A).
A second participant described her educational background similarly,
saying "...I think implicitly it [spirituality] was there, meaningfulness, some words
were used that would imply that urn, and certainly that connectedness that has
always been there, just hasn't been named" (Participant C).
All participants spoke about spirituality being part of every individual, and
indirectly implied that it was important in practice to somehow recognize and
connect with an individual's inherent spirit. After discussing the meaning of
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spirituality to self and practice, participants identified either observing or
experiencing spirituality in Guatemala, and shared their stories with me.
Several people believed the founder and workers at The GOD'S CHILD
Project to be examples of spirituality. One participant described spirituality in the
the GOD'S CHILD Project workers and volunteers, " ...someone taking a year or
two ... and not being paid ... [they] just got this calling and were helping others,
I can think of no other word for that to describe it except spirituality of, you
know, of service" (Participant E). Another participant shared a story of her
connection with a little boy named Cristo from one of the mountain villages. He
wanted to be a helper, and so he gathered other children together so the team
could give them toothbrushes. As the leaders became involved with the children,
Cristo and his friends slipped away to pick the leaders some flowers.
Oh, it was so touching! ...Cristo happened to be going to school so I had a
pen and paper and he was writing down what English words that he did
know. He knew how to make the numbers one through nine and his
name, and he wrote down my name, and then the bus came and we
were leaving...He was running along side the bus, and I let him keep that
tablet and he wrote something, and I said to one of the students who
spoke Spanish, what does it say? and she said, it says I love you. Isn't
that just great? (Participant C)
Participant A shared a story that depicted spirituality to him about an elderly
gentleman in the nursing home who was partially paralyzed from a stroke. He
wanted to be able to tie his shoe, so...
I worked on teaching him the [one handed] shoe tying method, which
was challenging because it does involve some very fine motor skills to tie
it tight. Urn, so we worked on that three days and on the last day, he was
able to tie his shoe successfully, and I will never forget the smile on his
face when he tied his shoe for the first time in two and a half to three
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years. It just gleamed and glowed with joy and then he proceeded to
show the people next to him and down the hall how he could tie his shoe.
The children at the Infantile Colonial touched everyone's hearts, and
participants who went there had story after story about these wonderful children.
The workers there were always busy taking care of the basic needs of the
children, and often the babies and toddlers would sit in their cribs. When the
teams visited, they would "play with them...and hug them...we each had two
babies and we played with them all day...but...if they would have let us, we all
would have taken our babies home" (Participant C). This participant continued by
sharing that this experience depicted spirituality to her. "...Those were all
spiritual moments. It just is because spirituality is really that connectedness with
something greater than ourselves. The only thing greater than ourselves is the
way we can reach out to other people..." (Participant C).
As one participant spoke of how she experienced spirituality at this center,
she told me about a little girl who could not walk; she would scoot around on the
floor to get around because she needed the support provided by shoes. "So we
found a pair of hard soled shoes and she starting walking when [her] hand was
held, so it was just things like that, little miracles!" (Participant C).
Earlier I described a woman in the homeless shelter who had the hole in
her cheek from a parasite. Participant B showed me a picture of the student in
her story and this woman. In the picture, the student knelt on the floor next to
this woman lying on the mat as she spoke with her, and Participant B shared an
essence of spirituality, as she spoke of this picture.
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There's the woman... and [the student] trying to figure out [the problem].
Now some people would look at that and say they're having a chat, others
would look at that and say, you know, I hope she's able to get a good
assessment out of that, and I look at that and I think of people as
brothers and sisters. In my tradition, it is in Christ. In her tradition, it isn't
in Christ, she's a Mayan woman who doesn't have that faith, but as two
spiritual beings that, I am taught, are created to love and serve. This is
huge to me... and everything that we did and every patient that we
touched and every little child that we worked with was an opportunity for
us to extend the gifts that God has to others in service. (Participant B)
As participants talked about their own personal meaning of spirituality,
and how they experienced or observed spirituality in Guatemala, they were
better able to recognize the importance of spirituality in healthcare practice.
Their definitions of spirituality are supported by the literature (Unruh, Versnel, &
Kerr, 2002). Participants in my study determined that spirituality is a relationship
with God or a higher being, although participants did not necessarily believe that
spirituality and religion are the same. Several agreed that spirituality offered a
sense of connectedness with others, that it was meaningful, and it was inherent,
a motivation or force that kept people going in face of adversity.
I asked participants to tell me in what ways did their perception of
spirituality change because of this service experience. I found their answers to
be forthcoming and very honest. Most talked about accepting people, connecting
with people and a deepening awareness of their own spirituality.
One participant talked about being more flexible and appreciative of others.
I certainly have a greater, a greater appreciation of things around me... I
can certainly see where there are certain things that I would like to do to
change the way that I approach certain things because of what I saw in
Guatemala... maybe it's an age thing, too, but things aren't quite so rigid
with me anymore. It’s n o t... because this is the way we always did
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this...so maybe more tolerance, more patience I would hope, I don't
know. (Participant D)
This participant did not understand just how spirituality fit into her practice. She
identified that this service experience clarified how spirituality fit into the realm
of healthcare for her.
I think it [perception] has changed...I mean spirituality in healthcare was
a very new world for me. I didn't know how spirituality had it's place, it's
role in healthcare and I think that was the first time I actually
understood... I learned about spirituality and I had this great experience,
and then ... you think back and then you realize, yes, that is spirituality.
So be sensitive to the needs of others, the needs of the people in the
culture...(Participant H)
Similarly, Participant E: equated changed perceptions of spirituality to her
increased acceptance and awareness of the needs of the people in Guatemala,
and emphasized the importance of service to her.
...I like to think that certainly my eyes have been opened... knowing that I
have to help and I can't just sit here, and if I do, that's almost a bigger
problem because now I'm aware... So my aspects of accepting, accepting
people and accepting people's situations and things aren't as black and
white as I'd like to think...I guess I owe it, and we owe it to try to help
because we are all God's creatures and everybody deserves health and
happiness.
One participant who traveled extensively talked about friendships and
bonding during his travels, and how his travels to Guatemala were different for
him, especially as he observed interactions between students and Guatemalans.
I think it was different because when I've traveled, I've connected with
people and I've never seen that as spirituality. Urn, and I've got some
very strong bonds with people in some different countries that I carry on
today, but it was never connected as a spirituality thing, it was more of a
friendship thing, but [to] actually make that connection in my mind, that,
the spirituality component, when I observed it in other people making that
connection, that's what that was...(Participant A).
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This participant also shared a powerful story that exemplifies making
connections. It is a story about a woman in a nursing home whom he visits every
time he is in Guatemala. She is an excellent artist, and she drew beautiful bird
pictures for him. Each year she remembers him and presents him with another
drawing. He told me how much this meant to him.
I've had a four year relationship with her...which is why it is so meaningful
to me...I bring her new colored pencils, new crayolas and paper...When I
walk into the nursing home, she will, shell see me and her face will just
glow! ...She'll come over and say hi [name], she remembers my name,
she's always so excited to see me...The first year, I told her I would miss
her and I would like to give her a present in exchange for the next time I
come she gives me pictures...Its been very few times in my life that I've
seen anyone that excited...that's when it started and then every year it's
the same response.
Theme Four: Participants Experienced an Increased Awareness of Their Own
Leadership Roles
One of the things I hoped to investigate in my study was whether
participation in this experience influenced participants' leadership, both during
the experience and once they returned home. As a preface, participants shared
what qualities stand out in successful health care leaders today. I asked
participants about this because I wanted them to think about their own
leadership qualities. Although they might not consider themselves leaders, most
of the participants were already leaders in their professions and were active in
local, state, and national organizations in their respective professions.
Participants described some of the qualities necessary in healthcare
leaders to meet the challenges in health professions today. One participant
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thought an effective leader must be visionary, and lead with the philosophy of
servant leadership, at the same time being mindful of how others adapt to
change. A good leader is able to recognize and take advantages of opportunities
when they arise. Another participant described an effective leader as one who
actively listens to both sides before formulating an opinion, one who is confident,
positive, motivating and visionary. Other participants described an effective
leader as one who listens, is calm, is respectful, and is a role model for others.
Participants shared some leadership challenges they encountered on the
service experience in Guatemala. One participant became ill during her trip and
felt that affected her ability to be an effective leader. Some found it challenging
to be a leader in an unfamiliar situation in a third world country. One participant
described the leadership experience as a combination of authority and role
modeling.
I had to lead by example and if I was going to sit back and not do
anything, the students had the tendency to kind of wait for me to take the
lead and jump in or touch somebody, or just jump in and do what I think
needed to be done, so I know I had to lead by example...certainly I had to
be the one to make the final decisions and things like that, and I don't
know if that's leadership as much as, you know, I had to be the
authoritative figure in a lot of ways, but I do like to think that I had to
lead by example and try to guide them in certain ways. So maybe two
different ways, the authority figure that had to be there to make the trip
run smoothly, but also to try to back off when I could and to push them
and guide them and make them come to the realization of things.
(Participant E)
Another participant also talked about the importance of role modeling. The
students looked to him, watched his interactions with others, and learned from
his actions to try multiple ways to accomplish tasks.
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I think the members really looked to me, so my modeling was so
essential, I was very aware of that. When a frustration occurred, that for
me to model a healthy interaction with the people from a different culture,
I think helped give the participants tools to see it in a different light and
react in a different way. (Participant A)
One of the participants expressed the challenges of being a first time
leader on this service experience. That person stated, "I felt like a mother hen."
He was frustrated trying to keep track of everyone and felt he missed some of
the cultural experience because of logistical details. One participant believed her
leadership position within her profession hindered her interactions with students,
as they did not typically see her in an interactive role with students.
Sometimes student behaviors challenged participants. According to one
participant's journal, on one particular trip, students complained about the worth
of the experience, and had difficulty recognizing any positive benefits to clients
as a result of their efforts. This participant reflected upon the vast differences in
the groups of students from year to year. Although orientation and preparation
was unchanged, students' responses to this experience were extremely positive
the year before. Participant E found it difficult not to base her expectations of
her current group of students on the achievements of earlier groups.
Two participants spoke of tensions and frustrations within their groups.
One participant was frustrated with the attitudes of some of the students.
Generally, most of the students got along well. There were the expected
discomforts related to health and travel that affected students' attitudes, but
these usually disappeared once the health issues were resolved. Sometimes,
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students complained about the food, the general inconveniences such as the
toilets and showers, the weather, and the lack of supplies and equipment. Some
complaints were due to culture shock (Masin, 2006) and diminished after a few
days. Other times, complaints permeated the whole trip. One participant talked
about a constantly complaining student who isolated herself from her
teammates, and did not participate in planning or reflecting on the service each
day, causing dissension within the group. As a result, some of the team
members chose not to work with this student. As a leader, this participant
struggled to stifle her frustration and give the students a chance to work things
out themselves. She shared her thoughts in the comments below:
Every year, I guess there's, I have some frustration at some point along
the way with students, urn whining or something like that. And I think my
biggest thing is just to accept where they're at and be okay with it, and to
realize that in [anjeight to ten days experience, people still want creature
comforts, people still want things and that's okay. Urn, so maybe that's it
for myself, that it would make it a better experience for myself, if I would
relax. I think I go down there wanting everybody to have this, great
experience and they're all going to come back so changed, and you
know... I haven't, and I've been down there four times...So I have to
accept more maybe where students are at...I don't know if it's something
I can change on the outside, it's more of an internal patience, internal
acceptance of where everybody's at. (Participant E)
This participant did not speak with this student directly, but did address the
behaviors in written responses to the students' journal reflections.
Five of the eight individuals acknowledged some difficulty with student
behaviors at some point during the service experience. Only two participants
chose to share their stories, and one participant asked that I not disclose this
information in order to protect the anonymity of students involved. A mother-
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daughter team accompanied one participant to Guatemala. Hers was a smaller
group, and the leader believed that the mother daughter relationship affected
the group dynamics and cohesiveness adversely (although this was unintended).
The mother and daughter tended to spend most of their free time together and
usually worked together as a team with clients, requiring the remainder of the
small group to work and interact with just faculty more often than not. This
leader stated she did not recommend that parents accompany students on this
experience in the future. One individual who spoke of challenges with certain
students' behaviors offered advice to future leaders.
If you have difficult students with an attitude and noncompliance, which I
have seen in a couple groups, number one, I'd try to listen more to them
and identify what's really going on, and I probably would structure it so
they would have to work very closely with a national. I would almost
alienate them from the rest of the group during the workday so they had
to connect with the people there...When they had to start
connecting...[that] gave them something meaningful...(Participant A)
Most participants asked their students to journal to reflect upon their
experience. One participant asked the students to complete a more structured
reflection separate from the journals in which the students identified their
assumptions, expectations of their team members and their leader. This more
formal reflection helped him to identify what type of leadership would be
effective with each student. This participant met individually met with each
student after the first few days of the service experience to make sure the needs
of each student were met. This personal visit allowed the student to voice
personal concerns or fears that affected group cohesiveness.
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Because most participants were already active in leadership roles prior to
participation in the service experience, most did not believe their approach to
leadership changed significantly. One participant felt he had more confidence in
his leadership abilities as a direct result of his service. Several others became
more involved with the GOD'S CHILD Project, either by monetary contributions,
volunteerism, or by sponsoring a child in Guatemala. One participant shared her
personal commitment to model servant leadership to her children and family.
I have tried to find things that we can do together so when there are
things, for instance, we delivered food baskets again at Christmas time
and urn, bring the kids, bring the niece...You don't have to travel to
another country, you realize what's going on in your own backyard...I
think the hardest part is trying to divide your time and figure out where
and when... I attempt to be selfish with it in that I hope to find a mix and
have my family be involved with it. I can learn from it, you know, so I can
give, but also that I can get something out of it, whether it's... increased
family time or a sense of accomplishment or something like that.
(Participant E)
Theme Five: Participants Examined Their Perspectives of Our Way of Life in the
United States
Because of the personal impact of this experience on participants, some
found interactions with others somewhat reticent once they returned home. The
questions asked by others were superficial, giving participants the impression
that people did not really want to hear about the experience on a meaningful
level. On the other hand, it was difficult to explain such a powerful experience in
a casual passing in the hall at work. Some participants found it difficult to
communicate their experience even to those who did want to hear about it,
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because it was such an emotional experience. One participant shared the
following comments.
...they wanted to know how it was, typically like how many people ask,
well, how are you...it felt more like a courtesy, oh, how was it, you know,
oh how are you today, oh, I'm fine, thank you and how are you?... I don't
think most of the people wanted to have a long conversation about it
when they asked and...it was hard because it was such a powerful
experience and so loaded that number one, it's hard to put in words and
number two, if you can put in words, it's hard to communicate it to people
who haven't experienced it. So part of it was my frustration not being able
to communicate it even to those who were very interested and showed,
you know, a deep interest, what was it really like. I couldn't really explain
it (Participant A).
Another individual had a similar reaction. People asked her "How was it,"
and she would respond, "Great," not knowing if they wanted to know more than
that. She wanted people to ask her some of the same questions I asked as part
of this study. She wanted people to be inspired to serve. She elaborated on this
further in the remarks below.
You know, it's interesting, of course, everybody says you know, how was
your trip? ... yes it was great, and I think most people are okay with that
answer. Maybe even some of these questions, ...how has it changed you,
what can we do, maybe that's the biggest question, what can I do back
here or what needs do you see? ...Not everybody is capable or willing to
do that, but I guess I just would wish more people would, you can't just
bury your head in the sand, whether it's in your backyard or whether it's
international...] don't care where people help, but I think there's just far
too many people who are unfortunately very invested in the material
aspects of gaining for themselves, and I guess I have to try to accept
that. (Participant E)
People asked other participants about the danger there, about the culture
and the crafts. One participant reiterated some of what others said when she
stated, "I don't think they get it unless they have been there" (Participant G).
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One respondent indicated that she did not wait for others to ask questions, she
just told them everything. This participant gave a talk at a local church and
answered many in depth questions in that setting. One participant wished
someone had asked her to tell him or her about the people and the conditions in
Guatemala. She wanted to tell others that Guatemalans were "beautiful people,
they're kind people, they're generous, they live lives of abject poverty and
they're still happy and healthy, granted some are not, but all in all they do very
well" (Participant D).
Participant A elaborated on the complacency of our lifestyle when he
compared the poverty in the rural Midwest and Guatemala.
I really wanted students to understand the poverty. In the Midwest we do
have some very poor people, and talk about very poor farmers, which is a
very difficult, very tough life. But when you compare it to the struggles
that the extreme poor of some in the third world countries have...I think
there's a way of, there's a justification for saying we are rich here in the
Midwest even though we're on the low end of the income.
Upon their return, many participants reexamined their perspectives on the
"American Way" of doing things. Most commented on the materialistic nature of
Americans. One participant shared that it had been three years since her service
experience in Guatemala, and she still shops very conservatively. Another
respondent shared that it bothers him to go into places like Walmart where there
is evidence of how we tend to overindulge in materialistic things. Participant D
shared her thoughts about how difficult it is for our society to move away from
materialism.
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... it's funny how easily you can slip back into your own lifestyle after
seeing someone else's...We’re a very wasteful society, we're a spoiled
society... instant gratification society...If we could just have more people
see and experience this, these situations that people in Guatemala live in,
maybe, maybe we could change a few a few attitudes and a few things
about our lifestyle and become a better steward of what we have... I try
to tell as many people as will listen about it. Granted they will listen, but
that’s about it.
Another participant expanded on our reliance on material things. She was
uncomfortable when she attempted to explain our lifestyle to workers from
Guatemala.
Probably the biggest thing is our reliance on...our material goods,
especially when you build a 12 X 14 foot house for six people... and you
know, we’re not satisfied with our double garage, we want triple or a fourstall garage and that's hard to accept that that’s who we are... It's a
different way of life, and in a lot of ways I appreciate their [Guatemalan
people]... simplicity and urn, so it's hard to live in both worlds. I can see
where it's very difficult for someone who's spent a very long period of
time [in Guatemala] and then coming back and forth, that would be
tough. (Participant E)
One participant wrestled with the inequities between Americans and
Guatemalans. She shared a story illustrating this quandary.
How come I’m blessed to have these things, you know? And then it kind
of makes you question more. We took a tour in the van out into the more
remote areas to see how some of the folks live, and we ran into a group, I
think it was three little boys, and they had the biggest, rustiest machete
I'd ever seen in my life and it was like a toy for them...They saw us
coming in that van and we were like a moving playground. We slowed
down and they came up to the van and they wanted to ride on the
bumpers, it was, it was just the best part of their day and we weren't
prepared...but urn, the biggest thought in my mind was like, you know
what, American kids are crabbing and complaining when they don't have
their $80 video game or whatever, and here's these kids [having] a high
ho time with our van and a big 'ol rusty machete, and sometimes you
think, are we better off or aren't we? You know, sometimes simple
pleasures are the best. Then you see what some of them live in and urn,
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some of our livestock has it better than [what] some of those folks are
living in...(Participant G)
Participant A reexamined life values after service in Guatemala. He
believed that he was a happier person, and that he changed his overall
perspective on the important things in life. He stated, "...I think my mode... of
operating has changed as far as putting less importance on the material things
and more on enjoying life and enjoying people".
Aside from material differences, several participants commented on
differences in attitude and demeanor between Guatemalan people and
Americans. In general, Guatemalan people have a better outlook on life, despite
poverty and poor health. The founder of The GOD'S CHILD Project shared his
opinion about this with some of the service teams. He believes Guatemalan
people make a conscious choice to focus on the good things in their lives, and
the things that make them happy. One participant agreed with the founder, and
expressed his thoughts as he compared Guatemalan people and American
people.
it really stands out for me in this experience versus any other traveling
experience I had, is the people in Guatemala are happy. They're laughing,
singing, urn, smiling almost all the time and when you meet someone it's
always an enthusiastic greeting...I compare that to here in the U.S., urn, I
don't see the enthusiasm, you know when people meet on the street...I
don't see a lot of happiness displayed in public...In the U.S. we have more
opportunities and more comfort and luxury than anywhere else in the
world. Guatemala, they're probably on the end, it’s been called a fourth
world country, it doesn't even meet the criteria of third world country,
people have pure survival, but yet they appear happier...(Participant A)
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I asked participants to share advice they might give to others who plan
provide service to children and families in Guatemala. Of course, many
recommendations were to become more familiar with the language. Others
encouraged service teams to follow the lead of the GOD'S CHILD Project, as they
provided excellent guidance and had the well-being of the service teams at
heart. Several participants urged future service teams to keep an open mind, and
be open to experiences that come your way. Participant E said it well.
[Have] a definition of success and reward in your in your mind, and be
okay if it’s not a lifelong change. Be okay with not going down there to
make huge differences. Be okay that maybe you... made somebody's day
and I think that's the biggest thing. I think far too often, people are told
it's this life changing experience and then there's disappointment if there
isn't. That's not going to happen for everybody and it's certainly might not
going to happen right away. I think people set themselves up for
disappointment with that, but just be open to the experience, urn, keep
your eyes open, take in as much as you can, don't be afraid.
Assertion One: Making Connections Is an Important Part of Delivering Health
Care in Guatemala
Participants and team members both experienced frustration at what little
they could accomplish with their clients in a short time. There were few supplies
and so many medical problems. Sometimes, participants found that just being
there was important, the connections the teams made with people benefited
everyone: patients, participants, and their teams. One occupational therapy
group decided to use the theory of meaningful occupation with nursing home
clients when little resources were available. Occupation is defined as follows:
Activities...of everyday life, named, organized and given value and
meaning by individuals and a culture. Occupation is everything people do to
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occupy themselves, including looking after themselves...enjoying life...and
contributing to the social and economic fabric of their communities....(Law,
Platajko, Baptiste, & Townsend, 1997, p. 32). Given that Guatemalan people
traditionally engage in handiwork, as evidenced by their clothing, beadwork,
handmade tools, and weaving, students'"approach became and evolved there to
bring them joy while we were there" (Participant A). The students helped the
residents to make crafts, and in doing so, made a meaningful connection with
the residents.
The people absolutely loved it. They were excited! They would cheer
when we'd come in the next day, urn, and they would proudly, when
they'd finish some craft they would show it to the others and be all
excited about it...And so it brought a lot of joy, and it got to the point
where they were joking with the with the students... So there was a real
strong rapport that was built. I think it came from the students showing
interest in them and providing an opportunity for them to experience
something unique ...
Participants thought the experience was a challenge, but one that made
students think on their feet. At The GOD'S CHILD Project orientation, workers
cautioned the teams from expecting too much. Staff emphasized that this
experience would benefit the workers (service teams) more than those served.
This was not something everyone wanted to hear. There were a few exceptions;
one when a team worked with a man in the nursing home who could not put on
his socks, something he really wanted to do. One of the students made a sock
aid out of cardboard, twine, and duct tape and taught him how to use it. He was
excited and happy and showed everyone that he could now put his socks on by
himself. Participant A shared his thoughts about this.
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...We were able to leave something long term and ...have an immediate
positive impact with someone that will carry over, and that does not occur
very often down there in our setup...The students, they want to leave
something long term. But I encourage them that being there and
interacting will give them [NH residents] memories for the rest of their
life.
Another participant and her team made a lasting impression when they
helped a man do exercises and provided wound healing treatments to another
patient.
We threw a rope over a tree trunk and showed a man with bilateral frozen
shoulder how to do some range of motion with pulleys. I worked with a
man in a nursing home with banana leaves on his venous insufficient
ulcers... I happened to have the correct fitting socks with me, and the
right bandages, urn, so was able to give him appropriate care for his
wounds. [Then there were] the days at the special ed school where the
students put together an obstacle course, and the laughter from these
kids- they just wanted to go around and around! So while we had to get
away from thinking of how we can leave lifelong benefits, I guess it was
those little things...(Participant E)
One participant explained how her group was able to leave tangible
evidence of their presence behind this past year. Hurricane Stan left many
people homeless because of torrential rains and floods that demolished or
washed away homes. This group offered service wherever needed most
following this disaster. For the first three days of their service experience, they
built a small house for a family who had lost their home. The GOD'S CHILD
Project staff divided her group into three smaller groups, and each group went to
a different site to build a house. Here is her story.
It was probably one of the most difficult things I've ever done, urn, in
terms of just being tired and dirty and physical labor... but the days went
fast, it was a different type of tired; I wasn't as mentally drained, because
to be honest, when you're going to the [clinical] site, I had to work very
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hard. ...Okay, how am I going to keep the students on task of what they
should be doing? [with patients] Where as this, we had a task, [and] by
and large, we knew what to do, it was just physically difficult. Um, we did
not know, of course, what we were doing, and we didn't speak the
language of our um, builder at all, so after some guessing games, we
were told what to do- digging or cementing or carrying bricks,
hammering, nailing... and then [we] would work. (Participant E)
Although this was a physically challenging experience, she believed building the
house made this experience more rewarding for her students as they could
actually see that they made a difference, at least for the family who would live in
the house. Participants consistently emphasized the importance of making
connections with the people, while students often wished for a more tangible
result for their efforts.
Assertion Two: Participants' Meaning of Service Is Influenced by Preparation,
Students, Colleagues and Experiences
Generally, the meaningfulness of the service experience was influenced by
a combination of factors. Those participants who were most prepared for the trip
experienced more satisfaction overall. This was evidenced by comments of those
who underwent the orientation course as compared to those who did not
(discussed under Theme One). Learning about the culture ahead of time, and
preparing oneself for health and safety issues gave participants a sense of well
being and comfort in their knowledge. Understanding the basics of international
travel eased participants' minds, and they were able to impart that confidence to
students. Participants who had more experience with different cultures also were
more comfortable in this new situation, and the overall experiences of each
individual in health care practice added to the comfort level. In turn, the smooth
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coordination of services in Guatemala contributed to a satisfying experience.
Because participants dealt with few organizational aspects of the experience,
they could concentrate more on the experience itself, and the meaning it had for
them individually. Participants developed relationships with their students, the
volunteer staff, their host families, and their clients. They examined their role as
a leader and refined their leadership skills during this experience. Participants
analyzed their perspectives on our way of life in the United States and some
found it wanting, wishing for a simpler time, when it seemed like we cared more
for the welfare of others. The interactions and experiences of each participant,
combined with the above-mentioned factors, greatly contributed to the meaning
derived for each individual.
Central Phenomenon
The central phenomenon "answers the question, What is going on here?"
...we are looking for repeated patterns of happenings, events, or
actions/interactions that represent what people do or say, alone or together, in
response to the problems and situations in which they find themselves (Strauss
and Corbin, 1998, p. 130). The personal meaning of this service experience to
participants was the central phenomenon in my study. Certainly, the personal
meaning of this experience to each participant depended upon each participant's
previous experiences, values, and beliefs.
Collectively, as a group, meaning related strongly to cultural aspects of
this experience. Participants tried to find meaning in the midst of the primitive
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health conditions, the poverty and the illiteracy. They derived meaning from the
relationships they formed with the people and the volunteers. As I spoke with
participants about the meaning of this service experience, much of what they
shared clearly reflected the students' experiences. Sometimes I could not
separate the two. All participants hoped this experience would have a long
lasting effect on their students, and for some, the experience was life changing.
One participant shared that one student, a young man, started on this journey a
boy, but ended it a man.
This service experience challenged participants' assumptions about
poverty, health, and wellness in third world countries, especially for those
participants who had limited exposure to individuals from other cultures. As
leaders, participants wanted students to challenge their assumptions, especially
since students were largely from a relatively homogeneous culture in a few rural
Midwestern states. Leaders wanted them to see poverty; the kind they would not
see in their hometown, or possibly even in their home state. Participants also
wished for their students to be shocked out of the complacency our lifestyle in
the United States promotes, and one participant put this rather bluntly when she
said,
...taking these girls... who have not never ever been hungry and their
biggest problem is they only have one silk shirt and somebody else has
two. It isn’t that were wealthy, it’s that were terribly wealthy compared to
95% of the people in the world... for them to come down and see, feel,
and understand true need and care about it... I wanted them to care
about it... they cared about it! (Participant B)
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Participants felt immense reward and personal pride when their students
did well. Several students shared with faculty that this experience changed their
perspectives on life in a much deeper way than expected. Students indicated
they would never forget the interactions or the people in Guatemala. For some,
that meant examining their personal values. Participant A described how his
students' confidence in their abilities changed because of this experience.
...one of the students actually said, for them it was the biggest confidence
builder because they realized if they could provide OT services in an
environment with limited resources and a different culture, that they could
provide OT services anywhere in the world. And their confidence level...it
to do. They could go into any situation where OT was provided and start.
So that, I think, has been probably the most rewarding part for me, to see
that growth, and also to hear that feedback that this experience...really,
really helped them in their professional growth.
Individually, participants found meaning in helping others, or through
connecting with others. They touched people's lives, and were touched in return
by the Guatemalan people. Participants recognized the inherent spirit within
those they came in contact with, and found that they themselves experienced
growth because of those connections.
Causal Conditions
Causal conditions are those conditions that influence the phenomenon.
They help to explain how or why persons or groups respond in certain ways
Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 130). Causal conditions in my study include
individuals' interest in serving, the University of Mary mission and vision, and the
University of Mary's focus on servant leadership. The University of Mary
originated in 1955 as a two-year college, the only Catholic college in North
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Dakota, by the Benedictine Sisters of Annunciation Monastery. Known at the time
as Mary College, it became a four-year degree granting college in 1959. Initially
nursing and education were the two main curricular offerings. As enrollment
increased and the college expanded, it attained university status in 1986
(University of Mary Bulletin, 2004-2006). Today the University of Mary (U Mary)
is an accredited liberal arts college with approximately 40 major areas of study.
U Mary offers master's degree programs in education, nursing, occupational
therapy, management and business administration. It also offers an entry-level
doctorate degree in physical therapy.
As indicated in the mission statement, the University of Mary strives to
meet the religious, academic, and cultural needs of people. Appendix D contains
the mission and vision of the University of Mary in its entirety. The university
provides a value based education and opportunities for spiritual growth. True to
its beginnings, the university also focuses on six Benedictine values, of which a
brief explanation follows.
-Community: Caring for and supporting one another and being positive,
contributing members of our community
-Hospitality: Welcoming of others both as individuals and as a community
-Respect for others: recognizing and valuing the unique God given gifts of
each individual
-Prayer: Reflecting upon God's presence in our life and asking God to
teach us and guide us in all we do.
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-Service: Being of service to others through servant leadership based
upon the model of Jesus Christ
-Moderation: Believing in the development of the whole person and
seeking to practice physical, emotional, and spiritual wellness as I
individuals (University of Mary Bulletin, 2004-2006, p. 4).
The University of Mary purports to be America's Leadership University,
with a goal to develop leadership abilities in all students. Servant leadership
experiences are based on "character building relationships integrated with a solid
understanding of what it is to be a servant leader with Jesus as model"
(University of Mary Bulletin, 2004-2006, p. 4). Students practice servant
leadership throughout their entire educational experience at the University of
Mary. Students volunteer in the community or participate in service learning
experiences such as the service experience in Guatemala. In addition, students
act as mentors to other students or persons in the community. Some students
practice servant leadership through meaningful work or clinical experiences
within their professional arena (America's Leadership University, 2005).
Although the University of Mary's mission and vision is directed toward
students, faculty is expected to model the values of the university. As faculty, we
try to incorporate the Benedictine values and servant leadership into our
classroom. The Christian and Benedictine influence is strong, and opportunities
for spiritual growth are prevalent. We are a small university, and the University
of Mary hopes to reach an enrollment goal of 3000 students by 2007. Because of
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our size, we have a strong sense of community at the University of Mary. Faculty
have opportunities to develop close relationships with students both inside and
out of the classroom. One way this happens is through service learning or
servant leadership experiences such as the one in Guatemala. I believe those
faculty interested in acting as leaders of these service experiences in Guatemala,
do so partly because of a personal commitment to students and life long
learning, but also because the University of Mary so strongly believes in servant
leadership and spiritual growth. Certainly, the aspect of foreign travel appeals to
leaders as well, but in my experience as a faculty member at the University of
Mary, the Christian and Benedictine influence is strong. Participants in my study
spoke of their decisions to embark on a service experience in a third world
country, and many indicated they were glad to have a chance to interact with
students and provide a service at the same time.
Participants talked about making connections with students and role
modeling compassion for students. One participant decided to go when another
educator backed out of a planned trip. She felt comfortable with the choice since
a group from her profession had traveled there the previous year, and could be a
helpful resource for her as she prepared for her trip. Another participant shared
her thought processes about her decision to serve.
You know, I jumped and I don't know why. I think since coming here at
the University, I just jumped to come here actually to teach, that since
that time I think I’ve taken on more risks and this was definitely one of
them for me. I had never traveled anywhere abroad, to be perfectly
honest; I didn't even know where Guatemala was. I went home that night
and looked on the globe to see where it was... did not think a lot yet
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about the safety, just decided this is what I wanted and needed to do,
both for personal growth and thought it was important for students, but I
had a lot of questions that certainly evolved over time, but definitely took
a leap of faith with it. (Participant E)
Two other participants attributed their decision join a service team in part
to past experiences. One individual had previously worked with children and
families who were very poor with little resources, and she believed that she
might relate to this experience similarly, although she realized the extreme
poverty and the culture of Guatemala itself would be very different. One other
participant had been a recipient of the kindness and generosity of service teams
when her home town region suffered a natural disaster, and wanted to respond
in kind.
Last, finances played into decisions of some participants to travel to
Guatemala. The University or students on each team helped pay expenses for
faculty and educators.
Intervening Conditions
Strauss and Corbin (1998) described intervening conditions as those
conditions that directly or indirectly bear on the causal conditions relating to the
phenomenon. These intervening conditions included poverty, illiteracy,
malnutrition, poor health practices, and general fears of those individuals
choosing to serve related to safety and travel. Because of the long lasting civil
war and subsequent political unrest, poor socioeconomic factors, and relatively
frequent volcanic eruptions, Guatemala remains a poor Central American
country. Although Guatemala probably has the largest economy base of all the
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Central American countries, private sectors play a main role in the economy;
many families do not contribute to the overall economic status of the country.
Guatemala receives foreign aid from the United States and many other countries,
and exported coffees booster the economy. There is a high rate of
unemployment in Guatemala, possibly as much as 46%, and the average worker
earns about Q21.6 a day or around $3.00 per day (Bernhardson, 2001). As a
result, most people live in poverty with little opportunity for health care. Illiteracy
and low levels of education continue to affect overall economic growth in
Guatemala.
The rich Mayan history interests and intrigues visitors, and Mayan ruins
are popular tourist sites in Guatemala. Although tourism is on the rise, safety is a
concern. There continue to be muggings, robberies, and highway thefts that
deter tourist travel in Guatemala. Although not many of these occurrences
involved tourists, those that did were highly publicized, contributing to concerns
about safe travel in Guatemala (Bernhardson, 2001).
One participant in my study had previously traveled to other third world
countries. As he traveled from the airport in Guatemala City to Antigua, he was
surprised to see so many modern business and familiar American fast food
places in Guatemala City. As they traveled further away from the city, he saw
more of what he expected, and compared the poverty and housing to that of
other countries. He described it this way.
... the monotone housing with the drab, grey weathered look from the
pollution in the air, which was very similar to most of the third world
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countries I've been in and it's hard to explain, we don't have anything like
that in the U.S. The style of building, it's with the stucco covered and just
that drab look, and then as we got even further out, it became, wow!
These are shacks as far as scrap tin, corn stalks for walls, dirt floors ... I
think I've seen worse housing in Guatemala than anywhere else.
Sometimes traveling to Guatemala was a challenge in itself for both
students and participants. Travel to this country requires a passport. To the
chagrin of one service team leader, one student received her passport in the mail
the same day she was to leave. Some of the students had never flown in an
airplane before, and there was nervousness of the unknown for all. The GOD'S
CHILD Project relies on service team members to transport donated items to The
GOD'S CHILD Project headquarters in Guatemala. Each person packed his or her
personal belongings in a carry on bag for the trip but checked two pieces of
luggage containing items for the GOD'S CHILD Project. When the service teams
arrived in Guatemala, they still traveled by bus or van for an hour to get to
Antigua. Depending upon arrival time, participants' first impressions of
Guatemala were different. One large group consisted of 17 students, and
participants spoke of the challenge of gathering all the suitcases together (two
for each person plus a carry on) to load them on the bus. It surprised me that
not one of the participants mentioned going through Customs in Guatemala, so it
obviously was not a concern. Another participant shared that her group's luggage
was lost for several days. Although the lost luggage affected some of the team
members, most of the team brought carry on bags to hold their personal
belongings, so this did not inconvenience the group largely.
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Several participants shared their fears about traveling to Guatemala. Most
were concerned with safety and health. One participant described fear as "just
the unknown. To be a leader of a group...knowing the risk, just health and
personal risks of a third world country... people get robbed, get mugged, they
get diseases- they die from traveling to a third world country" (Participant A).
Another individual indicated that although she was not afraid to go to
Guatemala, she prepared a will and reconnected with family members before she
left the country. Many people freely offered advice to leaders traveling to
Guatemala. Advice varied and included comments such as, "Don't drink the
water", or "watch out for the food." Others recommended that the groups strictly
follow the recommendations of The GOD'S CHILD Project staff, as they would
always keep service teams safe. One individual shared the most provocative
advice she received... "that we will have one of the best times of our lives there
and it also will be one of the biggest eye-openers of our lives, of my life"
(Participant D).
Context
Strauss and Corbin (1998) describe contextual conditions as those specific
conditions or patterns... that create the problems or circumstances to which
people respond through actions/interactions (p. 132). The context in my study is
the alliance between the University of Mary and the GOD'S CHILD Project, and it
is within this context that service experience occurs, usually connected with a
course or clinical fieldwork experience.
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The collaboration between the University health care professions and The
GOD'S CHILD Project began in 2000, although social work students had used
The GOD'S CHILD Project site in Guatemala for internships before that time.
When the University of Mary wished to expand its service opportunities to an
international level for the whole university, it seemed important to partner with
an organization that could organize the in- country aspects of the service. Many
people at the University were familiar with The GOD'S CHILD Project and its
founder, as he was originally from the same geographical area as the
participants. Some of those individuals were part of the original planning team to
bring this experience to the University. A partnership between the University and
The GOD'S CHILD Project seemed to be a good fit, given the mission and
philosophy of both University of Mary and the project (See Appendix A for
mission statement of the GOD'S CHILD Project and Appendix D for U Mary
mission and vision statements).
The University and GOD'S CHILD Project staff held an informational
meeting and invited educators interested in service experiences abroad. Although
educators from several disciplines attended the meeting, only physical therapy
and occupational therapy educators (participants in my study) jumped at the
chance to incorporate this service experience into their respective curriculums.
The two educators from physical therapy and occupational therapy
programs at the University worked closely with The GOD'S CHILD Project to plan
an experience that would be beneficial to students, faculty, the GOD'S CHILD
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Project, and children and families in Guatemala. Developing experiences for
health care students was a new endeavor for the project workers, both locally
and in Guatemala. Generally, service teams from all over the United States travel
to Guatemala to participate in The GOD'S CHILD Project to build homes for the
needy. This new alliance benefited the University health care service teams as
The GOD'S CHILD Project offered a safe and coordinated service experience in
Guatemala. It provided interpreters, housing for a low cost, and clinical sites for
the service groups. In return, the teams paid a minimal cost per day for housing
and food costs and provided a needed service to the people of Guatemala.
The service experiences were initially open to occupational therapy and physical
therapy teams. Each group traveled to Guatemala separately and at different
times of the year with a faculty preceptor. Physical therapy (PT) included the
service experience as part of a rural community practice class, and occupational
therapy (OT) placed this two-week experience at the end of a 12-week Level II
fieldwork (clinical).
Strategies
Strategies are the actions or interactions that individuals or groups
undertake to solve problems or address concerns. Strategies ultimately shape or
influence the phenomena (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). In my study, several actions
occurred to ensure the success of service experiences that resulted from the
alliance between the GOD"S CHILD Project and the University of Mary. One of
them was building an orientation course for students and faculty who would
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embark on these experiences. Another was the coordination of the service
experience on the Project side, both in Bismarck and in Guatemala. Last,
recruitment of leaders for the service teams was a factor.
University o f Mary Orientation Course
Since this particular type of service learning experience was new to
students at the University, educators wanted to provide some type of orientation
course to students prior to their trip to Guatemala. The occupational therapy
educator described how this venture evolved.
So the focus was, can we offer an experience that can be tied to course
work and also broaden horizons of the students, especially cultural
awareness. And so, we really looked at that, and which programs it could
fit into the curriculum, and at first, there were only two, two professional
programs that identified, PT and OT, where we could fit it into the
curriculum. The others were still looking at it, so we... [another instructor]
and I agreed to teach an orientation course. We thought it was extremely
important to give them [students] background information, how to travel
safely internationally, just some basic information on cultural interaction,
how it might be different...
The founder of The GOD'S CHILD Project had previously developed an
online orientation course (as part of a graduate school project) specifically for
service teams or other individuals who served in Guatemala through the GOD'S
CHILD Project. The two educators used this course as a basis to develop a health
care specific orientation course appropriate for health care students or faculty.
The course included basic concepts including the history of the country of
Guatemala, the people, lifestyle, and the impact of war on the Mayan people of
Guatemala. The course also addressed basic information regarding foreign travel.
One of the instructors described the course content in this way.
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...in the beginning [of the course] what is culture, what are cultural
differences, why is it important to know ...we have a lot of information
regarding the history of Guatemala from the civil war there and the
trauma to people and the Mayan culture. Also, we start with a very
powerful reading on what happens when you do not give cultures their
appropriate healthcare. It's a case study that's five or six hundred pages
long of actual immigrants who came to the U.S. and the healthcare
workers were not able to meet their cultural needs. And [it's about] the
trauma to the people involved and the lifelong disabilities as a result.
(Participant A)
Although the course was open to other disciplines, mainly physical
therapy, occupational therapy, and social work students participated in the class
most of the time. All service teams (including leaders) from physical therapy or
occupational therapy are required to take this course.
At first, only physical therapy and occupational therapy students and
respective faculty preceptors participated in the service experience. After two
years, nursing faculty and students wanted to engage in this service as well.
Although the nurses did not take the orientation course, nursing faculty adopted
parts of the course that seemed pertinent to their profession. In addition, the
nursing educators included some required readings from the course for
discussion. Some nursing educators who traveled to Guatemala felt more
prepared to embark on this adventure than did others because of the orientation
provided them. Preceptors and students prepared for this service experience in
several different ways. Some used the internet to glean information about
Guatemala and foreign travel, and others referred to formal or informal
orientation meetings or classes prior to their trip. The extent and quality of
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orientation varied among the nursing groups that participated in the service
experience in Guatemala.
One leader joined the nursing group traveling to Guatemala later in
planning process. She recalled only one or two meetings with faculty and
students. Participant D remembered that she received most information when a
member of The GOD'S CHILD Project came to campus to speak to her group. All
participants used the manual provided by The GOD'S CHILD Project as an
informational resource. Other first time leaders were comforted to know that
educators who had previously gone to Guatemala to serve were available
resources for them, whether or not they took advantage of those resources.
Those who took the orientation course found it to be helpful, as they learned
about the social, political and cultural history of Guatemala and its people (see
Appendix B for orientation course syllabi). One participant talked briefly about
groups from outside the University that had little orientation or preparation
before their trip:
I have been there [Guatemala] with two groups who did not have the
orientation and there were a lot more problems as far as frustration
because they didn't understand it was a cultural clash, so the Americans
would get irritated, a lot more complaining, a lot more noncompliance to
some basic safety. (Participant A)
The GOD'S CHILD Project Orientation
Each service team attended an orientation provided by The GOD'S CHILD
Project staff usually one day after arrival. Participants indicated that this
orientation was very beneficial and usually answered any questions the group
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might have at this point. Participants learned about the history and purpose of
the GOD'S CHILD Project, about how to avoid becoming ill and what to do if you
did get sick. They learned how to handle money, and the Project offered team
members the use of a safe for money and passports. Participants stated The
GOD'S CHILD Project places great emphasis on safety in Guatemala. Because of
increasing violence (robberies, assaults, etc.) in Guatemala in the past few years,
The GOD'S CHILD Project provided escorts (in some cases, armed guards) for
the teams during the day and especially during any free time night activities. The
GOD'S CHILD Project has only provided this service for the past year. At the
orientation, team members received a schedule for their ten-day experience.
Although most teams visited the same clinical sites, some sites available were
different depending on the profession.
Volunteer Coordination
Participants in my study were educators who were occupational
therapists, physical therapists, and nurses. They traveled separately to
Guatemala as team leaders for student service learning groups that lasted
anywhere from 10-12 days. None of the groups was in Guatemala at the same
time. In first trips, leaders were unsure in what clinical sites their teams would
be able to work, as the therapy and nursing teams were new to the GOD'S
CHILD Project. While the nurses spent time at the hospitals, the other service
teams consistently did not.
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A volunteer coordinator at The GOD'S CHILD Project arranged the sites
with some input from team leaders. Communication via email from a third world
country was challenging, and participants did not always know what their team
would be doing or where they would be working until after they arrived in
Guatemala. Initially, choice of sites was purely guesswork, as this was a new
experience for the GOD'S CHILD Project; previously all other service teams came
to Guatemala to build houses. Over the years, The GOD'S CHILD Project
determined several sites to be suitable for health care practice groups, and all
groups worked at those clinical sites, unless a need arose in other areas. Usually
one interpreter accompanied each group to a clinical site, but the team leader
was in charge of his or her team, and was responsible for treatment decisions.
All sites provided a challenge to participants and their teams due to poor
conditions, limited supplies and resources, and of course, the language barrier
and communication difficulties. Participants and students, frustrated with these
problems, often wondered if their presence made a difference.
The volunteer coordinators completed other important jobs as well as
determining clinic sites. The coordinator in the Bismarck office set up accounts
for each of the team members and made sure the financial requirements of the
trip were met. In addition, the Bismarck office coordinated and kept track of all
the paperwork, including health forms, insurance forms, release forms, and
emergency contact information, and acted as an intermediary between the
Guatemala office and the team leaders as needed. The volunteer coordinator in
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Guatemala set up the orientation, all the drivers, host families, interpreters and
free time activities. This coordinating helped make each trip successful.
Structured Reflection on Experience with Students
Part of the meaning of this experience for participants came from the
interactions with students. None of the students who accompanied participants
on this service experience had traveled extensively to countries with such
poverty and poor health. Students and participants were shocked and appalled at
living conditions and health practices. Participant C described her feelings of
ambivalence, stating, "...it was so overwhelming...what can we possibly do for
these people that have so many needs. ...it is a real ambivalent experience all
the time...I wish I could do more, there's so much to do...[but] what else can I
do?"
Many participants set aside time each day to talk with the students and
have them reflect on their day. This was an important aspect of the service
experience for students and faculty alike. Since both participants and students
questioned their effectiveness at some time or another, reflection helped work
through this issue. In addition, students reflected upon their experience in a
more structured way, usually through a journal. Some participants provided
guidelines for journaling, while others did not. More structured journaling helped
team leaders to find out if students' expectations of the leaders were met, and if
their assumptions were challenged. Often the journals provided insight into
group dynamics, and helped leaders to know when to intervene. Sometimes the
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students expressed personal issues more easily in journals, and leaders took the
first step to initiate conversation about sensitive issues. Participants also kept
journals, and they remarked that when they read them now, it brought back
many powerful memories.
Consequences
The consequences in my study included the following: 1). Participants
examined their values, beliefs, and attitudes, 2). Participants were servant
leaders, 3). Participants found meaning through relationships with others, and
4). Participants recognized the importance of service learning to facilitate cultural
effectiveness in healthcare practice. Strauss and Corbin (1998) indicated that
consequences are a response to the actions or strategies, or sometimes
consequences help to maintain a certain situation...some might be intended and
others not...they may be narrow or widespread... (p. 134). The orientation
through the University of Mary and The GOD'S CHILD Project and the
coordination of the service experience itself helped the experience go as
smoothly as possible, thus allowing participants to concentrate and reflect upon
the experience. The consequences resulted from all of these strategies, and
similarly shaped the meaning of the experience for participants.
Participants Examined Their Values, Beliefs, and Attitudes
The phenomenon in this study was the development of personal meaning
of the service experience in Guatemala for participants. Meaning developed
because of many things. Just being in a different country, and a third world
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country at that, required participants to examine their own feelings and beliefs
about the Guatemalan people and their way of life, about health practices, and
about their own culture. As health care professionals, participants and their
teams found it difficult not to be able to fix patients, and teams learned to make
do with little or no equipment and supplies. The poverty, illiteracy, and poor
health practices in Guatemala were shocking to all, and yet the people appeared
happy, and did the best with what they had with little complaint. Participants
found a great discrepancy in the attitudes of Americans compared to the people
they met in Guatemala.
Participants Were Servant Leaders
Spears (2004) summarized Robert Greenleaf's description of a servant
leader when he suggested that a servant leader serves first, and then begins to
lead, which again facilitates service, creating a circle of servant leadership. Each
of my participants demonstrated qualities of servant leadership. They were risk
takers and were visionary; they stepped out of their comfort zone to share this
experience with students, realizing the benefits would far outweigh the risks. The
participants listened to the students, motivated them, and modeled servant
leadership to them. They were leaders and teachers and, to the best of their
ability, fostered a sense of community essential in a service experience such as
this. Some participants were better at these skills than others. Leadership was
sometimes a challenge and a learning experience for participants, especially
when students' negative behaviors affected the sense of community within their
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groups. Participants who understood the impact of culture shock and who
recognized students' level of maturity were able to model and maintain
community within their groups. The meaning participants derived from this
experience was closely related to their students' success and meaning.
Participants wanted this experience to be meaningful for students, and when it
was, meaning deepened for leaders/ participants.
Participants Found Meaning through Relationships with Others
Personal meaning for participants also came from the interactions and
relationships formed with students, volunteers, and the people in Guatemala.
Participants spoke often about making connections with others. Challenged by
primitive health practices and little equipment or supplies, participants and their
teams ideas about best practice did not always work as planned. The teams soon
realized that sometimes, providing the best care or therapy was simply to give of
themselves, by making connections. Although participants wanted to provide
meaningful care and therapy to the people, they also sought out meaning for
themselves through interactions and relationships with others.
Participants Recognized the Importance o fService Learning to Facilitate Cultural
Effectiveness in Healthcare Education
Participating in this experience reinforced the need for service learning in
healthcare education today. Students cannot truly understand other cultures
unless they experience it first hand. Cultural effectiveness is a continuous
process that grows as one interacts with and experiences different cultures
(Burchum, 2000). Because the population in our country is becoming more and
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more diverse, health care professionals must be familiar with other cultures, and
their views about health and wellness to provide quality health care services.
Professional health education programs provide the knowledge base for culturally
effective care, but service-learning experiences outside the classroom take that
one-step further to apply that knowledge. These experiences allow students and
faculty to adapt and learn even more by being immersed in the culture. One
participant described the importance of service learning aptly, stating:
Every program [healthcare education program] I've been in has units
on...cultural diversity [or]...multicultural sensitivity. It doesn't mean a thing
when you are sitting there...students all have to have an opportunity to
have an experience like Guatemala, where they go, Oh, I get it!
The benefits of service learning go beyond the student; service learning benefits
the faculty, the population, and provides an impetus for some to become servant
leaders.
Summary
In this chapter, I discussed the themes and assertions that supported the
findings in my study. I also discussed the theoretical constructs of the grounded
theory developed. Participants in my study traveled to Guatemala as leaders of a
service experience for college students in collaboration with the GOD'S CHILD
Project. They were challenged by significant differences in culture, not the least
being a communication barrier. Each participant experienced some degree of
culture shock or adjustment. Lack of supplies and equipment as well as poor
health practices proved to be a problem for participants and students, making
the teams question their usefulness in this third world country. Despite the
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inadequacies in health care, participants and students learned to adapt in order
to provide services. All participants reported an increased awareness of their
personal spirituality, and the gentle spirit of the Guatemalan people touched their
hearts. Participants identified challenges in leadership during this experience and
recognized significant personal growth directly because of this experience.
Student success influenced the meaning participants derived from this
experience. I discuss the findings, theory, limitations, and implications of the
study in the next and final chapter.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

WINONA
STATE UNIVERSITY

The purpose of this study is to learn about the aspects of culture,
lity, and leadership as it relates to quality health care in general, and

more specifically to college educators and health care practitioners who provided
services to children and families in Antigua, Guatemala, through a collaboration
between the GOD'S Child Project and the University of Mary. I interviewed eight
educators/healthcare practitioners who traveled to Guatemala because of the
above affiliation. In addition, I wished to find out more about participants
thoughts of culture, spirituality, and leadership as it related to them personally,
in practice, and in this service experience. Participants challenged themselves. All
but two participants in my study who took students to Guatemala were first time
team leaders. Two seasoned individuals had traveled with students as team
leaders for four years in a row. Their input was invaluable in that they had the
opportunity to refine their experiences each year based on previous years. As
they spoke with me, they reflected back to their first experiences often during
interviews. In this chapter, I discuss the conceptual framework of my findings
and address implications my study has for practice in healthcare, and for
educators in healthcare.
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In Chapter IV, I introduced the phenomena, causal conditions, intervening
conditions, context, strategies, and consequences through which my theory was
developed. (Please refer to Figure 4). Presenting the generation of theory in a
visual diagram makes it easier to understand the process by which components
are interrelated (Creswell, 2005; Strauss & Corbin, 1998). As I reviewed my
findings and reread my raw data, a conceptual framework seemed to become
clear to me, and I will discuss that framework in depth in the following pages.
(See Figure 5 for schemata of conceptual framework).The facets in the
framework influence each other, and the framework describes the process by
which participants developed meaning in service. Servant leadership was the
context in which cross-cultural interaction occurred. Throughout this experience,
participants made many meaningful connections with clients, students and
others, facilitating personal growth. Each of these facets enhanced personal
meaning of the experience for each individual. Following is a discussion of each
facet of the framework.
Conceptual Framework: Servant Leadership
All practitioners in my study were leaders in their own right. They were
active in their professions, in the community, and at their workplace. In
reviewing the literature, I found that leaders modeled the way and collaborated
with those they led. Literature suggests leaders share their values and beliefs to
others by example, by teaching, and by storytelling (Goleman, 1998; Kouzes &
Postner, 2002; Tichy, 1997). This was true of participants in my study.
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Participants talked about being role models and mentors for students. The
culture, the communication barrier and leading a group in a third world country
challenged them to re-examine how they interacted with students as leaders.
Goleman (2002) suggested one cannot ignore the emotional aspect of
leadership. Certainly leading students in an unfamiliar practice setting in a third-

Servant Leadership

Spiritual
Growth

Cultural Interaction

Figure 5. Conceptual Framework and Theoretical Statement.

Theoretical Statement: Within the context o f servant leadership, participants
interacted with a new culture, and created meaning by forming connections and
relationships with others, facilitating persona! spiritual growth.
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world country had many emotional facets. As leaders, participants needed to
have self-awareness, awareness of others' emotions, and be sensitive to the
needs of others.
Some participants were inspired to become more involved in community
or civic duties upon their return from Guatemala. The service experience in
Guatemala awakened or rekindled the need to make a difference through
servant leadership. Robert Greenleaf was one of the first individuals to coin the
phrase, servant leadership (Spears, 2002). Greenleaf believed that servant
leaders first choose to serve others and are inspired through that service to lead.
Servant and leader co-effect each other, enhancing the capacity for the other,
starting a cycle of servant leadership (Spears, 2002).
The University of Mary fosters servant leadership in students and faculty,
and incorporates it within its mission, vision, and strategic plan for the future. It
is important to form a commitment to servant leadership early in a student's
college career, in hopes that service becomes a part of life long learning and
leading. I hope the University will support additional service experiences in the
future, and that every faculty will encourage student participation. Are
participants in my study servant leaders? They modeled stewardship,
community, and commitment during this experience. Participants inspired
students to think outside the [clinical] box, to look beyond the boundaries of
their own culture to serve others. So, yes, I think they are servant leaders, and it
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is within this context that found meaning in their interactions with another
culture.
Conceptual Framework: Cultural Interaction
In the conceptual framework, cultural interaction rests within
servant leadership. The participants lived within the Guatemalan culture for two
weeks in an educator/ servant leader role. All participants and students
experienced some type of culture shock, whether it related to challenges in
meeting day-to-day needs, or in providing service to people in Guatemala. Some
participants and their team members became ill, experiencing yet another type
of culture shock.
Certainly, culture shock is common, especially for inexperienced travelers.
Heuer (2001) reiterated this when she described the reactions of a group of
student nurses to an unfamiliar country and culture. Eight nursing students from
a rural state traveled to Russia for a short-term practicum experience. The shock
hit some students immediately, once they arrived in the airport. The noise,
different languages and the masses of people going through customs was
overwhelming. Heuer identified major sources of culture shock that were similar
to those expressed by participants in my study. These sources of culture shock
were primitive bathroom facilities, illness, the physical environment, and class
structure within the culture. However, not all culture shock is negative. Masin
(2006) indicated that when people experience culture shock, "familiar ways of
behaving that you learn through socialization in your own culture do not work in
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the new culture" (p. 149). Despite communication barriers and unfamiliarity with
rituals and customs, when respondents participated in activities and events such
as attending church, viewing religious celebrations, or even bargaining at the
market in Guatemala, they gained a deeper understanding and appreciation of
the rich cultural heritage of the Guatemalan people. The Guatemalan people
seemed to appreciate participants' attempts interact and learn about their
culture.
One aspect of a successful experience for participants proved to be in the
adequate preparation for the trip. The physical therapy and occupational therapy
educators taught an orientation course for students and faculty taking part in this
service experience. This course provided the basics on Guatemalan culture and
international travel, and helped with adjustment to a new culture. Nursing
participants and their students did not attend this class, but offered pieces of the
course to their students and leaders as orientation prior to departure. Two
different nursing groups went to Guatemala as part of this service experience,
and each group had varied degrees of orientation prior to service. One
participant with less orientation did not feel prepared for culture differences at
all, which may have affected the cohesiveness of her group.
All team members were encouraged to learn at least basic Spanish before
embarking on this trip, but were not required to do so, because the GOD'S
CHILD Project provided interpreters for each group. Usually there were one or
two interpreters per group, and they were especially when participants took their
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groups to health care facilities. Very few team members were fluent in Spanish,
and only one of the participants knew "some" Spanish, so language and
communication was a challenge for all groups that traveled to Guatemala,
regardless of profession.
Two participants were sole leaders of service teams, therefore had no
peers or support to guide them in this new endeavor as team leaders in a third
world country. Input and assistance from The GOD'S CHILD Project was
invaluable to all the teams, and the project workers and volunteers were well
prepared for the groups. All participants believed the orientation provided on site
in Guatemala helped ease any concerns about this new and different experience
in a third world country. The fact that people from Guatemala in general were
welcoming and kind also helped make this a positive experience for participants.
Lack of medical and general supplies greatly affected service delivery for
all the groups. Some groups dealt with this better than others did and adapted
more easily to adverse conditions. The teams' ability to adapt depended greatly
on the team leaders' responses to situations at hand. Despite their own
insecurities in working with these challenging patients, participants acted as role
models for the students, guiding students to think outside the box in order to
treat patients. It was difficult for participants and students alike to see patients
with severe contractures or decubitus ulcers or other residual effects from
disability, because in the United States, these problems are addressed before
they become so severe. Often, there was little teams could do to improve
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physical or medical ailments in the patients. Because of this, some participants
and students wondered why they were there, and were frustrated at the futility
of their efforts. Although some teams helped specific patients, they believed
there was so much more they could do if only they had equipment, funding, or
follow through by staff. Most of the teams came to realize that their presence
and the simple fact that they gave their time proved to be therapeutic for the
patients.
The cultural differences in general were challenging for all participants
involved in this service experience, and not knowing the language well certainly
added to that challenge. This service experience helped some participants to
realize the importance of culture in practice. They looked back at their own
experiences with patients from other cultures and recognized patients did not
always receive the best care or treatment. Few of the participants received any
training in culture in their professional education programs, and those who did
get didactic education about different cultures found it beneficial only to a point.
The greatest benefits came when individuals were immersed in a different
culture. Eyler and Giles (1999) suggested that involvement in service learning
experience (with even short-term immersion) fostered an appreciation of other
cultures, and helped individuals develop tolerance for persons different from
themselves.
One participant believed his professional education helped prepare him to
work with different cultures simply because of the nature of his profession, which
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focuses on the whole person, including contexts, which certainly would include
culture. Overall, participants believed that cultural effectiveness emerged
through time and exposure to diverse cultures. Persons considered culturally
effective were those who displayed an interest or curiosity of differences, those
who were open, accepting and respectful of others, and those who were well
traveled or knowledgeable of other cultures.
Literature supports the idea that cultural effectiveness is a developmental
process. Burchum (2002) suggested that obtaining cultural competence or
effectiveness is a process that first starts with cultural awareness, progressing to
cultural knowledge, then cultural understanding, cultural sensitivity, and finally,
cultural interaction. One has cultural skill only when one can communicate
effectively with someone from another culture. Interestingly, although
participants identified language as a barrier and a source of frustration in this
service experience, it was evident to me that language was not a factor in many
of the interactions, especially those that involved children. Certainly, these
exposures to a completely different culture will aide participants and students in
any future interactions with clients of different cultures.
Since the United States is becoming more and more diverse, the impact of
cultural diversity on our nation's healthcare system will be great in the near
future. Practitioners will be required to successfully interact, assess, and treat all
individuals effectively, regardless of culture (Kachingue, 2003; Leishman, 2004;
Spector, 2004). The Culturally and Linguistically Appropriate Services (CLAS)
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developed standards to assure quality care to diverse populations. Quality care
includes communicating effectively and being aware of the health practices of
diverse cultures. One could argue that healthcare providers always give the
highest quality care possible to every patient. However, many healthcare
facilities do not provide translators to assure best care, and many staff are not
educated as to the health beliefs of cultures different than their own (United
States Department of Health and Human Services office of the Secretary, 2000;
Betancourt et al., 2005). The CLAS standards mandate the Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) to assess culturally competent
care. The standards further urge healthcare educational programs to include
cultural awareness and competence into curriculums. It is imperative, then, that
students in healthcare be prepared to meet the cultural needs of an ever
growing diverse population.
Can we truly prepare healthcare students to be culturally effective in a
college setting? Authors Wittman and Velde (2002) argued that we must
specifically design assignments and service experiences to develop cultural
effectiveness. The authors referred to Perry's stages of cognitive development to
address this question. Perry suggested that students move through various levels
of cognitive growth: dualism->multiplicity-* relativism-* commitment in
relativism. This presents a challenge to healthcare educators. Depending on
where students fall in this continuum, students may not be cognitively ready to
perceive those different from themselves through a culturally accepting lens,
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regardless of how well we design assignments (Wittman & Velde, 2002). This
reinforces the fact that classroom experiences are not enough to facilitate
cultural effectiveness, and perhaps why some students adapt better than others
to an experience such as the Guatemala service experience.
Conceptual Framework: Meaning, Relationships, and Spiritual Growth
Meaning and relationships lie on either side of spiritual growth on the
conceptual framework, and connect like links in a chain. All three are layered
upon and cross over cultural interaction and servant leadership. Meaning is
different for everyone. Jonnson and Josephson (2005) suggested "the meaning
we attach to everyday occupation is closely connected and interwoven with our
culture" (p. 119). Meaning is based on values, beliefs, customs, and behaviors of
one's community, and one passes that meaning to others through story telling. I
believe participants in my study reconstructed the meaning of their experiences
in Guatemala by telling me their stories.
I was surprised to learn that participants drew so much of the meaning of
this experience from the way it affected their students. I expected to find this to
be a factor in overall meaning of the experience, but not to the extent that it
happened. Many of the participants left for this experience, thinking they had to
make this a good experience for their team, but came away realizing that only
each team member could determine the worth of this experience. It was difficult
for some participants to relinquish control, to let students struggle so that
learning could take place.
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Eyler and Giles (1999) talked about the concept of "making a difference"
in their book Where is the learning in service iearning?The authors found
students who participated in service learning experiences developed an increased
sense of personal efficacy. One student questioned the value of her efforts as
she worked in a homeless shelter, until one day she helped a man feed himself,
and realized she o'/tfmake a difference. She stated,"... one person can make a
difference because I made a difference for that guy that day. And if every time I
go to the shelter I can make a difference for one person, then it's worth it" (p.
162). Although the students did not always recognize it immediately, participants
in my study believed that discussion and reflection throughout the course of the
service experience helped service teams realize they indeed made a difference.
Participants wanted students to be shocked at the lifestyle and the
extensive poverty, and so they were...as were the participants. Much of the
meaning derived from the experience came from reflecting on the experience
with the students. Verbalizing the experiences helped to make meaning for
participants and students. Eyler and Giles (1999) talked about the importance of
critical reflection in promoting transformational learning. Realizing one's
effectiveness is essential to the success of service learning experiences for
students and leaders alike. Those who recognize their own efficacy will continue
to serve in some capacity. Those who felt they did not make a difference likely
will not participate in community service, at home or abroad. Some participants
found this experience to be life changing. Participants as well as students learned
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much about themselves. Many re-examined their own values and lifestyles. They
realized the importance of interacting with others and the value of people rather
than materials or things.
In the closing ceremony at The GOD'S CHILD Project the night before the
teams left, Patrick Atkinson, the founder of the project, reinforced the
importance of each team's service, to not only the people in Guatemala, but to
themselves, as individuals. He suggested the teams think less about what they
gave the Guatemalan people, and more about what they learned about
themselves. Maybe the teams did not make a huge difference in the lives of
these people, but they made meaning by giving their time, and by giving of
themselves. Several of the participants commented that the founder's comments
helped them put the experience in a more meaningful perspective. This was
especially true for some students who struggled with the fact that as nurses and
therapists, they were unable to fix patients.
What made educators choose to get involved in this service learning
experience? Participants offered many different reasons they embarked on this
adventure. After concentrating on their own career until this point, some
participants were ready to "give something back" to those in need. All
participants were excited about the opportunity to provide students with hands
on learning experiences not available in a classroom, and to foster closer
relationships with students. Certainly, the prospect of exposing healthcare
students from rural state with a homogeneous population to different cultures
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and lifestyles was important for future practice in healthcare. Some participants
wanted to role model servant leadership for students. Yet other participants
sought out this experience for personal growth and/or professional development.
Overall, participants gained as much as they gave. They made a difference by
making connections with clients, students, and the volunteers of the GOD'S
CHILD Project.
Literature supports these findings, and Gelmon, Holland, Driscoll, Spring,
and Kerrigan (2001) addressed the impact of service learning on faculty. The
authors suggested that service learning motivated faculty as it provided a new
and innovative pedagogy. It influenced teaching methods in the classroom as
well, by providing faculty with new information, insights, and resources. Faculty
experienced satisfaction when they "...saw students transformed by community
work" (p. 47). Further, that satisfaction transferred over to the overall work
environment, thus increasing job satisfaction. Gelmon et al. found that service
learning facilitated volunteerism, university, or civic involvement, enhancing
leadership roles for faculty. "Ultimately, most faculty develop a deep commitment
to service learning after several experiences with this pedagogy" (p. 49). Service
learning experiences placed faculty in mentoring roles for students and in turn,
helped build stronger relationships between faculty and students.
Spirituality in healthcare, especially nursing and occupational therapy is
not a new concept. Accrediting bodies mandate healthcare professionals to
include spirituality into assessment and intervention of clients. One difficulty
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with incorporating spirituality into healthcare practice is the fact that there is no
uniform definition. Spirituality is often equated with meaning and purpose in life
(CAOT, 2002; Unruh, Versnel, & Kerr, 2002; Urbanowski, 2001). According to
Langer, (2000), personal meaning is "a collection of [life] themes...essential to a
person's existence...[themes] give purpose to life and provide him or her with
identity... that helps us define our spirituality" (p.42). If we ignore our patients'
personal identity, how can we serve them well?
With those thoughts in mind, we must realize that spirituality is personal
to each individual. Sometimes its meaning is difficult to express. When I asked
participants to share their thoughts, many had to search for words to express
what spirituality meant to them. Some had never put it into words before, and
once they did, they were better able to recognize spirituality in every day life.
Although most equated spirituality with religion or a higher power, all recognized
spirituality as beyond religion. They described it as an essence, or meaning of
life, or an acceptance of others. I asked participants to share examples of
spirituality that they either observed or experienced in Guatemala. I was amazed
at their responses. Every story, every example of spirituality implied meaning
and a connection or relationship with others, and although language was a
barrier for most in this experience, language did not play a big part in this feeling
of connectedness.
Most people in Guatemala live in extreme poverty. Poor health practices
and illiteracy are significant problems. The war affected most people in some
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way or another, either through the loss of loved ones, the loss of their home and
their village, or both. Many children of the war continue to be homeless, and are
raising children who are homeless as well (United States Dept of State, 2005;
Volunteer Service Handbook, 2005). Participants reported that most people they
met in Guatemala appeared to be kind, caring, and happy. The people choose to
focus on the positive aspects of their life. The spiritual nature of the Guatemalan
people greatly affected participants in my study, and helped them realize the
importance of spirituality in client centered practice.
Rebiero (2001) suggested that client centered practice must include the
mind, body, spirit concept. If we heal the body and the mind but leave the spirit,
how can practice be client centered? She perceived the spirit to be "the essence
of who they [client] were, who they are now and who they will be and become"
(p. 68). As I reviewed the literature on meaning and spirituality, a few ideas
from the occupational therapy literature continued to stick in my mind, and I
went back to them often. Egan and DeLaat (1997) stated, "Our spirit motivates
us to connect with others and attempt to make meaning in our daily lives" (p.
116). Further, we make meaning through our relationships (Burkhardt, 1994;
Egan & DeLaat, 1997). During this service experience, participants worked with
children and adults from Guatemala; they worked with students, and volunteers
from the GOD'S CHILD Project, and they formed connections or relationships
with many of those people in the short time they were there. Participants
provided a service and made meaning for others by giving of themselves. The
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experience became meaningful for them through the relationships and
connections they made with others. Egan and DeLaat (1997) suggested these
therapeutic alliances foster growth of both the healthcare professional [therapist]
and the client, or in this instance, students or volunteers. I believe that
spirituality was inherent throughout this service experience for participants in my
study. As I talked with each of my participants, and later when I reread the raw
data gathered in my study, it became apparent that each participant experienced
some degree of spiritual growth as an effect of this service.
Limitations
There are several limitations to my study. First, although my subjects are
all health care providers, they were not evenly dispersed as to profession or
gender. Only one person was a physical therapist, the rest were nurses and
occupational therapists. Second, I originally intended to interview both educators
and practitioners for my study, but I could not find enough practitioners to
participate. Therefore, all except one participant are educators and I interviewed
eight individuals, which was less than originally planned. Third, most participants
agreed to share artifacts and journals with me, but I looked at only three, as
most participants could not find them, or decided not to share them. Last, only
those individuals affiliated with The GOD'S CHILD Project were included in this
study, as The GOD'S CHILD Project collaborates with the university to set up this
service experience. Despite the fact that these educators did not travel together
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as one service team, all but one acted as leaders of individual service teams, and
shared similar experiences in Guatemala.
Implications for Practice
The findings of this study have increased the knowledge base of
healthcare professions as it relates to cultural effectiveness, spirituality and
leadership. This is important, as there are standards to incorporate cultural
effectiveness and spirituality into healthcare assessment and treatment. It
brought to light the challenge for health care education programs to include
cultural effectiveness, spirituality and servant leadership in their curriculums in
order for graduates to provide the highest quality of care possible to all people.
Although educational programs include units on cultural diversity and leadership,
how we teach students about the impact of spirituality on health is less visible in
healthcare education today. Both nursing and occupational therapy include
spirituality in their curriculums within theories of practice. This study has
elucidated the role of service learning in the development of cultural
effectiveness in both healthcare professionals and students. It has helped to
clarify the role of spirituality in healthcare practice today, and facilitated
awareness of spirituality on a personal basis with the participants of this study,
and its implication for practice. In addition, this study increased awareness of the
need of the Guatemalan people, and the need for both international and
community service in our own country. This study has increased my own
personal knowledge and awareness of these subjects as well. As an educator, I
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have a better understanding of how to incorporate spirituality, cultural
effectiveness and servant leadership more fully into my own teaching practices
with occupational therapy students.
Future studies could focus on student and healthcare practitioners' civic
engagement after participating in a service learning experience. It would be
interesting to explore the meaning of service experiences that were longer in
length, and to gain the perspective of people served as well as those serving.
This could provide information on the effectiveness of the service experience
from a different perspective. At the time of this writing, the University of Mary
offers this one particular service experience in Guatemala through physical
therapy, occupational therapy, and social work curricula, but local service
experiences may suffice to study cultures and diversity closer to our own
demographic and geographical region.
One suggestion includes providing a service to one of the Native American
Indian Reservations. This could be a service completed over one or two
semesters with students providing a clinic for children and adults, offering both
physical and mental health services. A study could look at the perspectives of
health care professionals or the recipients of the service, to determine the role of
that profession within a given population or culture. Service could focus not just
on cultural diversity but diverse lifestyles and populations. One example of
service in this area might involve the criminal justice or prison systems. This
population is certainly diverse in lifestyle, and imparts a culture of its own.
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Undeniably, there are homeless individuals in every city, large or small, and a
study exploring the meaning of the lived experience of being homeless would be
valuable to healthcare professionals who may potentially work with these
individuals. Last, since spirituality must now be included in patient assessment
and care, studies to develop a tool to assess spirituality would be helpful to all
healthcare professions. It is clear that spirituality plays a part in health and
wellness, and that it may take some time before all healthcare practitioners
incorporate it into practice. Participants in my study recognized spirituality as an
important framework in health care, but had mixed feelings about how to
incorporate spirituality into practice. Studies to determine the importance of or
the impact of spirituality on any of the above populations would help healthcare
practitioners better understand how to meet the needs of individuals within these
populations in the future.
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Appendix A
GOD'S CHILD Project Mission Statement
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The GOD'S CHILD Project North Central Mission Statement
We, the GOD'S CHILD Community, are benefactors, friends, volunteers, and
children joined together to assist God's poorest children in their educational,
social, physical, and spiritual growth. We view education as a practical way to
help poor children escape from an otherwise painful life.
We, the Adults, accept our youth as gifts from God given to be our teachers,
students, and children. We believed in the need to stand by their side until they
are prepared to meet life and triumph in the eyes of God, their community, and
themselves.
We, the Children, are the pride and reason why the GOD'S CHILD Project North
Central exists. We have the responsibility to behave honorably and to respect
legitimate national, spiritual, and environmental law. We recognize the
opportunities and help we have received from others and will try each day to
help someone with a need greater than our own. (Volunteer Service Handbook)
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Appendix B
Orientation Course Syllabi
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SYLLABUS

Term ID and Year: 30 (spring) 2006
Discipline ID#:

80

Course Coordinator: Mary Dockter, PT, PhD
Instructor: Terry Anderson, MS, OTR
Office N139

Course No: HPS 602

Telephone: 355-8045

Credit Hrs: 1 (spring)

E-Mail:

Course Title: Service Oriented Leadership

doors
Experience (SOLE)

mcdoc@umary.edu
Office Hours: see schedule on office

Faculty ID#: 928 (Dockter)

PreRequisites/Relationship to Curriculum Design

Pre-requisites are acceptance in the PT Professional Program and successful completion of all
academic and clinical courses prior to the 2nd year; 2nd semester. This capstone course takes
place across both the spring and fall semesters (3rd year) to allow time for seminar, the
international experience and post-experience debriefing; however, a grade will be issued
independently for this course and the actual service-learning experience will be completed and
assessed during the fall semester PTH 801. This class builds and expands on issues of cultural
competence. The service experience follows two clinical classes so that students can serve clients
in a foreign environment. It follows the course in administration to give the student exposure to
administrative and practice aspects of physical therapy in rural health care environments.
Diversity, legal issues, and autonomy as they relate to physical therapy service delivery in a Third
World country are emphasized.
Course Description

This course presents students with an overview of the recent social and economic conflicts in
Guatemala and how this compares to cultures and communities within the United States.
Students will be encouraged to question and dissect these theories, and formulate their own
understandings and explanations as to the causes of social conflict and socioeconomic
inequities. Students will also be exposed to aspects of social, educational, and healthcare
management while experiencing first-hand the cultural diversity. As a capstone course, students
are expected to synthesize the skills learned during the Physical Therapy Program and apply
them to a service learning environment. Servant leadership is emphasized.
Course Outcomes
At the completion of this course (and PTH 801), the student will:

Professional Growth

1. Incorporate an understanding of religious and cultural differences in order to provide
appropriate PT services, (final reflection, post-trip presentation, discussion)
❖ Analyze the history of recent social justice challenges and efforts in Guatemala,
(discussion)
❖ Analyze how the needs of Guatemala's poor are addressed by health, social
welfare, and educational services, (presentations, discussion, final reflection)
❖ Compare and contrast the patterns of social and economic conflicts as they apply
to the culture and diversity of our own country, (final reflection, discussion)
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2. Provide PT interventions appropriate to the situation (service experience)
3. Interact with patients, families, healthcare workers, the community, and the GOD'S
CHILD Project for the purpose of coordinating activities to facilitate efficient and effective
patient care, (pre-trip preparation, observation during experience, final reflection, post-trip
presentation)
Personal Growth

3. Clarify persona! values, recognizing and respecting multiple perspectives, cultural
diversity, and the complexity of human relations, (final reflection)
Servant Leadership

4. Internalize the value of service and its impact on your professional and personal life.
(final Reflection, post-trip presentation)
5. Internalize your effect on Guatemalan families by acting as a servant leader while
participating in service learning, (final reflection, post-trip presentation)
Stage One: Cultural Competence and Personal Preparation (HPS 602 - 1 credit)

This course will take place during the spring semester prior to the international field experience.
M ajor Assignments
❖

Reading and Discussion

Students will be asked to read and critically discuss 2 books. Students will be placed in small
groups. On the Monday prior to each class session, students in the small groups are required to
electronically submit 3 discussion questions to the week's designated "leader". The leaders,
before Monday at noon, will compile the questions. The leaders will distribute the compiled list
to all classmates and instructors by Monday at noon. During class, small groups will then discuss
all submitted questions. The following two books (in order) will be required reading for this
course. The books are available in the library, the bookstore, or individual purchase.
1) The Spirit Catches You and You Fall Down. Fadiman, A, 1997,
Publisher: Farrar Straus & Giroux; ISBN: 0374525641
2) I, Rigoberta Menchu: An Indian Woman in Guatemala, Menchu, Rigoberta, August 1987,
Verso Books; ISBN: 0860917886.
3) GOD'S CHILD Manual (available on my.umary- students will be required to sign a form
recognizing that they have read through the manual prior to the travel experience)
4) It is also recommended that students read a Guatemalan travel guide to familiarize
themselves with specific information about the land, people, and culture of Guatemala.
Furthermore, it is also strongly recommended all students independently pursue Spanish
language competency. Students should also purchase an English/Spanish dictionary for use
during the experience.
Presentations

Students will be divided into groups. Each group will present and lead a discussion on an
assigned component of the Guatemelan Culture.
• Mayan tribes and their clothing
■ Facts about Guatemala (climate, demographics, economics, significant
places...)
■ International travel to Guatemala
» Holidays & religion
• GOD'S CHILD Project (past, present, and future)
Students will gather information from readings and interviews.
Stage Two: Field Experience in Guatemala, Central America (Fall 2006)

The second stage of the course will involve the service trip to Guatemala, Central America. This
trip will be highly structured and learning-intensive and may involve:
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❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Implementation of intervention *( required of all participants) Students, with input, will be
assigned to a site and will serve that site during the entire experience.
Possible Building of a home
Daily journaling and reflection of experiences and feelings
Collaboration with service providers
Daily collaboration with students in home country through web course.
Cultural exploration activities such as side-trips to the Pacific beach, mountainous
highlands, Indian markets, coffee plantation, Lake Atitlan, and Chichicastenango, as
permitted by time-in-country scheduling.

Stage Three: Closure (Fall 2006)

❖

❖

There will be a closing ceremony in Guatemala during the last night in country. Prior to
the ceremony, students will be asked to spend individual time reflecting and writing
about the overall experience as well as reflecting on their achievement of their individual
preset goals. Specific guidelines will be issued to each student.
The closing project for this course requires a formal presentation to UMary faculty and
students regarding the service experience as well as recommendations for future
projects. Students are also encouraged to submit an article for publication (journals,
church bulletins, campus newsletters, etc).

Learning Activities

❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Seminar-lecture and discussion
On-line discussions
Selected Readings
Service Trip
Collaboration with other healthcare disciplines, students, clients, non-profit agency
Personal Journaling and Reflection

Components of Leadership Addressed

❖
❖
❖

Graduate Competencies (scholarship, valuing, environmental contexts, professional
development)
Benedictine Values (hospitality, community, respect for persons, service)
This course does have a service learning component.
Assessment

HPS 602

Presentation
50%
Discussion Participation
50%
The minima/ performance level in this course is as follows:
See Academic & Professional Standards Policy in Student Handbook. Although 70% is passing, it
is expected students perform at 90% or above in this class.
Failure to m eet the minimum academic and professional standards results w ill result
in failure o f the course and dismissal from the program. Due process is outlined in
the Student Handbook.
Assessment is weighted as follows:

The percentage of the total points achieved will determine the letter grade assigned to each
student. The grades will be assigned according to the following scale:
A. 90-100%
B 80-89%
C 70-79%
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Additional Costs (for fa ll sem ester PTH 801)

In addition to University tuition, students will incur the cost of the airline ticket, housing/food
($65/day), registration and insurance ($140), shots, passports, documents (United States airport
Departure tax $40, Guatemala Departure Tax $25), personal expenses (entertainment, Sunday
meals, personal/group insurance, toiletries, medical, souvenirs), and participation in optional field
trips. Students from each discipline will be responsible for the trip expenses of one faculty
member from that discipline.
Attendance Policy

As this class is built on discussions with others in the class as well as the guests invited to
present, attendance at all meetings is required. Each unexcused absence will result in a
reduction in the final grade by 5%.
Policy fo r Late Assignments
Assignments w ill be on time. Each late assignment w ill result in a 5 % reduction o f
total points fo r each day the assignment is late.
Statement on Misconduct

See Student Handbook for information on cheating; plagarism; and professionalism.
Course Evaluation

The University of Mary invites you to provide your feedback and comments of your courses
through an online course evaluation process. You will be notified of the availability of the
evaluations via University of Mary email, with detailed instructions on how to complete and
submit the online evaluations.
*This course is adapted from the Service Oriented Field Experience (SOFE) created by Pat
Atkinson, GOD's CHILD Organization, and Regis University.
Information provided in this syllabus and the following Tentative Schedule is subject
to change at the discretion of the instructor and due to unforeseen circumstances.
TENTATIVE COURSE SCHEDULE - Spring Semester 2006

Session 1: Jan. 10 8-10:00
Introduction to the course, reflection, logistics of the trip, fund raising, international travel
❖ Introduction (graduate level expectations, team approach)
❖ Reflections (goals, fears, issues to be addressed, assumptions)
❖ Assignments
o
Review manual
o
Timeline/budget
o
Assignment of presentation groups
■ GOD's CHILD Project Organization (past, present, future)
■ Mayan Tribes and their clothing
■ International Travel (food, currency, safety, specifics)
■ Holidays and Religion
■ Facts about Guatemala (economics, demographics, natural disasters,
climate, commonly traveled sites
Session 2: Jan. 24 8-10:00
Guatemalan Political & Historical Review, including the documentary El Norte (1:20)
❖ Team member expectations and boundaries
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❖

Questions from manual (students are to bring 3 written questions)

Session 3: Feb. 7 8-10:00
❖ Diversity
❖ Spirit Falls Book Discussion Part 1
❖ Presentation: GOD'S CHILD Project
Session 4: Feb. 21 8-10:00
❖ Diversity.
❖ Spirit Falls Book Discussion Part 2
❖ Presentation: Facts about Guatemala
Session 5: March 14 8-10:00
❖ I'Rigoberto Discussion Part 1
❖ Presentation: Holidays and Religion
❖ Presentation: Mayan Tribes and their clothing
Session 6: March 28 8-10:00
❖ I'Rigoberto Discussion Part 2
❖ Presentation: International Travel Preparation
Session 7: April 11 6:30-8:3Qpm Butler Center
❖ Guest Speaker: Sonia
❖ Closure/summary ❖ Reflections (goals, fears, issues to be addressed, assumptions).
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University o f M ary
Department of Occupational Therapy
COURSE SYLLABUS
and
TENTATIVE COURSE SCHEDULE

Spring 2005

COURSE NUMBER:

HPS 602.2

2.

COURSE TITLE:

Introduction to Service Orientated Field Experience
Level II Fieldwork

3.

COURSE CREDIT:

0 Semester Credits

4.

SCHEDULE & ROOM:

5.

INSTRUCTOR:

1

.

TBA
Terrance Anderson, MS, OTR/L
Phone: 355-8011
Email: tander@umarv.edu
Office: Arno Gustin South

6.

COURSE COORDINATOR:

Office Hours: Monday 10-12, Thursday 11-12
Note: Students may meet with the instructor at
other times by appointment
Website www.umarv.edu/~tander
Mary Dockter, PT, M.Ed
Phone: 355-8045
Email: mcdoc@umarv.edu
Office: C139
Website http://www.umarv.edu/~mcdoc

7.

COURSE WEBSITE:

Jenzabar site www.mv.umarv.edu

8.

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

This course presents students with an overview of the recent social and economic
conflicts in
Guatemala and how this compares to cultures and communities within the United States.
Students will be encouraged to question and dissect these theories, and formulate their
own understandings and explanations as to the causes of social conflict and
socioeconomic inequities. This course is a preparation for a two-week Level 2 fieldwork
experience in November during which students will be exposed to aspects of social,
educational, and healthcare management while experiencing first-hand the cultural
diversity during the in-country portion of the experience.
7.

RELATIONSHIP OF COURSE TO THE CURRICULUM DESIGN:

Pre-requisites are acceptance in the OT Professional Program and successful completion
of all course work prior to the 2nd year; 2nd semester. This introductory course is placed
during the spring session of the second year to allow time for seminar, field trips and
class presentations. This course is during the last academic semester of the Occupational
Therapy didactic curriculum prior to the Level 2 fieldwork experience. Diversity, legal
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issues, autonomy as they relates to occupational therapy service delivery in a Third
World country are emphasized.
8.

ACOTE STANDARDS

B.1.7
B.1.8
B.7.2
9.

Knowledge and appreciation of the role of sociocultural, socioeconomic, diversity
factors, and lifestyle choices in contemporary society.
Appreciate the influence of social conditions and ethical contexts in which
humans choose and engage in occupations.
Knowledge of the social, economic, political, and demongraphic factors that
influence delivery of health care in the United States.

COURSE OBJECTIVES:

Professional Growth

1. Incorporate an understanding of religious and cultural differences when engaged in
occupational therapy practice.
a. Analyze the history of recent social justice challenges and efforts in
Guatemala.
b. Analyze how the needs of Guatemala's poor are addressed by health, social
welfare, and educational services.
c. Compare and contrast the patterns of social and economic conflicts as they
apply to the culture and diversity of our own country.
2. Provide OT interventions appropriate to the situation
3. Interact with patients, families, healthcare workers, community agencies, and the
God's Child Project for the purpose of coordinating activities to facilitate efficient and
effective patient care.
Personal Growth

4. Clarifiy personal values, recognizing and respecting multiple perspectives, cultural
diversity, and the complexity of human relations
Servant Leadership

5. Internalize your effect on Guatemalan families by acting as a servant while
participating in service learning.(3.8.3.49.)
6. Internalize the value of service and its impact on personal and professional life.
10.

MAJOR ASSIGNMENTS:

Stage One: Orientation Course

This course will take place during the spring semester prior to the international field experience.
M ajor Assignments
•> Reading and Discussion

Students will be asked to read and critically discuss 2 books. Students will be placed in small
groups. On the Monday prior to each class session, students in the small groups are required
to electronically submit 3 discussion questions to the week's designated "leader". The
leaders, before Monday at noon, will compile the questions. The leaders will distribute the
compiled list to all classmates and instructors by Monday at noon. During class, small groups
will then discuss all submitted questions. The following two books (in order) will be required
reading for this course. The books are available in the library, the bookstore, or individual
purchase.
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3) The Spirit Catches You and You Fall Down. Fadiman, A.
Publisher: Farrar Straus & Giroux; ISBN: 0374525641
4) I, Rigoberta Menchu: An Indian Woman in Guatemala, Menchu, Rigoberta, August
1987, Verso Books; ISBN: 0860917886.
5) The GOD'S CHILD Project Volunteer Manual (available on Jenzabar- students will be
required to sign a form recognizing that they have read through the manual prior to
the travel experience)
6) It is also recommended that students read a Guatemalan travel guide to familiarize
themselves with specific information about the land, people, and culture of
Guatemala. Furthermore, it is also strongly recommended all students independently
pursue Spanish language competency. Students should also purchase an
English/Spanish dictionary for use during the experience.
Presentations

Students will be divided into groups. Each group will present and lead a discussion on an
assigned component of the Guatemelan Culture.
■ Mayan tribes and their clothing
■ Facts about Guatemala (climate, demographics, economics, significant
places...)
■ International travel to Guatemala
■ Holidays & religion
■ GOD'S CHILD Project (past, present, and future)
Students will gather information from readings and interviews.
Stage Two: Field Experience in Guatemala, Central America

The second stage of the course will involve a seven to ten day trip to Guatemala, Central
America. This trip will be highly structured and learning-intensive and may involve:
❖ Implementation of intervention *( required of all participants)
❖ Daily journaling and reflection of experiences and feelings
❖ Collaboration with service providers
❖ Daily collaboration with students in home country through web course.
❖ Cultural exploration activities such as side-trips to the Pacific beach, mountainous
highlands, Indian markets, coffee plantation, Lake Atitlan, Tikal, and Chichicastenango,
as permitted by time-in-country scheduling.
Stage Three: Closure

♦> There will be a closing ceremony in Guatemala during the last night in country. Prior to
the ceremony, students will be asked to spend individual time reflecting and writing
about the overall experience as well as reflecting on their achievement of their individual
preset goals. Specific guidelines will be issued to each student.
❖ The closing project for this course requires a formal presentation to UMary faculty and
students of the results of their service projects as well as recommendations for future
projects. Students are also encouraged to submit an article for publication (journals,
church bulletins, campus newsletters, etc).
COMPONENTS OF LEADERSHIP ADDRESSED

Please refer to Course Outcomes for specific graduate competencies addressed. By nature of
the content and expectations of this course, students will practice and model leadership skills
and Benedictine values with an attitude consistent with that of the University and the
occupational therapy profession. This course does include service learning.
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TEACHING/LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

Seminar-lecture and discussion
On-line discussions
Selected Readings
Service Oriented Field Trip
Collaboration in research and development of a special project
Personal Journaling
EVALUATION METHODS:

♦Students need to successfully participate in all aspects of this orientation course before
preceding to the fieldwork experience in Guatemala.
REQUIRED TEXT AND ADDITIONAL EXPENSES:

See above for the required readings. In addition to University tuition, students will incur the
cost of the airline ticket, housing/food ($65/day), shots, passports, documents (United States
airport Departure tax $40, Guatemala Departure Tax $25), personal expenses
(entertainment, Sunday meals, personal/group insurance, toiletries, medical, souvenirs), and
participation in optional field trips. Students from each discipline will be responsible for the
trip expenses of one faculty member from that discipline.
POLICY REGARD ATTENDANCE, LATE ASSIGNMENTS, AND MISSED EXAMS

As this class is built on discussions with others in the class as well as the guests invited
to present, attendance at all meetings is mandatory. Any unexcused absence will result
in a reduction in the final grade by 5%.
Assignments w ill be on time. Late assignments w ill result in a 5 % reduction
o f total points for each day the assignment is late.
POLICY ON CELL PHONES/PAGERS

As this is a course in a professional program, it is expected that cell phones or pagers will
be turned off so as not to interrupt the class session. It is understood that a rare
emergency may arise where a student may need to be contacted. The official procedure
is to contact the OT secretary and a message is delivered to the student immediately. If
the OT secretary is not available, the next person to call is the PT secretary, then the
main switchboard. If the student deems it necessary to carry a cell phone or pager, it is
expected to be the type that vibrates, rather than rings. Once receiving a call, the
student should leave the classroom to answer or return the call.
POLICY ON CHEATING AND PLAGIARISM:

"The student who cheats perpetrates an intellectual fraud which betrays his or her own
potential, cheapens the honest achievements of other students, and undermines the
integrity of the college community. Plagiarism is a form of cheating." (University of Mary
Handbook 1999-2000, p. 32). Cheating will not be tolerated. See Department of
Occupational Therapy student handbook and Graduate School Policy Book (p. 16) for
policy guidelines.
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POLICY REGARDING CONFIDENTIALITY

Issues may be discussed within the course or between a student and the course
instructor. These issues are confidential and are not to be discussed with others without
written or expressed permission from all parties involved.
REASONALBLE ACCOMODATIONS

It is the responsibility of the student to inform faculty if accommodations are required.
Once faculty are informed of the need, reasonable measures will be taken to ensure
student success.
Information provided in this syllabus and the following Tentative Schedule is subject
to change at the discretion of the instructor and due to unforeseen
circumstances.
CHANNEL OF COMMUNICATION:

A formal evaluation of this course will be given at the end of the semester. However, it
is advised that you discuss any issues that arise as they occur throughout the semester.
The proper channel for communication is:
Instructor > Program Director > Division Chairperson > VP of Academic Affairs
Other policies and procedures

All policies and procedures in the University of Marv Student Handbook and the
Occupational Therapy Department Student Handbook will be followed.
HPS 602.2 Service Oriented Field Experience
TENTATIVE COURSE SCHEDULE - Spring Semester 2005

Session 1: Jan. 10 8-10:00
Introduction to the course, reflection, logistics of the trip, fund raising, international travel
❖ Introduction (graudate level expectations, team approach, portfolios)
❖ Reflections (goals, fears, issues to be addressed, assumptions)
❖ Assignments
o
Review manual
o
Timeline/budget
o
Assignment of presentation groups
■ GOD's CHILD Project Organization (past, present, future)
■ Mayan Tribes and their clothing
■ International Travel (food, currency, safety, specifics)
■ Holidays and Religion
■ Facts about Guatemala (economics, demographics, natural disasters,
climate, commonly traveled sites
Session 2: Jan. 24 8-10:00
❖ Guatemalan Political & Historical Review, including the documentary El Norte (1:20)
❖ Team member expectations and boundaries
Questions from manual (students are to bring 3 written questions)
Session 3: Feb. 7 8-10:00
❖ Diversity
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❖
❖

Spirit Falls Book Discussion Part 1
Presentation: GOD'S CHILD Proejct

Session 4; Feb. 21 8-10:00
❖ Diversity.
❖ Spirit Falls Book Discussion Part 2
❖ Presentation: Facts about Guatemala
Session 5: March 14 8-10:00
❖ I'Rigoberto Discussion Part 1
❖ Presentation: Holidays and Religion
❖ Presentation: Mayan Tribes and their clothing
Session 6: March 28 8-10:00
❖ I'Rigoberto Discussion Part 2
❖ Presentation: Intematioanl Travel Preparation
Session 7: April 11 6:30-8:30pm Butler Center
❖ Guest Speaker: Sonia
*> Closure/summary ❖ Reflections (goals, fears, issues to be addressed, assumptions).
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Appendix C
Consent Form
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Informed Consent Form

You are asked to participate in a research study by Wanda Berg, a graduate student in
the Department of Teaching and Learning at the University of North Dakota. Ms. Berg is
completing a research study that will examine aspects of culture, spirituality and leadership as it
relates to health care practitioners providing service to families and children in Guatemala. You
are asked to participate in this project because of your current or past affiliation with the God's
Child Project in Bismarck, ND.
The purpose of this study is to gain information of awareness of culture, spirituality, and
leadership as it relates to quality health care for all populations. The study may provide
knowledge to assist in the educational preparation of health care students or continuing
education of practicing health care professionals.
If you agree to participate, you will be interviewed once with a possible follow-up
interview to clarify information or ask additional questions. In addition, Ms. Berg would like your
permission to review and discuss with you any journal, diary, or photographs you may choose to
share relating to your experience in Guatemala. The interview(s) will be held in a place of your
choice to make it as convenient for you as possible. The interview will take approximately 90
minutes to two hours to complete and will include some questions about your personal and work
background as well as about your experience in Guatemala. With your permission, the interview
will be audio taped so that Ms. Berg may accurately transcribe the information. If you are
interested, Ms. Berg will provide you with a copy of the transcript to review for accuracy or
additions.
There are no financial or physical risks to you for participating in this study. Please be
aware that you may feel several different emotions as you recall your experiences. Should the
interview cause you psychological stress, Ms. Berg will assist you in seeking out the appropriate
professional.
The findings of this research study may be published, however, all your information will
be kept confidential, and there will no information that will personally identify you as a participant
in this study. Your interview information will be combined with all others involved in the study,
and no real names or other identifying facts will be used to further ensure your privacy. Records
will be held in a locked box in the researcher's office, and access will not be available to anyone
but the researcher, her advisor, and people who audit Institutional Review Board (IRB)
procedures. The information will be kept for a period of three years following completion of the
study, after which all documents will be shredded and destroyed.
You may choose to withdraw from this study at anytime with no penalty or repercussion
to you. Should you choose to withdraw, please contact the researcher, Wanda Berg. If you have
questions regarding this study, please contact Wanda Berg at 701-355-8022 or Dr. Richard
Landry at the University of North Dakota at 701-777-2171. If you have any other concerns or
questions, please call Research and Compliance at 777-4279.
Your signature below indicates that you that you have read and understand this form and
that you agree to participate in this study. You will receive a copy of this consent form. You will
receive information regarding the results of this study upon your request,

Date

Participant Signature
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Appendix D
The Mission Statements
University of Mary Mission and Vision
America's Leadership University
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University of Mary Mission Statement
The University of Mary exists to serve the religious, academic, and cultural needs
of people in this region and beyond. It takes its tone from the commitment of
the Sisters of Annunciation Monastery. The Sisters founded the University in
1959 and continue to sponsor it today. It is Christian, it is Catholic, and it is
Benedictine (America's Leadership University: A plan for growth through change
and commitment. 2005, p. 2).

University of Mary Vision Statement
The University of Mary is motivated by the need to strive toward ever-higher
levels of quality. As America's Leadership University, the University of Mary
envisions a Christian learning community that prepares its students to become
leaders through service. The university is committed to providing leadership
experiences for every student to include competence mastery in their profession,
decision making skills based on Benedictine values and service to others as they
prepare to lead in their professional, church, civic, and global communities
(America's Leadership University: A plan for growth through change and
commitment. 2005, p. 2).
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America's Leadership University Mission Statement
All students are encouraged to seek the truth, to see themselves as whole and
unique individuals responsible to God, and to become leaders in the service of
truth. Each student's responsibility is the development of individual leadership
qualities- self direction, self initiative, and self actualization- to become a decision
maker, problem solver and change agent to others.
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